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High throughput data resulting from human or animal experiments are expected to provide 

more understanding of the mechanism of human disease, which in the end would lead to 

clinical application. The type of high throughput data (also known as omics data) varies, 

depending on the biological molecules that are measured in an experiment. Metabolites, 

proteins, genes and ribonucleic acids (RNAs) are examples of specific molecular objects in an 

omics study, named as metabolomics, proteomic, genomics and transcriptomics respectively. 

The human genome project was initiated in 1984 and it was aimed to identify as well as to map 

the whole human genome. The number of omics-based experiments in biomedical research, 

particularly in humans, has increased interest enormously, especially after the human genome 

project was completed in 2003.  

 

 

 
Figure 1.1.  The number of published studies in metabolomics, proteomics, genomics and transcriptomics 

that were recorded in the United States National Library of Medicine National Institute of Health 
(PubMed) repository. A quick search was performed by using the corresponding omics study 
object and study type as keywords and limiting to human-based experiment. The low number of 
published studies in 2014 might be due to incomplete record at Pubmed when the search was 
conducted.   
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Genomics profiling based on high dimensional data from high throughput experiments 

that measure the expression of tens of thousands of genes or biomarkers holds great promises 

for clinical application. Although a lot of experiments have been done and published, the 

challenge on how to mine useful information from high throughput data is still actual. A large 

number of statistical methods has been developed, resulting in discoveries of candidate 

biomarkers that are potentially related to a particular outcome of interest. Unfortunately, in 

general, low application of the findings to clinical practice has been reported [1]. There are 

three major types of statistical analyses of gene expression data, namely clustering, 

differentially expressed gene analysis and predictive modeling. Clustering analysis does not 

include a priori information about a class label in the analysis and it is commonly aimed to 

group genes that share a similar underlying biological mechanism within a particular disease 

and possibly share the same pathway. The other two types of analyses, on the other hand, are 

outcome-related analyses, where a status label of each sample is available and is taken into 

account in the analyses. In differentially expressed gene analysis, the statistical analysis is 

aimed to extract informative genes that differentiate samples from two (or more) distinct 

groups. Potential biomarkers resulting from this analysis may be used further as an input for 

predictive modeling.  

Diagnosis, prognosis and treatment selection for individual patient can become more 

accurate with strong statistical prediction models based on robust informative gene lists. 

Numerous studies have been published claiming to have built accurate prediction models. 

However the initial enthusiasm has been tempered by the uncovering of many false claims. 

The reason for these false claims lies mainly in the inadequate statistical methodology that is 

being used to develop the quantitative model underlying prediction or classification [2]. 

Further concern in prediction modeling of gene expression data is that the performance of 

classification models are known to be different, depending on gene expression data used to 

train the predictive models [3]. It has been shown in the literature that some classification 

methods have the natural abilities to handle specific types of datasets. A classification method 

such as linear discriminant analysis, for instance, works under the restrictive assumption of the 

equality of covariance matrices with each class and some methods, like shrunken centroid 

discriminant analysis, completely ignore the correlation of expression between genes. On the 

other hand, penalized logistic regression methods can handle a dataset with strongly 
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correlated variables. In addition to data-specific factors, several study specific factors have 

been claimed, particularly in cancer studies, to have an association with the performance of 

classification models, e.g. microarray type, clinical endpoint and predictive modeling technique 

[4, 5]. The question then arises what the joint effect is of data- and study specific factors 

together (and other possible factors) on the performance of classification models and, given 

the complexity of some diseases, whether the same factors play a role outside the cancer field. 

To this end, we evaluated the effect of potential study factors to the predictive ability of 

classification models by literature review studies, focusing on studies on a broad variety of 

diseases.  

Predictive modeling in gene expression data is challenging and it suffers from a lack 

of reproducibility as well as instability of the findings [6], which is strongly associated to the 

curse of dimensionality in these datasets (a very low number of samples (n) relative to the 

number of available genes (p), also known as the p >> n problem). A previous study showed 

that there is no unique gene signature list resulting from the different prediction models that 

were constructed on the same data [7]. The set of genes involved in predictive models 

depended heavily on the chosen subset of samples in predictive modeling [8]. A 

straightforward solution (yet infeasible) of this particular problem is by incorporating a large 

number of samples in an experiment. 

Taking advantage of the public availability of gene expression datasets [9], 

aggregating data across studies offers an alternative solution concerning the small sample size 

issue in gene expression studies. Combining gene expression datasets across experiment via a 

meta-analysis approach is an efficient tool to increase statistical power and to obtain more 

generalizable results. In the clinical setting, meta-analysis is a well-known statistical approach 

to pool the results of a number of randomized clinical trials with similar topic to obtain more 

accurate estimates of an overall effect. Random effects meta-analysis is the most commonly 

used method to estimate the overall effect size in practice, since the model incorporates both 

within- and between-study variance. A substantial number of methods to estimate the 

between-study variance from combined studies has been proposed, e.g. DerSimonian-Laird 

[10], Paule-Mandel [11] and the model error variance estimator [12]. Meta-analysis has been 

applied in gene expression data to generate a more robust gene list for a particular disease 
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[13-15]. Sequential meta-analysis is another approach of meta-analysis by incorporating the 

adequacy of cumulative sample size in a sequence of studies in order to draw a conclusion (i.e. 

reject or do not reject the null hypothesis) by preserving the type 1 error and pre-specifying 

the statistical power. For the purpose of finding informative genes, data analysis in gene 

expression experiments may benefit from such a meta-analysis approach by giving a more 

reliable gene list and by preventing more experiments to be initiated when accumulated 

samples already provide enough evidence to draw a conclusion for every gene of interest.  

As they were publicly available and as suggested by [16], raw gene expression 

datasets were used in our studies to aggregate information from selected previous studies for 

meta-analysis. Combining gene expression data across studies faces a great challenge, given 

the heterogeneity between studies related to the diversity of technical processes in generating 

gene expression data (e.g. experimental protocol, lab equipment and image processing), as 

well as common sources of heterogeneity in clinical practice (e.g. patient characteristics and 

difference in definition of the outcome variable). As such, heterogeneity between studies 

cannot be ignored and should therefore necessarily be incorporated into the analysis. The 

random-effects model is then intuitively more relevant to be applied in meta-analysis of 

genomic data rather than the fixed-effects model. Methods have been developed to cope with 

the issue of heterogeneity between study in meta-analysis of gene expression data, such as 

proposed by [17-19]. 

In predictive modeling, meta-analysis has also been applied as a method to increase 

the predictive ability of prediction models [20-22]. Predictive modeling in gene expression data 

hardly leads to a good generalizable model. The performance of these models is known to be 

significantly degraded in validation sets [23], especially when externally validated (i.e. testing 

the models on gene expression data generated by a different experiment and/or laboratory 

group) [24]. Meta-analysis then may be a useful approach to increase the stability and 

generalizability of predictive models [16, 21]. 

We used information from published gene expression studies to serve the two 

following goals. First, information from published gene expression studies was extracted to 

evaluate potential factors affecting the accuracy of predictive models in binary outcome data 

outside the field of cancer. We chose to particularly focus to the non-cancer field, given that 
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factors that are associated with predictive ability of classification models have been studied to 

some extend in the field of cancer e.g. by [2, 4, 5], and the complexity of some other-than-

cancer diseases might lead to interesting findings. Second, meta-analysis was performed as a 

method to generate a more accurate list of differentially expressed genes, as well as to 

evaluate the added value of meta-analysis as a feature selection method in predictive 

modeling. 

 

 

OUTLINE  

In Chapter 2, results from a systematic review study to investigate factors that contribute to 

the accuracy of prediction models in gene expression data are presented. The factors were 

chosen to represent the characteristics of the study (the medical question addressed and the 

disease type) and the strategy to build classification models (feature selection methods, cross 

validation and classification methods). We then extended the first study to understand the role 

of gene expression data characteristics (correlation, fold change and differentially expressed 

genes) in predictive modeling by controlling for the model building strategy, using raw datasets 

from a public repository. We presented the results of this study in Chapter 3. We further 

extensively studied the empirical variation in a particular factor that has been shown to have 

significant association with the performance of class prediction models, namely the correlation 

structure of gene expression data (Chapter 4).  

The second part of this thesis describes meta-analysis approaches to aggregate gene 

expression data across experiments. As a theoretical background, an extensive simulation 

study in the setting of sequential meta-analysis (SMA) was performed to study methods to 

estimate the between-study variance (Chapter 5), since it is known as one of the important 

components in estimating the overall effect size. Seven between-study variance estimators 

that are commonly used in clinical practice, were evaluated for both continuous and 

dichotomous outcome data, namely DerSimonian-Laird, two-step DerSimonian-Laird, variance 

component, Paule-Mandel, the model error variance method and its modification, as well as 
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restricted maximum likelihood method. Then, as an application of SMA to gene expression 

data, we conducted an SMA study to find prospective biomarkers in acute myeloid leukemia 

(Chapter 6). The random-effects model was considered as an appropriate model to cope with 

the heterogeneity among selected studies in SMA, where the between-study variances were 

estimated by a recommended method from the study in Chapter 5. Next, the added value of 

meta-analysis as a gene selection method in predictive modeling was evaluated in Chapter 7. A 

broad range of classification methods was used to build predictive models in gene expression 

data, ranging from discriminant analyses, tree-based, regulation and shrinkage, to algorithm-

based method. The performance of predictive models that were trained by single and multiple 

datasets were then compared to achieve the aforementioned goal. A discussion of all findings 

is presented in the General Discussion section. 
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ABSTRACT 

Classification methods used in microarray studies for gene expression are diverse in the way 

they deal with the underlying complexity of the data, as well as in the technique used to build 

the classification model. The MAQC II study on cancer classification problems has found that 

performance was affected by factors such as the classification algorithm, cross validation 

method, number of genes, and gene selection method. In this paper, we study the hypothesis 

that the disease under study significantly determines which method is optimal, and that 

additionally sample size, class imbalance, type of medical question (diagnostic, prognostic or 

treatment response) and microarray platform are potentially influential. A systematic literature 

review was used to extract the information from 48 published articles on non-cancer 

microarray classification studies. The impact of the various factors on the reported 

classification accuracy was analyzed through random-intercept logistic regression. The type of 

medical question and method of cross validation dominated the explained variation in 

accuracy among studies, followed by disease category and microarray platform. In total, 42% 

of the between study variation was explained by all the study specific and problem specific 

factors that we studied together. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Microarray gene expression technology continues to be used to obtain more understanding of 

the mechanisms of human diseases. The statistical analysis of microarray data may be 

challenging, with the inherent risk of finding a false positive result due to the high dimensional 

nature of the data. Common flaws in the three distinctive goals for the statistical analysis of 

microarray data (e.g. differential expression, class discovery (unsupervised), and class 

prediction (supervised)) have been found [2]. Inconsistency in the results of microarray 

analyses within the same dataset unfortunately has also been reported, especially for class 

prediction [25]. The variability of the reported classification accuracies may be due to the 

variation in the methods used to build the classification model, e.g. the type of classification 

model, cross validation and gene selection strategy [5]. Additionally, the performance of a 

predictive model  may also depends on characteristic of the microarray data [4].  

Most of the studies evaluating classification performance have concentrated on 

classification of cancer patients. In general, non-cancer diseases have received low attention in 

the gene expression literature, maybe because they have more varying levels of complexity 

than cancers. However, to test the hypothesis that disease complexity influences classification 

performance, it may be beneficial to use a variety of studies on non-cancerous diseases, 

instead of cancer studies.  

This study focuses on the factors that might be associated with the accuracy of 

classification models on gene expression datasets, namely the type of disease, the medical 

question, sample size, the number of genes, the gene selection method, the classification 

method and cross validation techniques, using published studies outside of the field of cancer. 

Although it was evaluated differentially, we noticed that there is an overlap of the 

aforementioned study factors with the observed factors by the MAQC II study [5] that is 

focused in the field of cancer, i.e. the number of genes, the gene selection method, and the 

classification method. In the case of non-cancerous diseases, those study factors may also 

affect the performance of classification method. The results of this study may contribute to 

understand the dependency of the performance of a classification model on the characteristics 

of gene expression data as well as the techniques used to build the model. 
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METHODS 

Literature search and data extraction  

We searched microarray gene expression studies through PubMed (US National Library of 

Medicine National Institute of Health) for relevant papers. Applied studies in which the 

investigator aimed to build supervised models based on microarray gene expression 

experimental data were primarily of interest. The studies that 1) were published in 

methodological journals 2) focused on cancer 3) were published before 2005 4) had non-

human species as experimental objects 5) were not written in English or 6) were categorized as 

review papers, were not included. For the details of the search strategy and keywords see 

Material S1. 

The search strategy and selection of studies satisfied the general methods for 

Cochrane reviews. The following details were recorded from each selected study: classification 

performance, disease type, medical question (diagnosis, prognosis or response-to-treatment), 

microarray platform (one- or two-color system), total sample size, sample size per group, cross 

validation technique (single or nested loop cross validation), gene selection technique (filter, 

wrapper, or embedded), classification method(s), and the number of genes. The selected 

studies had evaluated the classification models in diverse ways, e.g. accuracy or 

misclassification error, sensitivity and specificity, positive and negative predictive values, as 

well as AUC. The accuracy was then used to represent the classification performance, since it is 

the most commonly used measure by the selected studies and feasible to be produced in 

some studies when the information about the accuracy lacked. 

Sample size was recorded as the sample size in the training set, used to build the 

model. The degree of class imbalance was measured by dividing the number of samples in the 

majority class with the total sample size in the training set. Due to the diversity of cross 

validation methods used, we grouped the cross validation techniques into single and nested 

cross validation. The studies that used cross validation for both model assessment and model 

selection were grouped into nested cross validation. Otherwise, it was regarded as single cross 

validation.  
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Some classification methods have the ability to automatically handle the curse of 

dimensionality (      ), but others need a gene selection step to reach a lower dimension 

before applying the classification method. Some of the studies selected genes univariately 

based on a statistic passing a threshold for selection or the top-K genes to feed the classifier. In 

other studies, the gene selection method was aimed at finding an optimal set of genes by 

stepwise iterating between selection and classifier building. Thus, we grouped the gene 

selection technique based on their interaction with the classifier, namely filter (e.g. univariate 

selection), wrapper (e.g. stepwise optimization of the selected gene set), and embedded (e.g. 

penalized likelihood regression). Grouping was also done on the classification method into two 

categories, depending on their ability to detect interactions between genes. Genes can be 

activated independently but also be activated through the activation of other genes. Due to 

this phenomenon, the classification methods that can automatically model interactions are 

expected to have better performance than those who cannot, at least in some studies. The 

methods that could detect the interaction (referred to as “interaction classifiers”) in our 

review were tree-based methods, logistic regression, support vector machines (SVM), k-

Nearest Neighbours (kNN), artificial neural networks (ANN), and weighting voting methods. 

Meanwhile, discriminant analysis, prediction analysis of microarray (PAM), compound 

covariate predictor, nearest centroid, and LASSO were classified into the group of methods 

that could not automatically detect interactions (called “non-interaction classifiers”). 

Among the selected studies, we found 34 different disease types. The diseases were 

categorized according to SNOMED (http://eagl.unige.ch/SNOCat/) producing 16 categories. 

Further re-categorization was done to establish etiology-based disease groups. As a result, we 

obtained 6 disease types: inflammatory disorder, immune disease, degenerative disease, 

infection, mental disorder and other (i.e. obesity and acute lung injury). See Material S2 for 

grouping details. 

 

 

  

http://eagl.unige.ch/SNOCat/
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Table 2.1. Overview of the studied data 

Study Classification model(s) Study factor 1 … Study factor 8 Classfication model accuracy 

1         
   

             

2         
   

             

... ... ... ... ... ... 

7         
   

             

7         
   

             

7         
   

             

7         
   

             

… … … … … … 

47          
   

               

48          
   

               

        : Classification model   in study   
     : The number of correct classified sample(s) based on the classification model   in study   
     : The number of miss-classified sample(s) based on the classification model   in study   

 

Data analysis 

The forty eight selected studies yielded sixty one classification gene expression models. The 

number of observed classification models is higher than the number of selected studies since 

some studies had built more than one classification model. We considered the data to be 

clustered data, where the selected studies act as clusters. Further, in each study, we treated 

the accuracy as a grouped binomial variable, for which we have the number of samples that 

are correctly and incorrectly classified. The data structure is visualized in Table 2.1. The logistic 

random effect meta-analysis is a natural choice to handle this type of data [26]. The logistic 

random effects model is the generalization of the linear mixed effects model to binomial 

outcome data using a sigmoid link function.  
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As the accuracy is well known to be biased towards the majority class, the random 

intercept logistic model was corrected by the class imbalance level, which was always included 

in the meta-regression model. For the     study factor, the random effects model is written as 

 

          
        

                                              

 

where        is the probability of a sample j in dataset D to be correctly classified and     is 

the random intercept with respect to dataset D, in which              . Multivariable 

evaluation of study factors was also done by a backward elimination approach. In each 

backward step, two nested models, with and without a particular study factor, were compared 

by Akaike’s information criterion (AIC).   

The explained-variation of the model accuracy was then calculated on the log-odds 

scale using the random effects variance of the study factor. The variation explained by all study 

factors together was calculated based on the relative difference between the random 

intercept variances of the null model       
 and the full model       , divided by       . The full 

model is the logistic random intercept model with all study factors as covariates. We also 

evaluated the explained variation of each factor relative to the full model. The relative 

contribution in explained variation by the     factor to the full model was calculated by 

 

         
        

                                                                                                                                 

 

where          
  is the variance of the model based on all factors except the     factor 

            and        is the variance of the model based on all factors. All analyses have 

been done in R software (Material S3). The glmer function from lme4 package was used to 

analyze the data [27].   
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RESULTS 

Summary of study characteristics 

The automated search strategy yielded over a thousand papers. The first screening was done 

by examining the title and abstract, and yielded 197 papers to be fully reviewed, which 

resulted in 57 papers that met all the criteria (last search on September 20, 2013). The PRISMA 

workflow diagram of the systematic literature review [28]  is provided in Figure 2.1. For further 

statistical analyses, we selected the 48 studies [29-76] that mentioned accuracy as their 

classification performance measurement. Because some studies had used more than one 

classification method, the evaluation of factors influencing accuracy was based on 61 

classification models. The basic characteristics of the selected studies are described in Table 

2.2.  

Within the search period, the number of classification studies that had used 

microarray technology outside the field of cancer tended to increase with calendar time, and 

the one color system array (35/48) was mostly used, compare to the two-color system (13/48). 

We found 34 different diseases, predominantly the inflammatory disorder and infection 

disease groups, i.e. 17(35%) and 12(32%) studies, respectively. The diagnostic problem is the 

most common medical question addressed by microarray gene expression supervised learning. 

Classification models were built by either the single (19/48) or the nested (29/48) cross 

validation technique. The search result shows that there is no clear preference in 

dimensionality reduction technique among the selected studies. With regards to the 

classification methods, we notice that SVM (24%) and PAM (21%) are the most commonly used 

methods. However, when we grouped the classification methods based on their ability to 

detect interaction between genes, there appeared to be no clear preference for no-interaction 

or interaction classifiers.  
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Records identified through 
database searching 

(n = 10351) 

Additional records identified 
through other sources 

(n = 0) 

Records after applying exclusion criteria  
(n = 1546) 

Records screened 
(n = 1546) 

Records excluded 
(n = 874) 

Full-text articles 
assessed for eligibility 

(n = 197) 

Full-text articles 
excluded, with reasons 

(n =141) 

Studies included in 
qualitative synthesis 

(n =  57) 

Studies included in 
quantitative synthesis 

(meta-regression) 
(n = 48) 

Figure 2.1. The PRISMA workflow diagram of the literature review search 
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Table 2.2. Characteristics of 48 fully reviewed studies 

Study characteristics Number of studies 

Year 
 

2005 – 2007 15 

2008 – 2010 19 

2011 – 2013 14 

Disease Type 
 

Inflammatory disorder 17 

Immune disease 5 

Degenerative disease 6 

Infection 12 

Mental disorder 5 

Other 3 

Microarray color system 
 

One-color 35 

Two-color 13 

Medical question 
 

Diagnostic 29 

Prognostic 6 

Response-to-treatment 13 

Cross validation 
 

Single 19 

Nested 29 

Gene selection 
 

Filter 13 

Wrapper 16 

Embedded 19 

Classification method * 
 

Interaction 37 

No-interaction 24 

* Some studies used more than one classifier 
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Figure 2.2. The relative explained-variation of study factors. The x-axis represents the relative explained 
variation for each study factor, while the y-axis shows the study factors. Table S1 provides more 
details on the relative explained-variation of each study factor 

 

 

Table 2.3. Individual random effects logistic regression 

Study factor Df AIC P value 

Class imbalance level 1 142.3 0.18 

Sample size 1 142.9 0.23 

Microarray platform (color system) 1 142.8 0.22 

Medical question 2 144.1 0.33 

Disease type 5 148.3 0.66 

Cross-validation technique 1 144.0 0.66 

Gene selection method 2 144.7 0.45 

Classification method 1 144.3 0.90 

The number of genes in final model 1 144.3 0.78 
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Meta-regression 

Table 2.3 shows the result of individual evaluation for each factor by random effects logistic 

regression. A model with “class imbalance level” as a fixed effect is considered as the null 

model. No model with an additional fixed effect is better than the null model. The 

multivariable model by backward evaluation is summarized in Table 2.4. We started with the 

full model which consists of nine study factors. The backward elimination resulted in four study 

factors that are associated with the performance of a classification method, namely the color 

system, medical question, cross validation technique, and gene selection method (Table 2.4). 

We refer this model as a final meta-regression model. Although the final model would improve 

without the “class imbalance level” (shown by the lower AIC value if the classification model is 

excluded from the random effect model), we keep this factor in the logistic model as a 

correction as stated in the Methods section. 

 The relative contribution of each study factor to the explained-variation of the full 

model is shown in Figure 2.2. The medical question has a large relative explained-variation 

(25%), followed by cross validation technique (9.2%), disease group (8.0%), microarray color 

system (2.5%), the number of genes in the final classification model (1.8%), and gene selection 

technique (1.31%). In total, all study factors together explained 41.9% of the between study 

variation in the null model.  

 
 

DISCUSSION  
This study was conducted on 48 selected papers that were published between 2005 and 2013 

and identified through the PubMed repository. Targeted keywords efficiently selected the 

relevant papers, among thousands of published microarray classification studies. We aimed to 

assess the influence of study and method specific determinants of classification model 

accuracy outside the field of cancer, by analyzing eight factors through random effects meta-

regression. The accuracy is used as a representation of classification model performance due 

to the availability of the information in the majority of the selected study. The accuracy is a 

well-known rough measurement for the performance of a classification model. Especially in 
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highly imbalanced datasets, accuracy may yield overoptimistic results, because a classification 

model might easily send all samples to the majority class. The class imbalance should therefore 

be taken into account when interpreting the prediction accuracy [2], and a meaningful 

classification model necessarily should have higher accuracy than the proportion of the 

majority class. Unfortunately, the classification models in [30, 51, 56, 65]  have lower accuracy 

than their level of class imbalance (Figure S1). Other measurements, such as Mathew’s correlation 

coefficient (MCC), might be less affected by the class imbalance level. However, it was unfeasible to 

have all information that is necessary to calculate MCC in all selected studies. To deal with the 

problem of class imbalance when using accuracy, we corrected our random effects models with the 

class imbalance level. We then expect that this correction will compensate for the drawback of 

using accuracy. 

The main finding of this study is that four factors were associated with the classification 

accuracy. The clinical problem (i.e. diagnostic, prognostic or response-to-treatment) had the 

highest relative contribution to the explained-variation of the full model, which in other terms 

also had been experienced by the MAQC II consortium study [5]. The MAQC II study defined 

the difficulty of the classification problem as depending on the endpoint. Further, they found 

that data using a particular endpoint were easier to be classified than the same data when 

using other endpoints. It shows that the classification performance also depends on the 

difficulty of the classification problem. In clinical applications, the classification difficulty may 

also be related to the nature of the medical question: diagnostic, prognostic, or response-to-

treatment. In a diagnostic question, the investigator tries to differentiate patients with or 

without the disease of interest, based on their gene expression. The prediction based on this 

type of problem should be less complicated than the other two, since the gene expression 

information is gathered at the time when the disease is already present or not. On the other 

hand, the response-to-treatment classification predicts an outcome that has to develop over 

time, based on the gene expression at the start of treatment. The future of a patient is 

determined by multiple factors, not only on the genomic factors when the information is 

gathered, but also all events between the information extraction and prediction time. 

Prognostic classification faces the same issue as response-to-treatment classification, and may 

be even more difficult. In our study, the classification difficulty is increasing from diagnostic to 

response-to-treatment.   
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Table 2.4. Backward elimination in multiple random intercept logistic regression 

+  The AIC of multivariable random effect logistic regression model if the corresponding study factor 
is deleted. The AIC in the full model is 155.7. 

*   The study factors gave the lowest AIC and was excluded from the model for the next step.  

Step Study factors on the model Df AIC+ P value 

1 

Class imbalance level 1 155.95 0.128 

Sample size 1 153.65 0.928 

Microarray platform (color system) 1 154.85 0.271 

Medical question 2 160.58 0.011 

Disease type * 5 149.10 0.629 

Cross validation technique 1 157.56 0.048 

Gene selection method 2 152.72 0.582 

Classification method 1 153.64 0.950 

The number of genes in final model 1 153.91 0.602 

2 

Class imbalance level 1 148.52 0.233 

Sample size * 1 147.10 0.993 

Microarray platform (color system) 1 150.62 0.061 

Medical question 2 151.90 0.033 

Cross validation technique 1 150.80 0.054 

Gene selection method 2 148.90 0.149 

Classification method 1 147.18 0.773 

The number of genes in final model 1 147.61 0.476 

3 

Class imbalance level 1 146.53 0.232 

Microarray platform (color system) 1 149.07 0.046 

Medical question 2 149.90 0.033 

Cross validation technique 1 149.41 0.038 

Gene selection method 2 147.63 0.104 

Classification method * 1 145.19 0.766 

The number of genes in final model 1 145.62 0.473 

4 

Class imbalance level 1 144.58 0.239 

Microarray platform (color system) 1 147.32 0.042 

Medical question 2 147.99 0.033 

Cross validation technique 1 147.85 0.031 

Gene selection method 2 145.77 0.101 

The number of genes in final model * 1 143.76 0.451 

5 

Class imbalance level 1 142.76 0.315 

Microarray platform (color system) 1 145.84 0.043 

Medical question 2 145.99 0.044 

Cross validation technique 1 146.02 0.039 

Gene selection method 2 144.08 0.115 
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This finding has been experienced previously in Leukemia [23], where the diagnostic classifier 

had higher classification performance than prognostic classification. Almost all their diagnostic 

classifiers had perfect results, while the best model for prognostic questions had only 78% 

accuracy. The effect of classification difficulty has also been observed by [77], which used the 

integrated Fisher score to rank the problem difficulty. The number of selected genes did not 

increase as the classification case became more difficult, which is confirmed by our results 

(Figure 2.3). Furthermore, they stated that the gene selection method had a low effect on the 

classification performance. In our result, the gene selection method was associated with the 

classification model performance. However, it is also worthy to note that we categorized the 

gene selection methods based on their interactions with the classifier. Dimensional reduction 

is often to be done by applying a particular gene selection technique before building a 

classification model. Some methods, however, have the ability to exclude redundant genes 

while building the classification model, e.g. PAM and LASSO. Unfortunately, the theoretical 

advantage of these methods was not used by [49, 64, 65, 69, 72, 76],  making  a gene selection 

step necessary before building the classification model. One reason for this might be because 

supervised learning and differentially expressed genes analysis were presented in the same 

paper.  

The other important factor that should be considered in building a classification model 

is the cross-validation technique. It has the second largest of individual explained variability. 

The variability of classification performance could be due to the diversity of cross validation 

techniques that were used by investigators. It suggests that more attention shall be put to this 

factor when we build microarray classification models. Overoptimistic assessment of model 

performance is the most common flaw in class prediction studies, which causes an upward bias 

in estimates of prediction accuracy [2, 5]. Simple model evaluation is done by dividing the data 

into a training and a testing set, i.e. build a model in the training set and test the model into a 

dataset that is blinded for the training part. The test set should not be involved in any 

modeling step. An inappropriate approach is to first do the gene selection in the whole dataset 

and then make the split in training and testing set [2, 78], as had been done by [31, 39, 46, 53, 

64]. In that case, the testing data was partly involved in a model building step through the 

selection of genes in the model, so that an overoptimistic classifier more likely will be 

produced. We found 18 studies (40%) that used cross validation for either model assessment 
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or model selection, but not for both. Although our individual evaluation (Table S2 and Figure 

S2) shows that there is no difference in classification performance of both cross validation 

techniques, the multivariable final model showed that they do differ. Using cross validation for 

both model assessment and model selection is definitely to be advised in order to avoid 

producing an overoptimistic classifier. A framework for building classification models on gene 

expression data by [79] may be considered as a standard guide. Another interesting finding in 

our study is the significant effect of microarray color system on model performance. The one-

color microarray platform tends to yield higher accuracy than two-color systems (Figure S3). 

This result was contradictory with [80] who tested the dependence of the gene expression 

prediction in neuroblastoma patients on the microarray platform. They concluded that 

different microarray platforms should be able to yield similar results if the investigators follow 

the right procedure given by the vendor and they know the nature of those platforms. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.3. Boxplot of the “Medical question” study factor with respect to sample size on training data, 

proportional sample size (class imbalance level), and the number of genes included in the final 
classification models.  

 

Sample size Proportional sample size The number of genes 
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Table 2. 5. The number of data points (average accuracy) clustered by “medical question” and 
“cross validation technique” 

  
Medical question 

    Diagnostic Prognostic Response to treatment 

Cross validation  

technique 

Single 10 (0.93) 5 (0.90) 13 (0.83) 

Nested 27 (0.87) 2 (0.90) 4 (0.76) 

 

 

 

Individual evaluation yielded no significant study factors that influenced the class 

prediction accuracy. A study factor may not be significant in a univariable model, but it may 

show its effect in a multivariable evaluation, due to the presence of other study factors in the 

meta-regression model, a mechanism well known as confounding.  Hence, we also evaluated 

the study factors simultaneously by using backward selection. High associations were shown 

by the medical question and cross validation method (Table 2.5). The prognostic and response-

to-treatment studies tended to use single cross validation method. Nested cross validation is 

difficult to use in small sample sized data. Hence, they might prefer to use single over nested 

cross validation. Meanwhile, most of the diagnostic classification studies used nested cross 

validation, where most of them had relatively large sample size. This explains the confounding 

in the individual analysis. 

Statistical power might be an issue in our study, due to relatively small number of 

selected studies used for analysis. However, it is also important to note that there are not 

much published gene expression classification studies outside the cancer field. We found forty 

eight studies that fulfilled all our requirements (detail search strategy is available in the 

Supplementary Material). Given the relatively small population of non-cancer published 

studies, our search yielded a considerable number of studies when it is compared to the 

literature review studies in the cancer field conducted by [2] (n=90 studies) and [25] (n=84 

studies). Including cancer studies into our analysis might increase the statistical power and 

possibly lead to a difference in behavior of the study factors in cancer and non-cancerous 

diseases. However, as aforementioned, gene expression studies in the field of cancer have 
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been observed intensively by [2, 4, 5], particularly in the supervised learning case. Thus, in this 

study we chose to closely evaluate published classification studies in the microarray gene 

expression experiment outside the field of cancer. Although we have a relatively small number 

of studies, our finding in the multivariable evaluation have stable results, in which we found 

high agreement of the random effect logistic regression model in the jackknife resampling 

analysis and in the overall analysis (Supplementary Material, Table S3).  

This study evaluated eight factors that represent the characteristics of the 

experiments as well as the gene expression data. The multivariable analysis shows that 42% of 

the between study variation was explained by these factors, while the other 58% might be 

explained by un-observed factors, which may include the preprocessing procedures (e.g. batch 

effect removal, normalization and filtering criteria), the microarray type, and the number of 

features after the preprocessing steps. We did not include factors such as normalization and 

batch effect removal due lacking information in the majority of the selected studies. This also 

rises a recommendation for each published gene expression study to report all steps both in 

the experiment and in the data analyses, as mentioned by the MIAME (Minimum Information 

About a Microarray Experiment) guideline [9].The transparency of study reporting helps to 

achieve reproducibility of the results and to serve as an input for further research, such as a 

meta-regression study. The un-reproducibility of result is even more severe when the datasets, 

in particular  the raw dataset, are not publicly available [6]. Among our 48 selected studies, we 

found only eight studies that had stored both raw and processed datasets; and three studies 

that stored processed datasets only either in the ArrayExpress or the GEO online repository 

(last checked on February 4, 2014).   

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

The accuracy of classification models based on gene expression microarray data depends on 

study specific and problem specific factors. Investigators should pay more attention to these 

factors when building microarray classification models. The cross validation technique has an 

important impact in explaining the variability across the studies. Nested cross validation is 

suggested to be used in any microarray classification study.  
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Figure S1. Plot of proportional sample size (the class imbalance level) and the classification 

model accuracy. The class imbalance level was calculated by dividing the sample 

size in the majority class by the total sample size in the training data. The 

diagonal line represents a minimum accuracy that should be achieved by a 

classification model, based on assigning all subjects to the majority class. 

 

Figure S2.  Boxplot of cross validation technique against model accuracy. 

 

Figure S3.  Boxplot of microarray platform (color system) against model accuracy. 

 

Table S1.  Details of study factors in the selected studies. 

 

Table S2.  The variability explained by each modeling factor. 

 

Table S3.  Study factors that were included in the multivariable random effect logistic 

regression models via Jackknife resampling. 

 

Checklist S1.  PRISMA checklist. 

 

Material S1. Literature search strategy. 

 

Material S2.  Disease classification. 

 

Material S3. R script. 
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ABSTRACT 

Class prediction models have been shown to have varying performances in clinical gene 

expression datasets. Previous evaluation studies, mostly done in the field of cancer, showed 

that the accuracy of class prediction models differs from dataset to dataset and depends on 

the type of classification function. While a substantial amount of information is known about 

the characteristics of classification functions, little has been done to determine which 

characteristics of gene expression data have impact on the performance of a classifier. This 

study aims to empirically identify data characteristics that affect the predictive accuracy of 

classification models, outside of the field of cancer. Datasets from twenty five studies meeting 

predefined inclusion and exclusion criteria were downloaded. Nine classification functions 

were chosen, falling within the categories: discriminant analyses or Bayes classifiers, tree 

based, regularization and shrinkage and nearest neighbors methods. Consequently, nine class 

prediction models were built for each dataset using the same procedure and their 

performances were evaluated by calculating their accuracies. The characteristics of each 

experiment were recorded, (i.e. observed disease, medical question, tissue/cell types and 

sample size) together with characteristics of the gene expression data, namely the number of 

differentially expressed genes, the fold changes and the within-class correlations. Their effects 

on the accuracy of a class prediction model were statistically assessed by random effects 

logistic regression. The number of differentially expressed genes and the average fold change 

had significant impact on the accuracy of a classification model and gave individual explained-

variation in prediction accuracy of up to 72% and 57%, respectively. Multivariable random 

effects logistic regression with forward selection yielded the two aforementioned study factors 

and the within class correlation as factors affecting the accuracy of classification functions, 

explaining 91.5% of the between study variation. We evaluated study- and data-related factors 

that might contribute to the performance of classification functions in non-cancer datasets. 

Our results showed that the number of differentially expressed genes, the fold change, and the 

correlation in gene expression data significantly affect the accuracy of class prediction models, 

as also have been observed by previous evaluation studies in the field of cancer. 
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INTRODUCTION  

As one of the major types of analyses for gene expression studies, supervised learning or 

classification has received high attention. Studies vary from the application of supervised 

methods to real-life problems like in [64, 65, 81], methods comparisons [82, 83] and methods 

development [84, 85]. Methods to build predictive models are widely available in the literature 

and it had been shown that the performance of a classification method varies depending on 

the dataset to which the method is applied [3]. The characteristics of a dataset that naturally 

could be handled by a classification function might be one of the underlying reasons 

accounting for this variability. A classical method like linear discriminant analysis works under 

an assumption of the equality of covariance matrices between classes; while penalized logistic 

regression could handle a dataset with strongly correlated variables. Other specific study 

factors had also been shown to determine the predictive ability of a classification model, such 

as model building technique, array platform, clinical problem and sample size [4, 5]. Most of 

these characteristics are related to the technology or procedure and not to the specific data at 

hand. The characteristics of a gene expression dataset together with the nature of a 

classification function may play a key role in yielding a good class prediction model for gene 

expression data.  

Evaluation studies on the aforementioned factors were based on classification models 

within the field of cancer. The effect of these factors might differ on datasets from non-

cancerous disease. This is because most cancerous diseases are often tissue specific unlike 

non-cancerous diseases that might involve the entire system and hence have different 

complexities. As one of gene expression data characteristics that has been proven by [86] to 

have an effect on the performance of probabilistic classifiers when calibration and refinement 

scores were used as model evaluation measurements, correlation structures have been shown 

to differ significantly between datasets from both cancerous and non-cancerous diseases [87]. 

These findings had led to the question, what factors do affect the performance of class 

prediction models on datasets from non-cancerous diseases. As such, a literature review study 

to quantify the association between study factors and the performance of classification 

methods outside the field of cancer was initiated [88]. The study, however, was limited to the 
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characteristics of the microarray experiment, without investigating the effect of gene 

expression data characteristics such as the correlation between genes.  

In this study, we outline potential study and data specific factors and assess their 

contribution to the accuracy of classification functions using real life gene expression data. The 

factors were chosen from both the experimental settings of the studies (i.e. disease, medical 

questions, tissue/cell types and sample size) and the characteristics of the gene expression 

data (i.e. the number of differentially expressed genes, the fold changes and the within-class 

correlations). 

 

 

METHODS 

Data extraction  

We downloaded microarray gene expression datasets from the ArrayExpress data repository. 

The criteria for selecting the datasets were that the experiments 1) had been conducted in 

humans; 2) outside the field of cancer; 3) had samples with class labels in at least two classes; 

4) were published after 2005; and 5) provided raw cell files. To reduce the source of variability 

of classification model performances because of the array used in the experiments, we left out 

the studies that were conducted using other than Affymetrix array. This additional exclusion 

criterion was also motivated by the widely used of Affymetrix array by studies that were 

recorded in the ArrayExpress repository. Out of 54,169 recorded studies in the ArrayExpress, 

21,284 (39.2%), 4,436 (8.2%) and 3,896 (7.2%) studies used Affymetrix, Illumina and Agilent 

array, respectively (last checked in November 18, 2014). We took only two disease classes or 

dichotomized the outcomes if there were more than two classes in a study. In total, we 

downloaded twenty five gene expression datasets [54, 57, 60, 64, 89-100] briefly described in 

the Supplementary Material (Material 1) and summarized in Table 3.1. In addition to the 

extracted datasets, the following study characteristics were recorded: medical question 

addressed, disease type, tissue/cell type, microarray platform, paper availability, year of 

publication and sample size. The twenty five gene expression datasets came from microarray 
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studies that were conducted in thirteen different diseases. We grouped the diseases based on 

etiology resulting in five major types namely; inflammatory (10), infectious (4), immune (4), 

degenerative (4), and hereditary (3) diseases. The disease grouping was aimed to evaluate the 

potential effect of the disease complexity to the performance of the classification methods. 

 

Preprocessing  

The raw datasets were normalized using quantile normalization, background correction 

performed according to manufacturer’s platform recommended correction and log base two 

transformed [28]. Median polish was used as a summarization method to quantify expression 

values because of its ability to deal with outlying probes [29]. For each dataset, we filtered out 

non-informative probesets using two filtering criteria. First, we retained probesets that had 

expression values greater than five in at least ten percent (10%) of the total samples. Secondly, 

we filtered the retained probesets whose standard deviations were greater than 0.5 (sd > 0.5). 

We refer to the retained list as the actual expression data. 

 

Classifier building 

We built and evaluated in each dataset class prediction models with the set of nine classifiers 

described in the classification functions subsection. Since we are only equipped with a finite 

sample and the underlying distribution is unknown, the empirical counterpart to the 

generalization accuracy of a classification function f is estimated as 

         
             

 

   
                                                

where   is the number of available samples and        is a loss function with        
        ,          otherwise [101]. 
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Though this empirical counterpart to the generalization accuracy can be used to 

evaluate classifiers, it usually overfits the sample  . A general practice is to split the samples 

into a learning set   and a testing set  . Predicted value from a classification function       is 

constructed from a learning set   only and evaluated using a testing set    [101]. In case 

sample sizes are very small, a good practice is to generate several learning and testing sets 

from the available sample, construct a classifier with each learning set and using the 

corresponding testing set, estimate the empirical generalization accuracy. The final empirical 

generalization accuracy is the average across the testing sets. Suppose   learning sets 

            are generated from sample   and the corresponding testing sets        

with        obtained from             then an estimate of the accuracy is calculated by 

     
   

    
             
    

 

   
                                            

where     is the cardinality of the considered set [101]. 

As such, each dataset was split into two-thirds for the learning set and one-third for 

the testing set taking into account the number of samples per class (i.e. stratified sampling), 

using Monte Carlo Cross Validation (MCCV) [101] and the probesets were ranked using the 

moderated t-statistic [102] on the learning set. The learning set was further split into an inner-

learning set and an inner-testing set using leave one out cross validation (LOOCV), The 

parameter(s) of the classification functions (if any) were tuned by ranking the probesets on the 

moderated t-statistic and building the classifier with different values of the parameter(s) using 

the  inner-learning set and evaluated with the out of bag inner-testing set as proposed by [79]. 

The number of top probesets to be included in the classification function was also determined 

among    = 5,10,15,20,25,50,55 for non-discriminant and   =2,3,4,5 (except for the GAU data-

set,   =2,3) for linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and diagonal linear discriminant analysis 

(DLDA) using the corresponding inner-learning and inner-testing sets. The restriction of the top 

probesets for the discriminant functions is due to the inability of these functions to 

accommodate a number of probesets greater than the number of samples. With the optimal 

probeset(s) and number of top probesets ( ) for each classification function, the class 

prediction model was built for each classification function using the learning set and then 
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evaluated within the testing set. The process was repeated  =100 times. The numbers of 

correctly-classified and misclassified samples in both learning and testing sets were then 

recorded.  

 

Classification functions 

The nine classification functions were chosen to represent the broad list in the literature that falls 

within the categories: discriminant analyses or Bayesian (linear discriminant analysis (LDA), diagonal 

linear discriminant analysis (DLDA), and shrunken centroid discriminant analysis (SCDA)), tree 

base (random forest (RF) and tree-based boosting (TBB)), regularization and shrinkage (RIDGE, 

LASSO and support vector machines (SVM)), and k-nearest neighbors (kNN) methods.  

Linear discriminant analysis (LDA). Discriminant analyses are Bayes optimal classifiers, which 

assume that the conditional distributions of predictors given the classes are multivariate 

normally distributed and the within-class covariance matrices are equal for all classes [101]. In 

order to get an optimum LDA classifier, we optimized the number of probesets to be included 

in the model.  

Diagonal linear discriminant analysis (DLDA). As LDA, DLDA also works under the assumption of 

multivariate normality of class densities and a diagonal within-class covariance matrix  for each 

class [82]. The optimum number of probesets was tuned by cross-validation.  

Shrunken centroid discriminant analysis (SCDA). It is also well-known as the prediction analysis 

of microarray (PAM) and it is specially developed to handle the high-dimensionality of gene 

expression microarray data. The method works by shrinking the class centroids to the overall 

centroid. For binary classification, the mean for each probesest j in each class k is calculated, 

and is called the class centroid. The class centroids are first normalized by overall mean, 

pooled standard deviation and sample size. This normalized class centroid is denoted by    . 

The goal of this method is to shrink     towards zero by reducing     by an amount of  . The 

larger   implicitly means excluding more probesets, which lead to a reduction in the model 

complexity. On the other hand, less number of probesets in a model would increase the risk of 

excluding informative probesets [103]. To balance this trade-off, parameter   was optimized 
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amongst the following values: 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2 and 5. SCDA is categorized as an embedded 

filtering method because of its ability to do filtering and model building simultaneously [104]. 

Random forest (RF). Random forest is a classification method designed for decision tree 

classifiers. It combines the predictions made by multiple decision trees, where each tree is 

generated based on the values of an independent set of predictors. Each set contains 

probesets that are randomly sampled as candidates in each split. Randomization helps to 

reduce the correlations among decision trees so that the generalization accuracy of the 

classifier can be improved. A random vector can be incorporated in the tree-growing process, 

such as randomly select one of the best split at each node of the decision tree, where it can be 

determined by setting the minimum size of terminal nodes. A higher value for the minimum 

terminal node size would possibly lead to smaller grown trees. Once multiple trees have been 

built, they are then combined by voting; that is each tree cast a vote at its terminal nodes 

[105]. The number of random probesets at each split and the minimum size of terminal nodes 

were tuned within the values                         and        , respectively. 

Tree-based boosting (TBB). Boosting is a classification method that combines the output of 

several “weak” classifiers to produce a powerful “committee” [106].  It is an iterative 

procedure used to adaptively change the distribution of the training samples so that the base 

classifiers focus on samples that are hard to classify. Boosting assigns a weight to each learning 

sample and may adaptively change the weight at the end of each boosting round. These 

weights are then used either as a sampling distribution or can be used by the base classifier to 

learn a model that is biased toward higher-weight samples. The idea is to give all observations 

the same weights at the start, perform a bootstrap sample and build a classifier, which in this 

case is a classification tree (hence tree-based boosting) then test the classifier with all the 

subjects. The weights of misclassified subjects are increased in the next bootstrap sample 

thereby given them higher chances to be sampled. We optimized the number of trees 

(bootstrap samples) that falls within these following values: 50, 100, 200, 500 and 1000.  

Ridge regression (RIDGE). The L2-penalization is used in logistic regression to shrink the less 

significant coefficients toward zero. The amount of shrinkage is controlled by a parameter  , 

where larger   implies a larger degree of shrinkage [106]. The parameter   of the penalization 
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is a tuning parameter obtained by cross-validation (   0.0625, 0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, and 

16).  

LASSO. As in ridge regression, LASSO uses a penalization parameter     to estimate the 

coefficients of logistic regression, this time using L1-penalization.   is interpreted as truncating 

the less significant coefficients, so that LASSO also works as a method for variable selection. 

We selected the optimum   parameter within this range 0.1:0.1:0.9 by cross validation [106]. 

Support vector machines (SVM). SVM classification is a binary classification method that fits an 

optimal hyperplane between two classes by maximizing the margin between the classes' 

closest points. The points lying on the boundaries are called support vectors, and the middle of 

the margin is the optimal separating hyperplane. Data points on the “wrong” side of the 

discriminant margin are weighted down to reduce their influence and it is controlled by the 

cost parameter  . For the nonlinear case, SVM uses a nonlinear mapping (via kernels) to 

transform the original training data into a higher dimension. Within this new dimension, it 

searches for the linear optimal separating hyperplane that is, a “decision boundary” separating 

the tuples of one class from another. The SVM finds this hyperplane using the support vectors 

(“essential” training tuples) and margins are defined by the support vectors [107]. We used a 

linear kernel and the optimal cost parameter was obtained from 0.1, 1, 5, 10, 50, 100, 500  

using cross-validation. 

K-nearest neighbor (KNN). For a sample  , the KNN algorithm classifies this sample   based on 

a measure of distance between   and other learning samples. It finds the   samples in the 

learning set closest to   and then predicts the class of   by majority votes. The value   is 

usually specified by the user. It should be noted that if   is too small, then the nearest-

neighbor classifier may be susceptible to over-fitting. On the other hand, if   is too large, the 

nearest-neighbor classifier may misclassify the test instance, because its list of nearest 

neighbors may include data that are located far away from its neighborhood [34]. The optimal 

value of   is chosen by cross validating amongst  =1(1)10. 
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Predictive factors 

The study characteristics (referred to as “study factors”) were evaluated for their effect on the 

performance of the classification methods. The factors were chosen from both the 

experimental settings of the studies and the characteristics of the gene expression data. We 

selected study factors that have been proven in the literature or intuitively have association 

with the performance of classification models. To represent the experimental setting, we 

chose study factors like medical question, sample size and cell/tissue type used in the 

experiment. The gene expression data were explored further to find the characteristics that 

might contribute to the performance of classification methods, namely the number of 

differentially expressed genes, fold changes and within-class pairwise correlations. The study 

factors are described as follows. 

Medical question. The medical questions were of different types: diagnostic, prognostic and 

response to treatment related studies Diagnostic studies tend to have higher classification 

model performance than prognostic or response to a treatment studies, as experienced by e.g. 

[23]. This factor also came out as one of the factors that was associated with classification 

model performance outside the field of cancer [88]. We classified the medical questions of the 

experiments as either diagnostic or non-diagnostic. 

Sample size. Microarray datasets suffer from a severe curse of dimensionality. The impact of 

the number of samples used in the analysis was therefore investigated, particularly in the field 

of cancer by [4]. The class imbalance is another point of consideration when building a 

classification model. It may introduce bias towards the majority class in a prediction model and 

the classification performance will be overestimated, especially when the accuracy is used to 

evaluate the model [108]. The class imbalance factor is calculated as the number of samples in 

the majority class divided by the total sample size. 

Cell type. The tissue or cell type used in the experiment is likely to be dissimilar between 

studies and may impact the resolution of information and also the performance of classifiers. 

In a specific cancer case, like in acute myeloid leukemia (AML), the findings could be greatly 

affected by the cell type used in the experiment (e.g. in [109-111]). We therefore considered 

the cell type as one of the factors. We used a broad categorization of blood versus non-blood 

cell types. 
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The number of differentially expressed genes (pDEG). For each dataset, we performed a 

differential expression analysis by fitting a linear model for microarray data (well-known as 

limma) [112] and controlling the false discovery rate (FDR at 5%) defined as expected 

proportion of false rejection among the rejected hypotheses using the Benjamini and 

Hochberg (BH) procedure [113]. 

The within-class correlation level (withincor). We constructed the within-class correlation 

matrices for each dataset. A shrinkage approach was applied to estimate the correlation matrix 

to deal with the high dimensionality and sparsity [114]. We took the average of absolute 

pairwise correlations within each class and averaged those values over the two classes to 

represent the level of the within-class correlation coefficient for a dataset.  

The fold change (fc). We calculated the fold change for each actual probeset as the absolute 

difference of the mean of log2 expressions between samples in two groups, divided by the 

pooled standard deviation. We summarized the fold changes in each dataset as the mean fold 

changes from all probesets. 

 

Random effects logistic regression 

The nine classification models were built in the twenty five gene expression microarray 

datasets. We considered these datasets as clustered data, where the selected studies and the 

classification methods act as clusters. Further, in each study, we treated the accuracy as a 

grouped binomial variable, for which we had the number of samples that were correctly and 

incorrectly classified. We therefore evaluated the six aforementioned predictive factors for 

classification accuracy by a logistic random intercept regression model [26]. The logistic 

random effects model is the generalization of the linear mixed model to binomial outcomes. In 

this case, the sigmoid logistic link function is applied to the common linear mixed model and 

the error distribution is binomial instead of normal.  

As the accuracy is well known to be biased towards the majority class, the random 

intercept logistic model was corrected by the class imbalance level, which was always included 

in the regression model. For the     study factor, the random effects model is written as 
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where         is the probability of a sample i  in study S to be correctly classified with the 

classification model M;     and      are the random intercepts with respect to study S 

               ; and classification method M                . All the aforementioned 

study factors were evaluated by simple and multiple logistic random intercept regression 

models. Multiple regression evaluation was done by a forward selection approach. In each 

step, two nested models, with and without a particular study factor, were compared by 

Akaike’s information criterion (AIC). Each factor   was also evaluated by its explained-variation 

of the random intercept variance term, 

     
          
                                                                 

where        is the random intercept variance from a model with “class imbalance” only 

(referred to as null model). Since the logistic models have two random effects variables,        

is the combined variance of the study (    ) and the classification method (    ) random effect 

from a null model. Meanwhile,     is the combined variance from a random effects model with 

the      factor. The explained variation of all significant factors in the model (we refer as “final 

model”) was also evaluated. It was calculated by replacing the     in Eq.(3.3) with the 

combined variance in the final model. We evaluated the stability of the simple and multiple 

random effect logistic regression models by performing Jackknife resampling analysis. In each 

iteration, one study was left out and the model building process was repeated using the 

retained studies.  

 

Software  

All statistical analyses were performed in R software by using these following packages: affy for 

preprocessing procedures [115], CMA for predictive modeling [101], limma for fitting a linear 

model for microarray data [112],  lme4 for random effects linear model [27] and ggplot2 for 

data visualization [116]. The R scripts are available in the Supplementary Material (Material 2). 
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RESULTS  

On average, most classification methods performed better on hereditary disease. Meanwhile, 

the highest variability of the classification performance was observed on infectious disease 

(Figure S1). Of the 25 experiments selected, 19 experiments addressed a diagnostic study. 

Diagnostic studies tend to be easily classified and hence yield higher accuracies than other 

(prognostic or response to a treatment) studies, as experienced by [38]. Despite this, the factor 

medical question is not significantly associated to accuracy (Figure S2). A similar insignificant 

effect is also shown by cell type used in the experiment (Figure S3). A more formal individual 

evaluation of the effect of each study factor to the predictive ability of a classification method 

was assessed by a random effects regression model as described in the Method section. The 

results of the individual evaluations are summarized in Table 3.2 and the individual explained-

variation is depicted in the Figure 3.1. 

The fc and pDEG study factor were positively associated to accuracy in their respective 

univariate random effects models. This intuitive finding confirms that a classification model 

could possibly achieve a good performance as the genes’ fold change or the number of 

differentially expressed genes increases (Figure S4 and S5). We transformed the pDEG to the 

log2-scale to deal with the high variability of the number of differentially expressed genes 

among studies, which ranged from 0 to 14,488. 

Further, pDEG and fc had a relatively high individually explained-variation, i.e. 72% and 

57%, respectively. Given its highest individual effect on the performance of classification 

model, we then used pDEG as the first factor entering the multiple regression model that was 

constructed by the forward selection approach. We stopped the modeling process when there 

was no additional study factor that improved the multiple regression model, conditional on the 

previously selected study factors in the model. The forward selection procedure yielded pDEG, 

fc and the within class average correlation (withincor) as the factors that simultaneously 

associated to the classification models accuracy (Table 3.3). We referred this model as the final 

model of the multiple random effects logistic regression. The three study factors in the final 

model explained 91.5% of the random between study variation relative to the null model. As in 

the univariable case, pDEG and fc have positive effects on the accuracy of classification 

methods. 
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Figure 3.1.  The individual explained-variation of study factors. Abbreviations: the number of differentially 
expressed genes on the log scale (pDEG), the fold change (fc), the sample size (n), the average 
within-class correlation coefficient (withincor), the cell type (celltype), and the medical question 
(medques). 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 3.2. Individual random effect meta-regression 

Study Factor Coef* AIC P value Individual explained-variation 

Cell type 0.24 + 137.9 0.44 4.87% 

Medical question -0.32 ++ 137.8 0.38 2.55% 

Sample size -0.01 135.9 0.10 12.06% 

The number of differentially expressed genes 0.21 116.0 <0.001 72.16% 

Fold change 1.42 118.1 <0.001 57.31% 

Within class correlation  1.74 137.5 0.31 5.80% 

*  Coefficient of the corresponding study factor in the random effects logistic regression 
+ Coefficient for the non-blood category in the Cell Type study factor 
++  Coefficient for the non-diagnostic category in the Medical Question study factor  
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Interestingly, withincor turned out to be one of the study factors that significantly improved 

the multiple regression model, although it was not significant univariately. Despite a relatively 

small number of studies, the random effects logistic regression model was stable, as shown by 

the high agreement of the random effects logistic regression models in the Jackknife 

resampling analyses. The Jackknife analysis was done by leaving out one study at a time and 

rebuilding the random effects regression model in the remaining studies. In the univariable 

evaluation of Jackknife resampling, the fc and pDEG study factors were always found to be 

significant in the random effects models. The sample size, however, came as one of significant 

study factors five times, i.e. when uc4, uc5, hiv3, kd and hf  studies were left out from the 

random effect models (Table S1). In the multivariable evaluation, the significant study factors 

in the final model were selected 19 times out of 25 Jackknife samples yielding a robustness of 

76%. The pDEG, withincor, and fc were in the model for 25 times (100%), 24 times (96%) and 

19 times (76%), respectively (Table S2). 

 
 
DISCUSSION  

We enumerated possible characteristics of gene expression data and investigated their impact 

on the predictive accuracy of nine chosen classification methods using twenty five downloaded 

gene expression datasets. While a substantial amount of information is known about the 

characteristics of classification methods, little has been done to determine which 

characteristics of gene expression data affect the performance of a classifier. Classification 

methods have been shown to have varying performances in gene expression datasets. The 

classification methods, on average, performed differently across the different disease types 

(Figure S1), but the random effects logistic regression model failed to show a significant 

relationship between disease type and the accuracy of classification models. This might be as a 

result of the limited number of samples available to evaluate such a factor with five categories.  

In general, we might have an issue of statistical power and model over-fitting when 

considering this variable. A solution could be to increase the number of studies by adding 

cancer studies to increase the statistical power and possibly lead to a comparison in different 
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behavior of the study factors between cancer and non-cancer diseases. However, supervised 

learning on gene expression studies in the field of cancer have been studied extensively by [9, 

10, 46]. As such, we chose to focus on microarray gene expression experiments outside the 

field of cancer. We assessed the stability of the results from both univariable and multivariable 

random effects logistic regression via Jackknife resampling. We excluded one dataset for each 

sampling and repeated the random effects modeling process. We then recorded P values of 

each study factor in univariable models and the study factors that were included in the model 

in multivariable evaluation. A large number of datasets need to be included in order to yield 

more generalizable results and also to avoid underpowered findings, particularly in an 

evaluation or comparison study [47]. Nevertheless, the evaluation of our results by Jackknife 

resampling shows high stability of our results and high agreement as compared to the findings 

by using full datasets.  

A similar study that was based on a quantitative review was conducted to evaluate 

study factors that were associated with the performance of classification models in the non-

cancer field [13]. That study had found that the cross validation technique considerably 

affected the predictive ability of classification models, in line with the finding of MAQC II 

consortium study [9]. In the current study, we then controlled for the effect of cross validation 

technique to observe the effect of other study factors that could not be observed earlier in 

[13]. The same predictive modeling technique, including cross validation, feature selection and 

classification functions, was applied to the preprocessed gene expression datasets. The 

performance of the optimum classification models were measured by calculating the 

proportion of correctly classified samples and total sample size. Random effects logistic 

regression models showed that gene expression data characteristics such as fold changes, the 

number of differentially expressed genes and the correlation between genes, contribute to the 

performance of classification models.  

We used classification accuracy as the outcome of analysis. Although it is well-known to 

be a rough measure for the performance of a classification model, accuracy is widely used in 

practice due to its straightforward interpretation. In highly imbalanced datasets, accuracy may 

yield overoptimistic results, because a classification model might easily send all samples to the    
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majority class. The class imbalance should therefore be taken into account when interpreting 

prediction accuracy [46]. A meaningful classification model necessarily should have higher 

accuracy than the proportion of the majority class. To deal with the problem of class imbalance 

when using accuracy, we corrected our random effects models for the class imbalance level. 

We showed that the number of the differentially expressed genes, genes’ fold changes 

and the average within-class pairwise correlations significantly affected the accuracy of 

classification models. The positive coefficient of the number of differentially expressed genes 

(pDEG) both in the simple and multiple random effects models shows that the classification 

models performed better if the number of differentially expressed genes present in a dataset 

is increased. Similarly, fold change (fc) was significant in both univariable and multivariable 

evaluations with positive effects. These intuitive findings were mentioned earlier by the MAQC 

II consortium study [9], where the number of informative genes had relatively high degree of 

explained variability of the classification model performance in cancer studies.The within-class 

correlation (withincor) has a positive effect on the accuracy of classification models together 

with pDEG and fc in the final random effect model. The positive effect of the withincor study 

factor to the classification model performance, is in contrast to knowledge from linear models 

that correlated variables bring no additional information to the model and therefore tend to 

reduce the predictive ability of the model. Our results show  that the relationship between 

withincor and model accuracy is confounded by the pDEG and fc. To explain this finding, let’s 

first consider the within class correlation between two genes, both with a certain fold change. 

The two classes are more separable when the pairwise within class correlation between two 

genes becomes stronger (Figure 3.2: one gene up- and the other down regulated and positive 

within class correlation and Figure S7: both genes up regulated and negative within class 

correlation). Meanwhile, we hardly observe an effect of the within class correlation in the 

other possible scenarios (Figure S8: one gene up- and the other down regulated and negative 

within class correlation and S9: both genes up regulated and positive within class correlation). 

Thus, there are two possible effects of the within class correlation to the classification model‘s 

performance, i.e. either positive or no effect, which might be the reason for an overall 

significant positive coefficient of the withincor study factor. 
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The theoretical examples given above concern probesets with relatively high fold 

changes, reflecting the probesets that were involved in the classification models. In our 

classification approach, we ranked probesets based on the limma feature selection methods 

and used a number of top probesets to feed the classifiers, as commonly done in practice, e.g. 

by [2, 3, 14, 48-50]  in non-cancer and [38] in the cancerous diseases. By using this approach, 

we ensured that the probesets involved in the classification models had considerable fold 

changes. Thus, it supports the confounding effect of the fc study factor to the withincor in the 

multivariable random effect regression model. The correlation structure in gene expression 

data had been proven to give an impact to the performance of probabilistic classifiers [11]. In 

the non-probabilistic classifiers, its effect has not been studied yet. The result of this study 

could be a preliminary proof of the effect of correlation between genes (or probesets) to the 

performance of general classification models (for both probabilistic and non-probabilistic 

classifiers). Given our results, a similar simulation study as [11] by considering broad range of 

combination values of fold changes, the number of informative genes and correlation structure 

of a gene expression dataset, might be worthy to be initiated by applying both probabilistic 

and non-probabilistic functions.   
 
 

CONCLUSIONS  

We evaluated factors that possibly had an impact on the performance of classification models 

in gene expression experiments outside the field of cancer. The factors were categorized into 

two main groups: the study- and the data-related factors. Our study showed that the data-

related factors ‘number of differentially expressed genes’, ‘fold change’, and ‘within-class 

correlation’ significantly affect the accuracy of classification functions. 
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ABSTRACT 

The literature shows that classifiers perform differently across datasets and that correlations 

within datasets affect the performance of classifiers. The question that arises is whether the 

correlation structure is a characteristic of the data/disease under study. We aim to investigate 

whether correlation structures in gene expression datasets are homogenous between datasets 

within a given etiological disease or across different etiological diseases. We evaluated 

inflammatory, immune, infection, degenerative, hereditary and acute myeloid leukemia (AML) 

diseases by comparing correlation structures within and between datasets/diseases. We also 

assessed the effect of filtering; detection call and variance filtering on correlation structures. 

We downloaded microarray datasets from ArrayExpress for experiments meeting predefined 

criteria and ended up with twelve datasets for non-cancerous diseases and six for AML. The 

datasets were preprocessed by a common procedure incorporating platform-specific 

recommendations and the two filtering methods mentioned above. The processed datasets 

were clustered based on correlation using the gap statistic together with partitioning around 

medoids (PAM) and as a confirmatory analysis of the correlated clusters from PAM, we re-

clustered the datasets with weighted gene co-expression network analysis (WGCNA). The 

correlations of clusters were visualized using heatmaps. Homogeneity of correlation matrices 

between and within etiological diseases was assessed using the Box’s M statistic. We found 

that most datasets within and between etiological diseases have significantly heterogeneous 

correlation structures. Moreover, datasets from the same disease were shown to have 

heterogeneous correlation structures. In addition, we found that variance filtering eliminates 

more uncorrelated probesets than detection call filtering and renders the data highly 

correlated. Correlation structures within gene expression datasets differ considerably for 

datasets within and between etiological disease categories. Since the performance of most 

classification functions is affected by the correlation structure within a dataset and the 

theoretical characteristics of most classification functions are known, it is worth exploring the 

correlation structure within a given gene expression dataset  in order to guide the choice of a 

classifier that might perform well for the dataset in question. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Class prediction is one of the major experimental analyses in gene expression studies. 

Although a standard procedure to build a class prediction model has been published by [79] 

with additional guideline by MAQC-II initiative [5], there is no standard guideline to choose an 

appropriate classification function for such a class prediction model for a particular dataset. As 

a result, investigators make a choice of classification method at random or by affinity or 

familiarity but it has been shown by [3] that classifiers perform differently across datasets and 

in the MAQC-II initiative that classification functions explain a large portion of the variability in 

the performance of class prediction models. Thus, a classifier that works well in one dataset 

might not work well in another dataset. This is possibly due to the fact that datasets have 

different characteristics affecting the performance of classifiers. One of which is the 

correlation structure within the gene expression data as shown by [86]. 

Considering that classifiers perform differently across datasets [3] and that 

classifiers and gene expression data have their characteristics of which those of classifiers are 

known, a study of gene expression data’s characteristics should be able to aid investigators to 

choose the right classification method that is suitable for such data. Particularly, the 

correlation structure of gene expression data might help to choose the appropriate 

classification method. For instance, shrunken centroid discriminant analysis (SCDA) is one of 

the classification methods that work well in data with weak correlations. Also, diagonal linear 

discriminant analysis (DLDA) assumes zero covariances and hence zero correlations between 

variables and might fail if the data is highly correlated.  On the other hand, linear discriminant 

analysis assumes a common covariance (correlation) matrix for the classes and thus takes into 

account correlations to an extent [106]. In addition, penalized logistic regression performs well 

in a strongly correlated dataset or takes into account correlated groups of variables [86, 106]. 

The characteristics of these classification functions and this preliminary finding of [86] Kim and 

Simon illustrate the dependency of classification functions on the properties of gene 

expression data. Though they focused on probabilistic classifiers while using calibration and 

refinement scores as measures of evaluation, they showed that when using misclassification 

error to evaluate classifiers, the correlations within gene expression data do have an influence 

on the performance of these classifiers. However, they considered various simple correlation 
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structures for their simulated datasets and did not systematically study the true correlation 

structures that exist in real-life datasets. A question that therefore arises is, whether the 

correlation structures in real-life gene expression datasets differ across datasets (or diseases). 

In this study, we address this question by exploring the homogeneity of correlation 

structures within non-cancerous etiological diseases and one particular type of cancer with the 

aim to investigate whether the correlation structures between datasets are heterogeneous. A 

secondary goal is whether disease type might play a role in that, datasets of a particular 

disease might have a homogeneous structure. The effect of two filtering methods on the 

correlation structure within a given data was assessed as a third goal. We mainly focus on non-

cancerous datasets because they have received low attention in the literature, whereas they 

might have varying complexities. 

We limit ourselves to published microarray data available in online repositories in a 

wide range of human diseases outside the field of cancer and in one particular type of cancer, 

which were used or could be used for at least binary classification after eliminating healthy 

controls (if present). We excluded healthy controls because most classification analyses involve 

diseased patients. In diagnostic studies for instance, it is common to classify patients into 

disease subtype, e.g. type 1 or type 2 diabetes or patients suspected of a disease. Meanwhile, 

the controls in these studies were actually healthy controls and were never suspected of any 

disease. For prognostic and response to treatment cases, it is obvious that only patients with a 

particular disease are included.  

 

 

METHODS 

Data extraction 

We downloaded microarray datasets from ArrayExpress database [www.ebi.ac.uk/ 

arrayexpress/, 01/05/2013]. The criteria for selecting the datasets are that the experiments 1) 

were conducted in humans, 2) outside the field of cancer,  3) have samples with class labels in 

at least two classes, 4) were published after 2005, 5) can be categorized as one of the disease 

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/%20arrayexpress/
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/%20arrayexpress/
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types: inflammation, immune, infection, degenerative, and hereditary disease and 6) have raw 

datasets. Additionally, we excluded experiments entirely on normal or healthy samples. The 

five types of diseases were chosen to represent a broad spectrum of diseases outside the field 

of cancer. We expect that the diseases in the same type should have similar complexity, due to 

the fact that they are grouped based on etiology. In total, we downloaded twelve (3 

inflammatory, 2 immune, 2 infection, 3 degenerative and 2 hereditary) gene expression 

datasets on these non-cancerous diseases. In addition, six datasets from one particular type of 

cancer, i.e. acute myeloid leukemia (AML) were downloaded. The datasets are briefly 

described below and summarized on Table 4.1. 

Ulcerative Colitis (UC1): is a subset (cohort A) of data from two cohorts of patients who 

received their first treatment with infliximab for refractory ulcerative colitis. Pre-treatment 

colonic mucosal expression profiles were compared for responders (8) and non-responders 

(16) with the goal to identify mucosal gene signatures predictive of response to infliximab in 

patients with ulcerative colitis [89]. 

Ulcerative Colitis (UC2): is a prospective accrued cohort of 128 children between 2-18 years of 

age, hospitalized for intravenous corticosteroid therapy for acute ulcerative colitis that were all 

treated with methylprednisolone. Blood samples were collected on day 3 after admission to 

corticosteroid treatment and on day 5 of corticosteroid treatment, patients were determined 

to be non-responders if they needed a second line of medical therapy (e.g. infliximab) or 

colectomy. 20 corticosteroid-responsive and 20 corticosteroid-refractory patients were 

randomly selected for analysis of mRNA expression with the goal to determine whether early 

initiation of intravenous corticosteroid treatment is associated with response [64].  

Asthma (AST): is a subset (severe therapy-resistant and mild asthma) of data from a study in 

which the white blood cells of children with severe therapy-resistant asthma (17) and 

controlled or mild asthma (19) identified from a Swedish nation-wide study, together with 

recruited healthy controls (18) were profiled with the goal to identify global patterns of gene 

expression in severe therapy-resistant versus controlled asthma and  healthy controls. We 

leave out healthy controls to be able to get binary class. [117]. 
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Table 4.1. Descriptions of non-cancerous datasets 

Disease Disease type Tissue Affymetrix Array Paper*  Year N p1 p2 p2* p3 p4 

UC1 Inflammation Colonic mucosal biopsies HG U133 Plus 2.0 Yes 2009 
24 

54675 
24792 5251 4650 2500 

(16;8) (45.64%)  (9.60%) (8.50%) (4.57%) 

UC2 Inflammation Whole Blood HG 1.0 ST Yes 2010 
40 

32321 
23377 4315 3389 2500 

(20;20) (72.33%) (13.35%) (10.49%) (7.73%) 

AST Inflammation White blood HG 1.0 ST No 2011 
36 

32321 
23505 1509 1293 1293 

(19;17) (72.72%)  (4.67%) (4.00%) (4.00%) 

PFAPA Infection Peripheral blood HG U133A 2.0 Yes 2011 
12 

22277 
18149 3442 3340 2500 

(6;6) (81.47%) (15.45) (14.99%) (11.22%) 

DYS Infection Whole blood HG 1.0 ST  Yes 2010 
45 

32321 
17802 4057 2811 2500 

(22;23) (55.08%) (12.55%) (8.69%) (7.73%) 

PSO Immune PBMCs HG U95 Version 2 Yes 2010 
16 

12625 
9383 2007 1987 1987 

 (7;9) (74.32%) (15.89%) (15.74%) (15.74%) 

KD Immune Peripheral blood HG U133 Plus 2.0 Yes 2010 
11 

54675 
25946 17504 15438 2500 

(6;5) (47.45%) (32.02%) (28.24%) (4.57%) 

ALZ1 Degenerative PBMCs HG Focus Yes 2012 
15 

8793 
5817 1419 1355 1355 

(4;11) (66.16%) (16.14%) (15.41%) (15.41%) 

ALZ2 Degenerative Hippocampus HG-U133A  Yes 2007 
22 

22283 
17796 2302 2295 2295 

(7;15) (79.86%) (10.33%) (10.29%) (10.29% 

HF Degenerative Left ventricle  cardiac biopsies HG 1.0 ST Yes 2012 
19 

32321 
22863 2721 2068 2068 

(7;12) (70.74%) (8.42%) (6.39%) (6.39%) 

GAU Hereditary Skin HG U133A 2.0 No 2010 
10 

22277 
16622 2027 2017 2017 

 (5;5) (74.61%) (9.09%) (9.05%) (9.05%) 

CS Hereditary Skin HG U133 Plus 2.0 Yes 2009 
20 

54675 
23721 5933 5422 2500 

(10;10) (43.38%) -10,85% (9.92%) (4.57%) 

 
 

Paper* : Paper availability 
p1 : The total number of probesets in the array 
p2 : The number of probesets whose expression values are greater than five in at least ten percent of the total number of samples (Filter 1 only) 
p2* : The number of probesets whose standard deviation are greater than 0.5 (Filter 2 only) 
p3 : The number of probesets after applying the first and the second filtering criterion 
p4 : The number of probesets in the actual data used for clustering. Percentages are proportions of the initial number of probesets  
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Periodic Fever, Aphthous Stomatitis, Pharyngitis and Adenitis (PFAPA): is a common disease 

(whose pathogenesis is unknown) in children between the ages of 0-5. The data is a subset of a 

study conducted to discriminate PFAPA patients form associated diseases and healthy controls. 

This subset contains whole blood profiles of 6 FPAPA patients and 6 healthy controls. The gene 

expression datasets from 6 PFAPA patients during non- and flare were used [118]. 

Dystonia (DYS): is from a DYT1 dystonia (an autosomal-dominantly inherited movement 

disorder) study in which whole blood gene profiles of manifesting and non-manifesting carriers 

were compared. The gene expression datasets were obtained by hybridization of cDNA from 

whole blood samples from each patient using Affymetrix HG 1.0-ST chips. The training and 

testing datasets were combine and for this study we consider the twenty two samples that 

belong to the carrier and twenty three samples from symptomatic group [57]. 

Psoriasis (PSO): is from pre-treatment peripheral blood of moderate-to-severe psoriasis 

patients that were treated with Alefacept treatment and were classified at the end of the 

treatment as non-responders (7) or responders (9). Goal is to use pre-treatment gene 

expression profiles to predict whether or not a patient will respond to Alefacept treatment 

[60]. 

Kawasaki disease (KD): Egami scoring system was used to group patients with kawasaki disease 

into intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG) responsive (Group A) or resistant group (Group B) 

before starting the treatment. All patients in Group A received IVIG, meanwhile patients in 

Group B randomly assign into IVIG or intravenous immunoglobulin and methylprednisolone 

(IVIG+IVMP) treatment. Then 2.5mL whole blood was taken from each patient to isolate its 

total RNA. Through microarray analysis, these samples were used to determine the response 

status of patients. In our study, we only consider the Group B patients, where the medical 

question was to compare IVIG (6) and IVIG+IVMP (5)  treatments [94].  

Alzheimer (ALZ1): Omega-3 fatty acids e.g. docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) and 

eicosapentaneanoic acid (EPA) present in marine oils have been linked to reduce the risk of 

developing Alzheimer disease. In this study, gene expression profiles of blood samples 

obtained from 16 patients originating from a randomized double-blind, placebo-controlled trail 

where 174 Alzheimer disease patients received daily either 1.7g of DHA plus 0.6g of EPA 

(control) or isocaloric placebo oil for 6 months were assessed. The goal of the study was to 
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investigate if there is a difference in response to treatment between the controlled and 

placebo groups [119]. We used 15 of these samples because the cell file of 1 sample could not 

be downloaded. 

Alzheimer (ALZ2): The hippocampus tissues were taken from patients with Alzheimer disease 

(7 incipients, 8 moderate, and 7 severe) as well as control people (9). The diagnosis was based 

on the MiniMental Status Examination (MMSE) test. The re-classification of Alzheimer patients 

was done to regroup the data, where we merged incipient and moderate patients, so that we 

have gene expression datasets from 15 non- and 7 severe patients [96]. 

Heart failure (HF): is a subset (mRNA) of data from a study in which microRNAs (miRNAs) and 

mRNA expression profiles of type 2 diabetic ischemic heart failure (D-HF), non-diabetic 

ischemic heart failure (ND-HF) patients and healthy non-diabetic non-heart failure controls 

were compared in parallel with the goal to evaluate the impact of miRNA dysregulations and 

their potential pathogenetic roles. The control group was excluded so that all samples were in 

heart failure disease state, in which seven patients are diabetic and twelve are non-diabetic 

[99].  

Gaucher (GAU): is a subset (Type I & III) of data from an experiment that was conducted to 

provide insight into the unique pathogenesis of 5 Type I, 5 Type III Gaucher disease patients 

and 4 controls. Control and patient fibroblast cultures were established from the full-thickness 

skin biopsies obtained under IRB of the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke 

protocols and were compared with the goal to find a gene signature that could be used to 

improve diagnostic accuracy and potential novel therapies for patients. Ten samples that 

develop this disease were used for our study [120]. 

Craniosynostosis syndrome (CS): is a skull abnormality condition that can be caused by a gene 

mutation. This study was aimed to compare the gene expression among three monogenic 

syndromes; Apert (10), Munke (10), and Saethre-chotzen syndrome (10) and control group 

(10). The cRNA from each patient’s skin was hybridized using Affymetrix HG U133 Plus 2.0 

array. For further analyses, we took Apert  and Munke patients [100]. 

Acute myeloid leukemia (AML): six cancerous datasets of experiments conducted on patients 

with any form of AML addressing several medical questions were downloaded to assess if our 
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assumption that the correlation structure might be homogeneous in cancerous diseases. We 

denote the datasets as AML1–AML6 and are summarized on supplementary Table S1 and are 

respectively described by [109, 110, 121-124]. In all the experiments the healthy samples were 

excluded to render the data strictly to disease patients as was the case with non-cancerous 

datasets. 

 

Preprocessing 

The downloaded raw datasets were normalized using quantile normalization, background 

correction performed according to manufacturer’s platform recommended correction, using 

perfect match (pm), probesets were summarized using median polish summarization and log 

base two transformed [115]. For each dataset, we then filtered out non-informative probesets 

using two of the several filtering methods outlined in [125]. In one, we retained probesets that 

had expression values greater than five in at least ten percent (10%) of the total samples (we 

referred to this as detection call filtering). In the other, we retained the probesets with 

standard deviations greater than point five (S.D. > 0.5 and referred to as variance filtering) and 

compared the correlation distributions between these methods. We then combined the two 

filtering criteria and refer to this retained list of probesets as the actual gene expression data. 

For computational reasons, if the number of probesets in the actual gene expression data is 

greater than 2500 probesets, we sample 2500 probesets from the actual gene expression data, 

else we consider the actual expression data for further analysis. Henceforth, we refer to these 

sampled or actual data as simply data. 

 

Clustering 

To be able to have control of the correlation structure within each dataset, we grouped the 

probesets that are highly correlated based on their expression values together. In an attempt 

to group these probesets into clusters based on these correlations, we computed a matrix of 

pairwise Pearson correlations for all the probesets and computed one minus correlation matrix 

        as the distant metric used in clustering. We then applied the Partitioning Around 

Medoids (PAM) clustering algorithm [126] and the gap statistic [127] to determine the optimal 
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number of clusters. The gap statistic based on five hundred bootstraps was used to evaluate 

the optimal number of clusters (maximum: 20 clusters). The optimal number of clusters (k) 

was chosen as the local maximum which is at least one standard error larger than the previous, 

that is which satisfies the following criterion [106, 127]. 

 

        
 

                                                                 

 

where   is the gap statistic and   is a function of standard deviation of log cluster dissimilarity. 

Finally, the probesets were clustered using PAM with the optimal number of 

clusters   determined from the gap statistics,       as distant metric and allowing for 

swapping till convergence. While utilizing the gap statistics because of its ability to detect no 

clusters, we also implemented a clustering algorithm called Weighted Gene Co-expression 

Network Analysis [128] which is capable of excluding “noise” probesets from the clusters. This 

second clustering with WGCNA serves as a confirmatory analysis of the clusters produced by 

PAM. To implement WGCNA, the gene expression data was transformed into a similarity 

metric,                           . This transformation was preferred because two 

probesets with correlation 1 should have a similarity of 1 while those with a correlation of -1 

will have a similarity value of 0 so that the clustering via WGCNA in principle, was done on the 

correlation metric as is the case with clustering via PAM. For the same reasoning, an adjacency 

metric was set to be the same as a similarity metric          . Then, hierarchical clustering 

with average linkage and Dynamic Tree Cut algorithm [129] was applied in the dissimilarity 

measurement based on Topological Overlap Matrix [130]. The minimum cluster size was set to 

be 30, i.e. a cluster can be formed by a minimum of thirty probesets. To correct the clustering 

results, we combined similar clusters by evaluating their first variance component. Two or 

more clusters would be combined if their eigenprobesets dissimilarity does not exceed 0.2. 

The intra- and inter-clusters correlations were examined through exploratory data analyses of 

all the datasets after applying both clustering algorithms.  
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Statistical comparison of homogeneity of correlation structures 

To assess whether or not correlation structures are homogeneous across datasets within and 

between disease categories, we used Box’s M test. To make comparison possible, common 

probesets from the preprocessed unfiltered (non-sampled) datasets to be compared were 

extracted. And because Box’s M test is a test for covariance matrices, we standardized 

expression values of the probesets within each dataset to yield unit variances for all the 

probesets, since we are interested in the correlations. The Pearson covariance matrix of the 

probesets in each dataset were computed, the modulus of the determinant computed by the 

LU decomposition to avoid singularity; where L is a lower triangular and U an upper triangular 

matrix [131]. Let for datasets       with sample sizes        , the covariance matrix of 

dataset   be   , we assess the hypotheses            v/s          for some   
  using the Box’s M statistic defined as 

                                                                             

where                
   
           ,          

     
 
    and      

 
    

With 1000 permutation samples under    each of length equal the total sample size and 

ignoring the group labels, we computed the p-value from the empirical distribution of the M 

statistic to assess the null hypothesis of homogenous covariance matrices. An   value greater 

than expected under the    leads to a rejection of    [132]. The p-value of the statistic is 

computed as 

         
                                                                       

where # is the number of,    are the statistics computed for each bootstrap sample,   is the 

observed statistic and   is the total number of bootstraps. 
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Figure 4.1. Distributions of the upper (lower) triangular values of the correlation matrix of probesets’ 
pairwise Pearson correlations for the twelve datasets after filtering on both expression values 
>5 in at least 10% of total samples and SD >0.5. Inflammatory (red), Infection (yellow), Immune 
(blue), Degenerative (purple) and Hereditary (gray) diseases. 

 

 

RESULTS 

The basic characteristics of the twelve datasets are presented on Table 4.1 while those of the 

six AML datasets are presented on supplementary Table S1. Other details on all the datasets 

are shown on supplementary Table S2. All downloaded datasets came from Affymetrix chips. 

The filtering step in most datasets yielded relatively low numbers of probesets compared to 

the initial number of probesets. The detection call retained on average between 59% and 72% 

of the initial number of probesets for all datasets with hereditary having the lowest and 

degenerative the highest for non-cancerous and 64% for AML datasets. Meanwhile, the 
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variance filtering yielded lower proportions of probesets than the detection call filtering, 

ranging from 9% (inflammatory) to 28% (AML) with AML and Immune seen as the diseases 

with large proportion of probesets with high variability. These results are displayed on 

supplementary Table S3. 

We explored the distribution of the pairwise correlations by plotting the histograms 

of the upper (lower) triangular values of each correlation matrix for the different filtering 

methods. These distributions are displayed on supplementary Figures S1 and S2. Also, the 

distributions from both filtering methods combined are displayed on Figure 4.1. From these 

figures, we see that the correlation structures clearly differ between datasets. Comparing 

Figures S1 and S2 in the supplementary material and looking at the summary of the absolute 

pairwise correlations within each data displayed on Table 4.2, one sees that the different 

filtering methods revealed different correlation distributions. The variance filtering method 

eliminates huge numbers of lowly correlated probesets rendering the data highly correlated 

than the detection call filtering as shown by the increase in the mean/median absolute 

pairwise correlations on Table 4.2. This phenomenon prevailed on the correlation distributions 

of PFAPA, PSO, and ALZ2. Confirming that variance filtering dominates the detection calls 

filtering, a combination of both yields similar distributions (Figure 4.1) as variance filtering only. 

In the ALZ2 dataset, the correlation was dominated by positive correlations. The ALZ1 dataset 

also has a large number of positive correlations but moderate number of negative correlations. 

A similar distribution was also observed in the KD dataset. The other datasets have correlations 

centered around zero, but with different skewnesses. UC1, GAU and HF cases cover the entire 

correlation range of [-1, 1] while UC2, DYS tend to have correlations that do not cover the 

entire range. Figure S3 shows the pairwise correlation distributions for the six acute myeloid 

Leukemia (AML) datasets and it can clearly be seen from this figure that the distributions are 

alike and in general normally distributed around zero except for AML3. A possible fact for high 

absolute correlations in this data could be due to the small sample size (n=8) as compared to 

other datasets. 

The clustering results from PAM are displayed on Table 4.3 and Figure 4.2. In this 

table, the number of clusters, the cluster sizes and the median values of the intra-cluster 

correlations for each dataset are presented. Almost all intra-clusters have positive correlations, 
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Table 4.2.  Summary of pairwise correlations within each dataset before filtering and after each 
filtering method 

 
Filtering Data Min. 1st Qu. Median Mean 3rd Qu. Max. 

Unfiltered 

UC1 0.0000  0.0889 0.1871 0.2158 0.3143 0.9992 

UC2 0.0000  0.0883 0.1865 0.2162 0.3153 0.9923 

AST 0.0000  0.0837 0.1777 0.2096 0.3045 0.9948 

PFAPA 0.0000   0.1470   0.3074   0.3428   0.5089   0.9996 

DYS 0.0000   0.0971   0.2062   0.2385   0.3509   0.9876 

PSO 0.0000   0.1641   0.3368   0.3595   0.5343   0.9980 

KD 0.0000   0.1347   0.2824   0.3157   0.4671   0.9983 

ALZ1 0.0000   0.1592   0.3297   0.3566   0.5315   0.9981 

ALZ2 0.0000       0.1591 0.3258   0.3445   0.5124 0.9972 

HF 0.0000     0.1280   0.2677   0.2980 0.4411   0.9911 

GAU 0.0000   0.1244   0.2597   0.2911   0.4286   0.9998 

CS 0.0000   0.1082   0.2259   0.2547   0.3735   0.9976 

Detection 
call 

filtering 

UC1 0.0000   0.1028   0.2156   0.2456   0.3594   0.9992 

UC2 0.0000   0.1028   0.2157   0.2438   0.3583   0.9923 

AST 0.0000  0.0957 0.2024 0.2337 0.3425 0.9948 

PFAPA 0.0000   0.1690   0.3492   0.3764   0.5619   0.9996 

DYS 0.0000   0.1245   0.2609   0.2874   0.4277   0.9876 

PSO 0.0000   0.1913   0.3846   0.3962   0.5876   0.9980 

KD 0.0000   0.1744   0.3568   0.3777   0.5623   0.9997 

ALZ1 0.0000   0.1673   0.3444   0.3691   0.5501   0.9981 

ALZ2 0.0000   0.1581   0.3253   0.3457   0.5154   0.9972 

HF 0.0000   0.1456   0.3014   0.3268   0.4856   0.9911 

GAU 0.0000   0.1276   0.2662   0.2972   0.4380   0.9998 

CS 0.0000   0.1364   0.2811   0.3060   0.4517   0.9981 

Variance 
filtering 

UC1 0.0000   0.1402   0.2951   0.3275   0.4911   0.9992  

UC2 0.0000  0.0752  0.1600  0.1938  0.2761  0.9923  

AST 0.0000 0.0782 0.1677 0.2049  0.2943  0.9948 

PFAPA 0.0000  0.2620   0.5137  0.4954  0.7306   0.9996  

DYS 0.0000 0.0803  0.1709 0.2041  0.2945 0.9876  

PSO 0.0000 0.3430  0.6046  0.5542  0.7827  0.9980  

KD 0.0000   0.2086   0.4191   0.4262   0.6347   0.9997 

ALZ1 0.0000  0.2051 0.4222 0.4402 0.6684 0.9981 

ALZ2 0.0000  0.2340 0.4579 0.4514 0.6663 0.9972 

HF 0.0000  0.1153 0.2431 0.2794 0.4096 0.9907 

GAU 0.0000  0.1365 0.2838 0.3176 0.4667 0.9998 

CS 0.0000   0.1655   0.3373   0.3591   0.5325   0.9981 
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indicating that probesets within each cluster are closely related. This is expected since 

clustering is on positive correlations. Some clusters are more closely related than others as 

indicated by the high median intra-cluster correlation values. As shown on the distributions of 

the pairwise correlations (Figure 4.1), highly correlated data like ALZ1, ALZ2, CS, GAU, KD, 

PFAPA, PSO and UC1 contain at least one cluster with median correlation greater than or equal 

to 0.6. In Figure 4.2, the intra-cluster correlations are represented by the diagonal rectangles 

from top-left to bottom-right that are dominated by dark red color showing highly positive 

correlations. Meanwhile, the off diagonal rectangles represent the inter-cluster correlations. 

Interestingly, the more positive intra-cluster correlations in two clusters, the more negative 

their inter-cluster correlations. This is obvious since we clustered based on correlations and it 

indicates that two highly positive correlated clusters should be negatively correlated otherwise 

they should have been a single cluster. This might be referred to as down and up regulated 

clusters. The phenomenon can clearly be observed in UC1 clusters 3 and 4, PFAPA clusters 1 

and 2 and PSO clusters 1 and 3. On the other hand, if two clusters have low positive intra-

cluster correlations they turn out to have low negative or positive inter-cluster correlations as 

observed in AST clusters 1 and 2 and DYS clusters 2 and 3. 

The probesets in each dataset were re-clustered using the WGCNA algorithm and 

the intra- and inter-clusters correlations are presented on Figure 4.3 and with cluster 

summaries on Table 4.4. In a similar manner, this table presents the number of clusters, the 

cluster sizes and the median values of the intra-cluster correlations for each dataset while 

Figure S4 displays the corresponding dendograms of the datasets. Each color represents a 

cluster with the gray color representing the cluster of noisy probesets. WGCNA produces 

relatively lower intra-cluster correlations in some datasets as compared to PAM. It can be 

clearly seen with the DYS dataset in Figure 4.3 that the third cluster (green cluster indicated in 

Figure S4) has very low intra-cluster correlation on the average. The same scenario holds for 

the first cluster in the UC2 dataset as shown on this figure. As in PAM, the more positive intra-

cluster correlations in two clusters, the more negative their inter-cluster correlations. This can 

clearly be observed in the first two clusters in PFAPA and PSO datasets. Also, if two clusters 

have low positive intra-cluster correlations they tend to have low negative or positive inter-

cluster correlations as in AST clusters 1 and 2 and DYS clusters 1 and 3. This serves as a 

confirmation that our clustering results from PAM are not unlikely.  
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Figure 4.2.  Correlation structure within each dataset based on clustering from PAM. Values range from –1 

(dark blue) to 1 (dark red). The diagonal rectangles represent the intra-clusters correlations while 

the off diagonal rectangles represent the inter-clusters correlations. A cluster size is represented 

by the size of the corresponding diagonal rectangle. 
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Table 4.3. Summary of Clusters within datasets from PAM algorithms 

Dise
ase 

# of 
clusters 

# of probesets within a cluster Per cluster median correlation 

UC1 5 318; 408; 835; 635; 304 0.454; 0.336; 0.610; 0.412; 0.331 

UC2 9 
376; 360; 339; 231; 315; 265; 340; 
179  

0.287; 0.360; 0.284; 0.290; 0.520; 0.457; 0.477; 
0.178; 0.256 

AST 6 307; 329; 288; 129; 101; 139 0.423; 0.338; 0.318; 0.192; 0.212; 0.129 

PFA
PA 

5 941; 1017; 157; 191; 194 0.647; 0.732; 0.436; 0.380; 0.361 

DYS 5 381; 549; 393; 818; 359 0.260; 0.276; 0.253; 0.353; 0.255 

PSO 5 502; 265; 819; 141; 260 0.727; 0.606; 0.823; 0.477; 0.695 

KD 12 
188; 255; 181; 147; 243; 494; 125; 
234; 209; 193; 115; 146 

0.651; 0.744; 0.609; 0.628; 0.629; 0.814; 0.622; 
0.582; 0.658; 0.633; 0.606; 0.575 

ALZ1 11 
152; 118; 158; 259; 156; 86; 70; 145; 
59; 61; 91 

0.811; 0.854; 0.892; 0.830; 0.758; 0.589; 0.591; 
0.783; 0.461; 0.410; 0.531 

ALZ2 9 
87; 344; 325; 592; 160; 338; 165; 131; 
153 

0.500; 0.709; 0.738; 0.806; 0.639; 0.632; 0.491; 
0.527; 0.478  

HF 8 
323; 165; 511; 169; 157; 277; 171; 
295 

0.444; 0.386; 0.578; 0.337; 0.346; 0.507; 0.374; 0.587 

GAU 8 
327; 428; 212; 211; 201; 248; 118; 
272 

0.717; 0.501; 0.447; 0.417; 0.390; 0.474; 0.466; 0.493 

CS 12 
232; 146; 241; 110; 352; 189; 229; 
134; 106; 240; 361; 160 

0.496; 0.454; 0.581; 0.391; 0.703; 0.495; 0.613; 
0.385; 0.495; 0.686;  0.737; 0.466 

# : Number  
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Since PAM and WGCNA produce similar results, we then perform clustering using PAM 

only, on the AML datasets and the results are displayed on supplementary Table S4 and Figure 

S5. This table presents (in a similar manner as in non-cancerous datasets) the number of 

clusters, the cluster sizes and the median values of the intra-cluster correlations for each AML 

dataset. The positive intra-cluster median correlations also represent the similarities of the 

probesets within a cluster as in non-cancerous datasets. From Figure S5, it is clear that AML 

datasets produce a larger number of clusters (average of 12.67 clusters) than non-cancerous 

data; with inflammation having mean cluster size of 6.67, infection 5, immune 8.5, 

degenerative 9.33 and hereditary 10. 

Finally, the correlation structure of a few datasets on which we could extract 

common probesets based on a common microarray platform and/or disease type were used to 

compare within and between disease category homogeneity using the Box’s M test. The 

number of common probesets in the comparisons made range from 298 to 3,032 and the 

results of these comparisons are displayed on Table 4.5. The very highly significant results for 

non-cancerous diseases indicate that the correlation (covariance) structures (matrices) are 

heterogeneous across datasets. In a similar manner, we extracted a total of 898 common 

probesets in the six AML datasets and tested for homogeneity of correlation structures within 

these AML datasets using the Box’s M test. The non-significant result indicates a homogeneous 

correlation structure. Supplementary Figure S6 shows the distribution of the pairwise 

correlations of the extracted probesets in each dataset with these common probesets and is a 

clear representative of the overall distribution in each dataset. A visualization of the empirical 

distributions of the Box’s M statistics for each and every comparison made can be observed on 

supplementary Figure S7.  
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Figure 4.3.  Correlation structure within each dataset based on clustering from WGCNA. Values range from –
1 (dark blue) to 1 (dark red). The diagonal rectangles represent the intra-clusters correlations 
while the off diagonal rectangles represent the inter-clusters correlations. A cluster size is 
represented by the size of the corresponding diagonal rectangle.  
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Table 4.4.    Summary of clusters within datasets from WGCNA algorithms  

Disease 
# of 

cluster(s) 
# of probesets within a cluster Per cluster median correlation 

UC1 4 545; 242; 1547; 166 0.434; 0.397; 0.283; 0.343 

UC2 5 670; 588; 230; 770; 242 0.052; 0.272; 0.305; 0.297; 0.568 

AST 2 490; 803 0.209; 0.142 

PFAPA 2 1175; 1325 0.626; 0.460 

DYS 3 277; 126; 2097 0.398; 0.640; 0.090 

PSO 2 819; 1168 0.567; 0.714 

KD 4 987; 181; 1195; 137 0.457; 0.492; 0.520; 0.519 

ALZ1 3 485; 224; 646 0.662; 0.616; 0.441 

ALZ2 1 2294; 1 0.403 

HF 4 382; 358; 1325; 3 0.514; 0.367; 0.219; 0.819 

GAU 12 
103; 322; 430; 53; 69; 42; 43; 89; 
45; 89; 127; 58; 65; 482 

0.396; 0.509; 0.435; 0.500; 0.815; 0.573; 0.563; 
0.602; 0.572; 0.360; 0.537; 0.489 

CS 3 422; 2076; 2 0.493; 0.231; 0.967 

# : Number 

 

Table 4.5.  Statistical test of homogeneity of correlations within degenerative diseases (ALZs); 
AMLs and between inflammation and immune; inflammation and hereditary; immune 
and hereditary; infection and hereditary 

Type Comparison Disease category(ies) 
# of common 

probesets 
Box’s M 
Statistic p-value 

Non-
cancerous 

UC1 v/s KD Inflammation v/s Immune 2646 37661.2 <0.001 

UC1 v/s CS Inflammation v/s 
Hereditary  1708 44341.9 <0.001 

 KD v/s CS Immune v/s Hereditary 3032 32917.7 0.049 

PFAPA v/s GAU Infection v/s Hereditary 582 9452.45 <0.001 

ALZ1 v/s ALZ2 Degenerative (Alzheimer) 298 22793.7 <0.001 

Cancerous Equality of AML1-6 AML 898 903540 0.746 

v/s : Versus  
# : Number  
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DISCUSSION 

We compared the correlation structures of twelve datasets across five non-cancerous disease 

types (inflammatory, immune, infection, degenerative, and hereditary) and six datasets on one 

cancerous disease type (AML) and investigated the effect of filtering on the correlation 

structures within datasets. We found that the correlation structures differ significantly 

between datasets. Further based on the selected gene expression data used in this study,  

datasets of the same disease (e.g. ALZ1 and ALZ2) have heterogeneous correlation structures. 

This could be associated to several reasons some of which include the medical question 

addressed, cell types, pathogens, organ source etc., considered in the experiment. 

Nevertheless, there was no evidence not to assume homogeneity of correlation structures 

within AML datasets. This could be due to the fact that most AML studies utilized bone marrow 

as cell type and they address the same medical question (diagnosis). Nevertheless, this could 

also be due to the fact that most cancerous diseases are tissue specific and hence have less 

variability as compared to non-cancerous diseases. In addition, we found that filtering 

increases the proportion of highly correlated (in both directions) probesets as compared to the 

total number of initial probesets. 

Classification functions like DLDA and SCDA are by nature designed to ignore 

correlations. Meanwhile, LDA and ridge regression (PLR) are designed to take into account 

correlations. As one of the most commonly used classification methods in gene expression 

analysis, Support Vector Machine (SVM) though commonly understood as a method of finding 

the maximum-margin hyperplane, is generally seen as a regularization function estimation 

problem, corresponding to a hinge loss function with a quadratic penalty like that of ridge 

regression [106, 133]. There also exist variant types of SVM like lasso (   norm regularization) 

support vector machine [134], which eliminates variables without taking into account 

correlated group of variables, and doubly (   and    norms) regularized support vector machine 

[135] which takes into account groups of correlated variables. In addition, Yang et al [136] 

pointed out that though support vector machine can study any non-linear relation, if a group 

of non-distinct (correlated) variables are selected as input variable set, the training time of 

support vector machine is lengthened and the errors become bigger. Hence, SVM and its 

variants will be affected by correlated variables. Furthermore, correlation patterns within gene 
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expression data have been shown by [86] to be a determinant of the accuracy of most 

classification functions used in building class prediction models. Nevertheless, the 

homogeneity/heterogeneity of correlation structures within gene expression datasets has not 

been studied in the literature. 

We downloaded gene expression data across various disease types out of the field 

of cancer and six AML datasets, meeting predefined criteria from data repositories and then 

filtered out non-informative probesets in these datasets by first preprocessing the datasets 

with same standards and then investigating the correlation structures from different filtering 

methods by visualizing the correlation distributions. It was observed that a particular filtering 

method may increase the relative proportion of highly correlated (in both directions) 

probesets in a gene expression dataset. Secondly, we combined two filtering methods and 

investigated the correlation structures within datasets and then clustered the probesets based 

on correlation using PAM and confirmed our clustering results using WGCNA. Though 

clustering of probesets with PAM based on correlations and gap statistic produced better 

correlated clusters than WGCNA algorithm, both algorithms revealed similar correlation 

structures for each and every dataset. 

We observed the intra- and inter-clusters correlations within each and every 

dataset by visualizing the heatmaps of the correlation matrices. In other to investigate our 

hypothesis that correlation structures vary across gene expression datasets with possibility of 

similar correlations structures within data from the same disease type, we compared 

correlation matrices of independent datasets within and between disease categories. By visual 

inspection, we found that the correlation structures differ considerably across certain datasets 

e.g. Dystonia and Psoriasis, while some correlation structures are very alike e.g. UC2 and AST 

datasets. The correlation structures within inflammatory disease (UC1, UC2 and AST) are 

similar with moderately low numbers of high absolute correlation values and the correlation 

structure in AML datasets is homogeneous but this is not the case with infectious (PFAPA and 

DYS) and degenerative (ALZ1, ALZ2 and HF) diseases which turn to have differing correlation 

structures. In general, we found that the correlation structures within gene expression data 

vary from one experiment to another irrespective of the disease type. It is hard to generalize 

the correlation structure within datasets of the same disease type. Although our results show 
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that there is homogeneity of the correlation structure in the inflammatory disease and AML, 

we averse to generalize this finding because we do not have a large number of independent 

datasets. 

We found that correlation structures significantly differ across datasets even for 

datasets of the same disease while for AML datasets there seems to be no significant 

difference between the correlation structures. Since the literature shows that correlations do 

affect the performance of classification methods and giving our findings that correlation 

structures differ across datasets, it therefore becomes evident that the performance of 

classifiers that are sensitive to correlations will differ considerably across these datasets. As 

such, a classification method to be used in a particular data cannot be chosen at random or by 

familiarity but should be chosen based on the characteristics of the data (one of which is 

pairwise correlation between probesets) and the classification function. We therefore 

recommend that researchers should at least explore the correlation structures within their 

data before making a choice of a classifier for building a predictive model. This could easily be 

done by plotting a distribution of the upper (lower) triangular of the pairwise Pearson 

correlations matrix and assessing the scale and shape of the distribution. More especially how 

correlated the data is, together with classifier specific characteristics, might help in choosing 

an optimal classification function for the dataset at hand. Since AML datasets have been 

shown to have a homogenous correlation structure possibly due to a similar experimental 

design, it is worth stating that data from the same experimental procedure (disease under 

study, cell type considered, medical question addressed etc). might have a homogeneous 

correlation structure. Hence a literature review of most classifiers that have been found to 

work well with similar data as the new data generated from the same procedure might be 

helpful. However, this does not mean that a correlation analysis of datasets should not be 

carried out to help choose an optimal classification function. 

 Given the very high dimension of microarray datasets, it is computationally 

intensive to compute the entire correlation matrix of all the probesets. As such, we 

recommend that in the exploratory data analysis  phase, a subset of a specified number of 

probesets representing the entire dataset could be sampled from the data because employing 

strict filtering to reduce the number of probesets to a few but moderately informative 
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probesets may reveal a different structure by increasing the relative proportion of highly 

correlated probesets in both directions. For researchers with high performing computing 

facilities, exploring the entire dataset will be a better option. Also, knowing fully well that 

correlation structures differ from one disease to another and that it has an impact on the 

accuracy of a class predictive model [86], it will be worth studying the effect of the relative 

proportion of correlated probesets amongst other gene expression data factors (confounders), 

on a classifier’s performance. Though we have proposed a method on how to explore how 

correlated a gene expression data is, we could not find  a statistical methodology on how to 

quantify into a single number the correlation structure within a given dataset. Hence this topic 

and other data characteristics that might possibly affect the performance of a classification 

function remain a subject of investigation. 
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Figure S1.  Distributions of the upper (lower) triangular values of the correlation matrix of 

probesets pairwise Pearson correlations for the twelve datasets after filtering 
on expression values >5 in at least10% of total samples. Inflammatory (red), 
Infection (yellow), Immune (blue), Degenerative (purple) and Hereditary (gray) 
diseases. 
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Figure S2. Distributions of the upper (lower) triangular values of the correlation matrix of 
probesets’ pairwise Pearson correlations for the twelve datasets after filtering 
on S.D. > 0.5. Inflammatory (red), Infection (yellow), Immune (blue), 
Degenerative (purple) and Hereditary (gray) diseases. 

 
Figure S3.  Distributions of the upper (lower) triangular values of the correlation matrix 

probesets retained in the AML dataset after filtering on both expression values 
>5 in at least 10% of total samples and S.D. > 0.5. 

 
Figure S4.  The number of clusters within each dataset from the WGCNA algorithm. Each 

color represents a cluster of correlated (co-expressed) probesets. Gray color 
represents noisy probesets. Most datasets lack the gray colors indicating that 
there were no noisy probesets due to our strict filtering criteria.  

 
Figure S5.  Correlation structure within AML datasets based on clustering from PAM. 

Values range from -1 (dark blue) to 1 (dark red). The diagonal rectangles 
represent the intra-clusters correlations while the off diagonal rectangles 
represent the inter-clusters correlations. A cluster size is represented by the 
size of the corresponding diagonal rectangle. 

 
Figure S6. Distributions of the upper (lower) triangular values of the correlation matrix of 

898 common probesets pairwise Pearson correlations for the AML datasets 
used for the Box’s M test. 

 
Figure S7.  Empirical distributions of Box’s M statistic using 1000 permutation samples 

under the null hypothesis for each and every comparison. The red vertical line 
indicated the observed Box’s. 

 
Table S1. Descriptions of AML datasets 
 
Table S2.  Other data characteristics 
 
Table S3. Average percentage of probesets retained from each filtering in each disease 

category 
 
Table S4.  Summary of Clusters within AML datasets from PAM algorithm 
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ABSTRACT 

Estimators for the variance between treatment effects from randomized clinical trials (RCTs) in 

a meta-analysis may yield divergent or even contradictory results. In a sequential meta-analysis 

(SMA), their properties are even more important, as they influence the point in time at which 

definite conclusions are drawn. In this study, we evaluated the properties of estimators of 

heterogeneity to be used in an SMA. We conducted an extensive simulation study with 

dichotomous and continuous outcome data and applied the estimators in real life examples. 

Bias and variance of the estimators were used as primary evaluation criteria, as well as the 

number of RCTs and patients from the accumulating trials needed to get stable estimates. The 

simulation studies showed that the well-known DerSimonian-Laird (DL) estimator largely 

underestimates the true value for dichotomous outcomes. The two-step DL (DL2) significantly 

improves this behaviour. In general, the DL2 and Paule-Mandel (PM) estimators are 

recommended for both dichotomous and continuous outcome data for use in an SMA.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Meta-analysis is the well-known statistical approach to pool the results of a number of 

randomized controlled trials (RCTs) on the same topic [10, 137, 138]. Examining the 

heterogeneity of treatment effect estimates across the studies is an important part of any 

meta-analysis conducted. We consider heterogeneity an estimation issue for those cases 

where a random effects meta-analysis is most relevant [139-141], i.e. if we aim to include 

potential additional variation between studies as uncertainty in our treatment evaluation. 

Unbiased estimation of between-study variance plays a key role in the treatment effect 

evaluation. Hence, estimating heterogeneity is an essential first step. Explaining it further 

should be a crucial part in (individual patient data) meta-analysis, but this is beyond the scope 

of the present paper. 

Between-study variation received high attention in meta-analysis publications. 

Research was performed in the development of methods (e.g. [10-12, 142]) and in the 

comparison of methods to determine the characteristics of the various between-study 

variance estimators (e.g. [141, 143-145]). However, the suggestion of a suitable estimator for a 

particular dataset was based on the level of heterogeneity [145]. In a sequential meta-analysis 

(SMA), the heterogeneity of the true effect size is not known beforehand. SMA is an extension 

of cumulative meta-analysis (CMA), which can be performed to decide whether already 

enough evidence has been obtained to answer a clinical research question or whether a new 

RCT on the same topic should be initiated. The CMA does not adjust for the multiple testing of 

the cumulative data, which can result in a too large overall probability of a false-positive result 

[146]. In addition, the statistical power of a CMA is not specified, while an SMA preserves the 

type I error and pre-specifies statistical power [147-149]. SMA is not very commonly applied 

yet, but it can be an efficient decision making tool [147, 150]. In an SMA, the between-study 

variance has to be re-estimated in an unbiased way after every new trial that becomes 

available for the meta-analysis. Moreover, both bias and variability of the estimate impact the 

point in time when definite conclusions are drawn from this SMA. Especially with a small 

number of RCTs, the heterogeneity estimate will tend to fluctuate. Accounting prospectively 

for heterogeneity is the principal obstacle to the simple application of an SMA [151]. An 

important application is for new (drug) treatments of which efficacy is established in a few 
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independent trials, but further conclusive evidence on detailed effectiveness needs to be 

established as quickly and efficiently as possible after introduction.  

In this paper, we evaluate the properties of heterogeneity estimators for use in an 

SMA. We compare the estimators that performed well based on their properties in regular 

meta-analysis [141, 144, 145], namely DerSimonian-Laird (DL), variance component (VC), 

Paule-Mandel (PM), model error variance (MV) and its modification (MVvc), restricted 

maximum likelihood (REML) as well as the two step DerSimonian-Laird (DL2). We considered 

both data with dichotomous and continuous outcomes. Furthermore, we studied the 

robustness of the estimators in terms of the number of studies and patients necessary to 

obtain stable estimates. 

 
 

METHODS 

We assume that a series of RCTs comparing a control treatment C to a (new) intervention 

treatment T is expected to be available for an SMA. Some notations, similar to [145], are 

introduced below. Let   be the total number of studies and   is the number of studies 

available at a certain moment to be involved in an SMA. We consider the random effects 

model  

 

               with                  for          . 

 

   measures the treatment effect for study  ,    is the study-specific effect size,   is the overall 

effect size,           
   where   

   is the within-study variance, and    
 
            with    

the between-study or random effects variance. The within-study variances   
              

are estimated from the within-trial data and denoted by si
2. The between-study variance    is 

re-estimated for every         studies in the SMA and denoted by    .  
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Estimators for τ² 
 

The formulas for the various estimators for    are shown below (see also [141, 144, 145]). 

DerSimonian and Laird (DL) estimator 

            
                   

          
 

          

where                           . 

Variance Component (VC) estimator 

            
 

    
         

 
  

   
  

   

Model Error Variance (MV and MVvc) estimators 

    
  

 
    

             
 

  

where                                  
   , and                    . 

An improvement was made by replacing     with              . When        is equal to zero, it is 

replaced by a small value, i.e. 0.01. This approach gives the so-called MVvc estimator. 

Paule and Mandel (PM) estimator 

The Paule and Mandel estimating equation is  

                            
  

where                    and              . The solution       
 is obtained by a 

numerical iteration starting with        (see [144] for details). Then,       is defined as 

                    . The R script to calculate the PM estimator for k studies in an SMA is 

given in the Supplementary Material.  

Restricted Maximum Likelihood (REML) estimator 
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       is defined as in the PM estimator with           . The REML estimator is also an 

iterative solution. We used the following stopping criterion with            

             
                                                                               

Two step DerSimonian and Laird (DL2) estimator 

             
                 

 
                

            
        

 
         

       is defined as in the PM estimator where            

 

Real examples  

The behaviour of the between-study variance estimators was evaluated in two real datasets. 

For each real dataset, RCTs were incorporated into the SMA in chronological order.  

 

Simulation studies 

Simulation studies were performed to investigate the properties of the between-study 

variance estimators. Values for the overall treatment effect   wereset at 0 and 0.5. The range 

of the between-study variance differs for dichotomous and continuous outcomes. The total 

number of trials ( ) was chosen equal to 10, 15, 20, 30, and 50. Including a new RCT into an 

SMA requires re-estimating the between-study variance    . Each new     was obtained by 

taking the average of 10,000 replications. We calculated the bias and the variance of the 

estimators for   .  

 

Dichotomous outcomes 

For the     study with a dichotomous outcome (e.g. response/no response), the study-specific 

effect size   is estimated by the logarithm of the odds ratio (OR). 

Simulations of trial data with a dichotomous outcome were performed as follows: 

(1) For the     study, construct a 2x2 contingency table, 
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- generate the treatment effect    for each trial with          ; 

- generate within-study sample sizes for the treatment (T) and control (C) groups, 

    and    , respectively, assuming equal sample sizes, i.e.           ;    is a 

randomly drawn integer value between 20 and 200;. 

- obtain the outcome    for the control group by generating data from a Binomial 

          distribution with     chosen at random from a uniform distribution [0.05 ; 

0.65]; 

- obtain the outcome    for the treatment group by generating data from a Binomial 

          distribution, where                                               

- calculate           –    and         –     resulting in a contingency table for the     

trial  

- add 0.5 to each cell, if there is any zero cell in the table. In that case, the   ,   ,    and 

   become the adjusted frequencies. 

 

  Treatment group (T) Control group (C) 

Response       

No response       

Total         

 

 

(2) Calculate the treatment effect                                  and estimate 

the within-study variance   
  as                      .  

(3) Calculate the value of     for the seven estimators. Note that the estimators for the 

between-study variance were re-estimated using all   previous studies.  

(4) Repeat steps (1) to (3) 10,000 times and average the values for the estimators over all 

replications. 

(5) Calculate bias and variance for each estimator. 
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The between-trial variance    was varied between 0 and 1.5 with intervals of 0.5. Those 

values were chosen to cover the heterogeneity that might occur in real data. We calculated    

as a measure of heterogeneity  

   
  

                                                                                  

Where     is the common within-trial variance of all available studies [138]. In the simulations, 

   for the corresponding    is determined as the average of 10,000 replications. For real 

example datasets, the    is the estimated value of the between-study variance.  

 

Continuous outcomes 

For the     study with a continuous outcome, the study-specific effect size    is defined as the 

standardized difference between the average in the treatment group and the average in the 

control group. To simulate trial data with a continuous outcome, we applied the same 

algorithm as for a dichotomous outcome, but we replaced the first two steps by 

(1)  -  generate the treatment effect    for each trial with                 ; 

- generate the within-study sample sizes for the treatment and control group,     and 

   , respectively, assuming equal sample sizes i.e.            ;    is a randomly 

drawn integer value between 20 and 200.; 

- generate     observations     for the control group, where    
 
         and     

observations     for the treatment group with             ; 

- calculate the average treatment and control responses     and    and the within-

group variances; 

(2)     - calculate the treatment effect as 

   
         

   
  

in which     is the square root of the pooled variance estimate of the within-group 

variances. For equal sample sizes in the treatment and control groups, the variance of 

the treatment effect      is defined as [138] 
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The estimation of     , however, is slightly biased. A common simple correction   is [3, 

eq 4.22] 

    
 

     
  

The unbiased estimate of the treatment effect becomes  *   and the variance 

estimate is redefined as    *    [138]. 

 

In simulations with a dichotomous outcome, the value of    was varied between 0 and 

1.5. There, in terms of the maximal within-study variance     of 4.1 which is obtained when 

    ,          and    ,    varied approximately from 0 to                       . For 

a continuous outcome, the maximal within-study variance     is equal to          when 

    . To approximate the same relation between     and    , we let     vary from 0 to 0.0366 

in our simulations with a continuous outcome.    as a measure for heterogeneity was also 

calculated using Eq.(5.2).  

 

Equal within-study variances 

For the special case where all within-study variances     are equal, let’s say to   , all estimators 

for   , except MV, can be shown to become equal to the variance of Y subtracted by   .   

 

Stability 

A special point of interest in our study is the number of trials and patients necessary to obtain 

stable estimates for the between-study variance. We defined stability for an estimator as in 

Eq.(5.1) with sc=0.001. For each of 10,000 replications, the numbers of RCTs and patients that 

yielded stable estimates were recorded. We summarize the results with 5th, 50th and 95th 

percentiles.   
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Relative bias 

We depict the absolute bias of the heterogeneity estimators for     . For     , the 

relative bias is depicted, calculated as            . 

 

 

RESULTS 

Dichotomous outcome data  

Simulation data 

Results of simulations are summarized in terms of bias and variance of the estimators for 

      (Tables S1, S2). Similar results were obtained (not shown) for    . The bias of     is 

similar to [12, Table II], with the exception of the PM and DL2 estimators which were not 

included there.  

In general, the DL and REML estimators yield underestimated values for    (Figure 5.1). 

On the contrary, VC always overestimates    and MV overestimates    when the heterogeneity 

is small. In case of homogeneity       , all estimators overestimated the true   , but DL, PM 

and REML have the closest estimated values, especially for a large number of studies. For  

    , all estimators have large bias, but show a fast decrease with k, except MV. The MV 

estimator is relatively stable from the first couple of RCTs, but it has the largest bias. 

Interestingly, the estimators behave differently with respect to the magnitude of 

heterogeneity. The relative biases of VC, MVvc, DL2 and PM estimators are comparable for 

small to large heterogeneity, while, DL, REML and MV are influenced by the amount of 

heterogeneity. The DL and REML estimators underestimate    more as the heterogeneity 

increases; on the other hand, MV overestimates    more for small heterogeneity. The   -

values for        are 84%, 91% and 93%  for                    , respectively.  
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Figure 5.1.  Simulation results of the estimated values for    for data with a dichotomous outcome, with 
10,000 replications for each estimator.  The y-axis shows the bias for     when      and the 
relative bias for     .  The x-axis shows the cumulative number of RCTs.  The coloured lines 
represent the different estimators for τ . 
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Table 5.1. The number of RCTs (patients) necessary for stable   -values for dichotomous simulation 

data for       

 

     
  

  Estimator 

  DL VC MV MVvc PM REML DL2 

0 

P5 3(414) 3(414) 3(588) 3(510) 3(414) 3(414) 3(414) 

P50 3(850) 3(838) 13(2762) 6(1268) 3(850) 3(836) 3(850) 

P95 23(5156) 27(6020) 35(7702) 28(6262) 25(5560) 19(4246) 25(5506) 

0.5 

P5 3(526) 3(520) 5(1148) 3(714) 3(526) 3(526) 3(528) 

P50 25(5618) 29(6430) 33(7283) 32(7173) 30(6618) 28(6174) 30(6530) 

P95 59(13124) 72(15776) 71(15688) 72(15928) 72(15875) 67(14980) 72(15906) 

1 

P5 3(588) 3(566) 9(1936) 5(998) 3(588) 3(580) 3(588) 

P50 31(6755) 37(8136) 41(8861) 40(8809) 38(8365) 37(8125) 38(8390) 

P95 65(14478) 83(18352) 84(18487) 85(18614) 85(18618) 83(18135) 84(18534) 

1.5 

P5 3(712) 3(692) 11(2274) 8(1592) 3(714) 3(688) 3(716) 

P50 33(7292) 42(9236) 44(9679) 44(9665) 43(9390) 42(9226) 43(9400) 

P95 70(15466) 90(19940) 91(20182) 92(20412) 92(20314) 91(20072) 91(20122) 

 

 

In an SMA, the numbers of trials and patients necessary to get stable heterogeneity estimates 

is another point of interest. It will help to decide how much information, on average, should be 

included into a meta-analysis before a final decision can be made on superiority or equivalency 

of an intervention. Most estimators show similar results for the same level of heterogeneity. 

MV and MVvc tend to require more trials as well as patients to get stable estimates, while DL 

needs far less. In general, for larger heterogeneity more trials are needed to yield stable 

estimates (Table 5.1). Similar results were obtained for   equal to 0 (data not shown). 
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Figure 5.2.  Plot of the estimated    for the “Aprotinin in Cardiac Surgery” data [152]. The total number of 
RCTs is 64. 

 

 

 

Real data 

Fergusson et al [152] published a meta-analysis of 64 RCTs to compare the effect of aprotinin 

on perioperative bleeding during cardiac surgery. An SMA of part of these RCTs has been 

described in [147]. All RCTs were included to focus on the comparison of the estimators’ 

behaviour (Figure 5.2). For the first 11 trials,     is fluctuating considerably due to the fact that 

these trials were relatively small. The 12th trial was a very large one, but with an effect 

estimate comparable to the previous trials. From that trial on, all estimators decrease to stable 

values. The   -value is 46% for the DL estimator and 56% for the PM estimator. 
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Impact of a biased heterogeneity estimate in an SMA with a dichotomous 

outcome 

We performed an SMA on the successive RCTs from the Fergusson example [152] with both 

the DL and PM estimator. The data from chronologically ordered RCTs are summarized in (V, 

Z)-points. The statistic V stands for the amount of information in the RCT, that is, V is 

proportional to the number of patients in the RCT. The statistic Z is a measure for the effect 

size in the RCT. The values for V and Z per RCT are determined by the number of events and 

the total number of patients in the treatment and in the control group of the RCT.   

Values for V and Z are cumulated over the RCTs; τ2 is re-estimated after each new RCT 

and incorporated into the (V,Z)-values. Cumulative (V,Z)-values are plotted in a graph in which 

the boundaries are determined by the type I and type II errors and the hypothesized effect size 

Ɵ. When the cumulative (V,Z)-values cross the upper or the lower boundary, the null 

hypothesis of no difference in effect size between  the two treatments is rejected. When the 

sample path of cumulative (V,Z)-values enters the wedge-shaped inner area, the null 

hypothesis cannot be rejected and futility is assumed. When the sample path of cumulative 

(V,Z)-values stays within the boundaries, more information is needed to draw a conclusion. 

Using the PM estimator, the cumulative results cross the lower boundary after 

inclusion of the 12th RCT. With the DL estimator, the lower boundary is already crossed after 

inclusion of the 4th RCT, because the DL estimator underestimates the true heterogeneity 

(Figure 5.3). In both cases, the conclusion would be that aprotinin leads to less need for blood 

transfusion than placebo. Use of the DL estimator would lead to a premature decision about 

the efficacy of the experimental treatment and a biased, underestimated value of τ . We refer 

to [14] for further explanation of an SMA and formulas for Z and V. 
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Figure 5.3.  A double triangular test [148] was used for an SMA with        and power =      for the 

“Aprotinin in Cardiac Surgery” data [152]. The relevant effect size was equal to 

log(OR=0.53)=0.6349. The conclusion is that experimental treatment results in fewer events than 

control. “u” represents the results using the PM-estimator; “x” represents the results using the DL-

estimator. See for further explanation the text and [14]. 

 

 

 

Continuous outcome data 

Simulation Data 

Bias and variance for the various estimators are tabulated for  =0.5. All estimators have similar 

variances (Tables S3, S4). Comparable results were obtained (not shown) for   equal to 0. The 

relative biases of the estimators for τ  are depicted in Figure 5.4 for combinations of   and   .  

The bias is relatively small and comparable for all estimators except MV. MV largely 

overestimates the real value of    in most cases. With increasing value of   , the relative bias in 

general declines. Contrary to the results for the dichotomous outcomes, the values and 

patterns for     are very similar for all estimators, except MV. The   -values for  =0.5 are 40%, 

57%, and 66% for   = 0.0122,0.0244 and 0.0366, respectively.  

Table 5.2 summarizes the numbers of RCTs and patients needed to get stable 

estimates. Again, most estimators show similar results for the same level of heterogeneity. MV 

and MVvc tend to require more trials and patients for stability.  
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Real data 

Memon et al included 24 trials for ‘return to normal activity’ into a meta-analysis [153]. The 

plot of the cumulative estimation of      is shown in Figure S1.  All the estimators show 

comparable patterns and values. The value for    is 98% for both the MV and the PM 

estimator. 

 We performed an SMA on the successive RCTs with both the MV and the PM 

estimator. For both estimators the lower boundary was crossed after inclusion of the 22
nd

 RCT 

(Figure S2, only one estimator is shown because their values overlap). The conclusion would be 

that, on average, laparoscopic inguinal hernia repair leads to a reduction in time to return to 

normal activities compared to an open procedure. However, due to the large heterogeneity in 

this study, it is important to note that the effectiveness of the laparoscopic inguinal hernia may 

vary a lot. 

 

 

Table 5.2.  The number of RCTs (patients) necessary for stable   -values for continuous simulation 

data for  =0.5 

    
  

  Estimator 

  DL VC MV MVvc PM REML DL2 

0 

P5 3(410) 3(408) 3(494) 3(476) 3(410) 3(408) 3(410) 

P50 3(822) 3(818) 5(1170) 5(1046) 3(822) 3(818) 3(820) 

P95 13(2916) 12(2666) 15(3330) 15(3342) 14(3102) 12(2666) 14(3052) 

0.0122 

P5 3(440) 3(440) 3(534) 3(516) 3(440) 3(440) 3(440) 

P50 5(1085) 5(1050) 7(1634) 6(1452) 5(1092) 5(1050) 5(1088) 

P95 18(4002) 18(3942) 19(4218) 20(4386) 19(4264) 18(3942) 19(4236) 

0.0244 

P5 3(434) 3(432) 3(550) 3(532) 3(434) 3(432) 3(434) 

P50 7(1522) 7(1465) 9(1967) 8(1840) 7(1552) 7(1465) 7(1538) 

P95 21(4698) 21(4784) 23(5032) 24(5208) 23(5118) 21(4784) 23(5104) 

0.0366 

P5 3(456) 3(456) 3(574) 3(556) 3(454) 3(456) 3(454) 

P50 9(1915) 8(1862) 10(2294) 10(2300) 9(2004) 8(1862) 9(1993) 

P95 23(5218) 24(5412) 25(5574) 26(5820) 25(5654) 24(5412) 25(5644) 
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Figure 5.4.   Simulation results of the estimated values for    for data with a continuous outcome, with 10,000 
replications for each estimator. The y-axis shows the bias for      when   =0  and the relative bias 
for    >0 (see text). The x-axis shows the cumulative number of RCTs. The coloured lines represent 
the different estimators for   . 
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DISCUSSION 

An SMA on a cumulative number of RCTs can be an efficient tool to decide whether already 

enough evidence is obtained or whether new RCTs are needed to answer the research 

question [147, 150]. In combining RCTs into a random effects (sequential) meta-analysis, two 

types of variances can be distinguished, namely variance within- and between-studies. Various 

estimators are proposed for the between-study variance. However, the resulting estimates can 

be clearly divergent or even contradictory [141]. We compared the behaviour of seven 

estimators for RCTs with dichotomous and continuous outcomes in an SMA setting. The seven 

estimators were applied in relevant examples to illustrate their behaviour in realistic 

applications. Simulation studies further provide a comprehensive view on the theoretical 

behaviour of the estimators. This allows us to advice on the ‘best’ estimator, i.e. an estimator 

that has small bias and variance as well as efficiently stabilizing behaviour in a sequential 

setting. We only showed bias and variance for  =0.5, since our simulation results show no 

striking differences between  =0.5 and  =0 (Figures 5.1 and 5.4). This was also described by 

[141] for continuous outcome data and by [12] for dichotomous data. Especially for a small 

number of studies, the behaviour of the estimators for different values of   
 is of interest. 

However, it is important to realize that in an SMA the heterogeneity of the effect sizes will not 

be known beforehand. Thus, the conclusions to be drawn will be based on the properties of 

the estimators for the whole range of values for   
.  

In order to determine the preferable estimators, we first evaluated the bias and then 

focused on the estimators that have relatively small variance. In an SMA, we consider slight 

overestimation as more preferable than underestimation. A too small value of     could lead to 

stop an SMA too early. This can also be seen in terms of the confidence interval for the true 

overall effect size  , 

   
    

             
 

  

This confidence interval is narrower for (too) small values of 
 
   .  
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All estimators, except MV and MVvc, were truncated to zero when they resulted in a 

negative value, which may lead to positive bias [141]. Our simulations confirm this positive bias 

for all estimators in case of homogeneity (i.e.    =0). 

In general, the difference between the estimators can be explained by the weight they 

assign to each RCT. The DL estimator weights an RCT only with the within-study variance, 

whereas the MV, MVvc, PM, REML, and DL2 estimators include an estimate for the between-

study variance in the weight. The VC estimator assigns equal weights to all RCTs. The further 

discussion is based on the type of outcome.  

 

Dichotomous outcomes 

Our simulations show that the DL and REML estimators underestimate    when heterogeneity 

is present, which is confirmed by results from non-sequential meta-analyses [10, 145].  The 

confidence interval based on the DL estimator then has a too low coverage probability [139]. 

Thus, DL and REML are not to be preferred as estimators for dichotomous outcome data. The 

impact of applying the commonly used DL estimator on decision-making with an SMA is clearly 

shown (Figure 5.3). It will lead to stopping the sequential meta-analysis too fast, because it 

underestimates the true heterogeneity. Additionally, the use of DL in a regular meta-analysis 

may lead to underestimation of the heterogeneity (  ) also. The two-step DerSimonian and 

Laird estimator (DL2) was developed by incorporating the estimated between-study variance 

into the weight of the DL estimator [144]. It resulted in a significant improvement, but still 

underestimates the true heterogeneity (Figure 5.1).  

The VC estimator overestimates   , irrespective of the number of RCTs included, as also 

mentioned in [145]. The PM, MVvc and MV estimators give relatively small bias for larger 

values of   , but for small   , PM is much better than MV and MVvc. Especially MV highly 

overestimates    for small values. MVvc was concluded the best estimator when heterogeneity 

is small to moderate and MV as preferable for larger    in a regular meta-analysis setting [145]. 

However, our focus is on sequential meta-analysis, where the heterogeneity of the data is not 

known beforehand. We recommend the PM estimator in SMAs with a dichotomous outcome.  
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Whitehead [154] presented a random-effects prospectively planned SMA. She 

proposed an adjustment for the DL estimator to prevent underestimation of the heterogeneity 

parameter for larger random effects. The size of the adjustment, however, would depend on 

the application. Higgins et al [151] compared various methods to account for the 

heterogeneity in a random-effects SMA, among which the DL estimator and an approximate 

semi-Bayes approach. They recommend the latter, although its properties depend on the 

choice of the prior distribution for   , which is subject of further research.  

The real data example was part of a quite large meta-analysis. It gives a clear 

illustration of the behaviour of the seven estimators in an SMA, especially with respect to their 

convergence to stability. Note that the relatively large 12th RCT has little effect on the 

estimates for   . In general, variation in    depends on the variation in effect sizes between 

RCTs. The example shows the same behaviour of the estimators for    as our simulation 

results.  

 

Continuous outcomes  

Our simulations show good properties for most estimators. Only the MV estimator shows a 

large positive bias for all values of   . PM, DL, REML, and DL2 are good estimators in terms of 

both bias and variance, where REML and DL2 are slightly better than DL and PM in most cases. 

Viechtbauer (Figure 5.6 in [141]) also showed comparable performance of the DL and REML 

estimators, in terms of the MSE for non-sequential meta-analyses. The REML estimator is an 

efficient estimator with, in general, smaller variance than the other estimators [141]. The real 

data example shows the same behaviour for the MV and the PM estimator. This can be 

explained by the large heterogeneity in these RCTs. 

 

General Remarks 

We notice that there is a strikingly different behaviour of the DL estimator between 

simulations with dichotomous and continuous outcomes. It yields good estimated values for 

continuous outcomes, but it highly underestimates the    for dichotomous outcomes. The 
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weight in the DL estimator depends only on the within-study variance. Estimation of this 

within-study variance   
  is an approximation of the within-study variance in the population. 

Moreover, the effect estimate (i.e. log(OR)  and standardized mean difference) and its variance 

are correlated. For small samples with dichotomous outcome data, the within-study variance is 

generally too small ([155] p.134). We also see that for dichotomous outcome data the 

behaviour of the DL, MV and REML estimators is affected by the magnitude of the 

heterogeneity. Estimators for continuous outcome data are generally stable with respect to 

the amount of heterogeneity. The MV estimator, however, largely overestimates the between-

study variance. The VC estimator is not widely applied in random effects meta-analysis 

literature, except when the SMD is used. The VC estimator is also a special form of Hedges 

estimator when the SMD is used [145]. Although [141] mentions that  the Hedges estimator is 

an unbiased estimator under a wide range of values, their result in Figure 6 (p. 287) shows that 

the Hedges estimator has the largest MSE among the selected estimators. 

Especially in an SMA, an unbiased and stable estimate for    is crucial. Its value is part 

of the decision whether already enough evidence on a research topic is gathered or not yet.  

We also converted the values for    to values for   .   -values are commonly used in practice 

as a measure for heterogeneity because of their straightforward interpretation. However, 

presenting    to assess relevant (clinical) heterogeneity can be misleading since it is affected by 

sample size.    increases with the number of patients included in the studies in a meta-

analysis, while    remains on average unchanged [156]. It is also important to note that our 

focus was not to compare the behaviour of the selected estimators between dichotomous and 

continuous outcome data, but to evaluate their behaviour within each type of outcome data.  

We explored the (cumulative) number of patients and RCTs in the SMA needed for 

convergence to stable estimated   -values. All estimators showed comparable properties, 

except MV and MVvc. In general, the number of the RCTs needed is increasing with an 

increasing level of heterogeneity in a dataset. We limited our simulations by assuming a 

Normal distribution for the treatment effect sizes. Among the selected between-study 

variance estimators, the normality assumption is necessary only for the REML estimator. The 

PM estimator is robust and statistically optimal under normality assumptions [144].   
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Robustness of an SMA to one or more outlying RCTs and its sensitivity to detect 

changing signals from studies over time is a different, but very important issue, which will be 

subject of further research. 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

The simulation studies showed that the well-known DerSimonian-Laird (DL) estimator largely 

underestimates the true value for dichotomous outcomes. The two-step DL (DL2) significantly 

improves this behaviour. In general, the DL2 and Paule-Mandel (PM) estimators are 

recommended for both dichotomous and continuous outcome data for use in an SMA. For 

dichotomous outcomes, there is reason to prefer PM; for continuous outcomes REML may 

provide a valid alternative.  
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Figure S1.  Plot of the estimated    for the “Duration of Return to Normal Activity” data 
[20]. The total number of RCTs is 24. 
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Figure S2.  A double triangular test [15] was used for an SMA with        and power = 

     for the “Duration of Return to Normal Activity” data [20]. The relevant 

(standardized) effect size was set equal to 0.5. The conclusion is that , on 

average, laparoscopic inguinal hernia repair leads to a reduction in time to 

return to normal activities compared to an open procedure. However, due to 

the large heterogeneity in this study, it is important to note that the 

effectiveness of the laparoscopic inguinal hernia may vary a lot. “u” represents 
the results using the PM-estimator; results using the MV-estimator were the 

same. See for further explanation the text and [14]. 

 

Table S1.  Bias (×100) of     for dichotomous simulation data ( =0.5) 

 

Table S2.  Variance (×100) of     for dichotomous simulation data ( =0.5) 

 

Table S3.  Bias (×1000) of     for continuous simulation data ( =0.5) 

 

Table S4.  Variance (×1000) of     for continuous simulation data ( =0.5) 

 

Material S1. R script to calculate the Paule-Mandel (PM) estimator for RCTs with a 

dichotomous outcome. 
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ABSTRACT 

Most of the discoveries from gene expression data are driven by a single study, claiming an 

optimal subset of genes that play a key role in a specific disease. Results from a differentially 

expressed genes (DEGs) analysis may be used in drug development. An optimal new drug that 

is based on the results of the DEGs analysis is potentially hard to achieve, due to false positive 

findings. Meta-analyzing the available datasets could help in getting concordant results so that 

a real life application may be more successful. Sequential meta-analysis (SMA) is an approach 

for combining studies in chronological order while preserving the type I error and pre-

specifying the statistical power to detect a given effect size. This study focuses on the 

application of SMA to find gene expression signatures across microarray experiments in acute 

myeloid leukemia (AML). As an example of the proposed approach, seven raw datasets on AML 

patients versus healthy controls fulfilling predefined search criteria were downloaded from the 

ArrayExpress repository. The SMA of the seven datasets is used to evaluate whether 

accumulated samples already show enough evidence or whether more experiments should be 

initiated. The between-study variance or heterogeneity was estimated by the Paule-Mandel 

method. We found 313 DEGs, based on the cumulative information of the seven experiments. 

Bonferroni correction of α=5% to α=0.0004% yielded 60 DEGs. SMA offers an alternative to 

existing methods in generating a gene signature list by evaluating the adequacy of the 

cumulative information.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Most of the discoveries from gene expression data are driven by a single study, claiming an 

optimal subset of genes that play a key role in a specific disease within a particular clinical 

setting: diagnostic, prognostic, or response to treatment. However, low agreement between 

the results of differentially expressed genes analysis from different gene expression 

experiments with a similar research question was reported [1-4], which is possibly due to the 

well-known curse of dimensionality in microarray data [5].  

Meta-analyzing the available datasets potentially helps in getting reliable results so that 

a real life application may be more successful. Given the costs of experiments and the public 

availability of datasets, combining existing information from multiple gene expression 

experiments is an efficient tool to increase statistical power and to obtain more generalizable 

results. Guidelines in conducting a meta-analysis of microarray gene expression studies have 

been offered by [6] and recently by [7] to specifically combine Affymetrix-based datasets. The 

proposed meta-analysis techniques have found their application in gene expression studies, 

e.g. by [8-10], as well as their application to find promising biomarkers [11, 12]. 

The common goal of a meta-analysis is to increase the precision of the effect estimate 

as well as the power to detect a certain effect size. A cumulative meta-analysis  combines 

studies in chronological order so that the change of the effect size estimate can be observed 

when a study is added to the analysis [13]. However, in general, there is no adjustment for 

repeatedly testing the null hypothesis, neither can the power of the statistical analysis be 

quantified. As an alternative, sequential meta-analysis (SMA) has been proposed. Sequential 

meta-analysis is not commonly applied yet, but it can be an efficient decision making tool [14]. 

In an SMA, we are able to see whether we already have enough evidence to draw a conclusion, 

a property that an “ordinary” meta-analysis does not have. This may be particularly useful if a 

series of experiments has already been done, to decide to start a new study or not and 

potentially save resources.  

This study focuses on the application of an SMA to find significant gene expression 

signatures across a number of microarray experiments. The sequential method in this study is 

applied to evaluate whether accumulated samples already show enough evidence for a certain 
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effect size or whether more experiments should be initiated. Application of an SMA is 

illustrated by an example in acute myeloid leukemia (AML). We incorporated the between-

study variance in the SMA to adjust for the different nature of the experiments, such as the 

experimental setting and sample characteristics. 

 
 

METHODS 

We describe the details of the proposed approach in this section and summarize them in 

Figure 6.1. We distinguished three major steps, namely data collection, data preparation and 

data analysis. Raw gene expression datasets are obtained either as available data from 

different laboratories and/or from a systematic search in the online repositories. The raw 

datasets are then pre-processed prior to the data analysis. Finally, sequential meta-analysis is 

applied to combine the gene expression studies. As an illustration, we will apply the proposed 

 
 
Step 1. Data collection 

Collect the datasets from the possible resources of gene expression 
studies, e.g. using available data from different laboratories and/or 
doing systematic search from the online repository by following these 
steps 
(i) define keywords, inclusion and exclusion criteria 
(ii) manual screening 
(iii) download gene expression raw datasets 

 
Step 2. Data preparation 

(i) preprocess gene expression raw datasets 
(ii) annotate probes 

 
Step 3. Data Analysis 

(i) pool gene expression datasets by sequential meta-analysis 

(ii) interpret result 

Figure 6.1. The general proposed approach to apply sequential meta-analysis to gene expression datasets. 
The details for each step are described in the Methods Section. 
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approach to find genes that are differentially expressed between normal controls and acute 

myeloid leukemia (AML) patients. All statistical analyses described in this section were 

performed in R software.  

 

Step 1: Data collection 

In addition to find a gene signature list, the sequential approach that was applied in this 

example also acts as a tool to evaluate the necessity of the next prospective experiment. A 

new experiment needs to be performed when we have not decided yet for all or at least a 

substantial number of observed-genes to be either differentially or non-differentially 

expressed, due to insufficient evidence from the experiments done so far to draw a conclusion 

for each gene. The datasets may be combined from different experiments/laboratories and/or 

collected from systematic search in online repositories. We recommend using raw data to 

reduce the source of variability due to different preprocessing procedures. We used the 

downloaded gene expression datasets from ArrayExpress by using acute myeloid leukemia as 

keywords. We included experiments that had been done in homo sapiens and had not used 

DNA by array assay technology. We left out experiments that had samples without class labels 

or that had no raw cell files. As a result, we found seven gene expression datasets summarized 

in Table 6.1 and briefly described below.  

E-GEOD-12662. The main objective of this study was to characterize acute promyelocytic 

leukemia (APL), a subtype of AML. The experiment was conducted in 106 samples. The RNA 

samples were drawn from seventy six de novo adult AML patients and thirty healthy bone 

marrow donors. [109] 

E-GEOD-14924. Peripheral blood samples from newly diagnosed patients with AML were used 

to observe the effect of having AML on the patients’ T cells. The peripheral blood T cells from 

healthy volunteers served as a control to be compared with AML patients. The study had used 

the CD8 and CD4 T cells in the experiment for both AML patients and normal controls, 

resulting in four groups with ten samples each. In our analysis, we took the 20 samples from 

CD4 T cells from AML patients and normal controls. [110] 
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Table 6.1. Characteristics of the seven selected microarray experiments 

ArrayExpress ID Year Affy Platform Sample size 
 (Control; AML) 

P1 P2 P3 PDEG 

E-GEOD-12662 2008 HG-U133 Plus 2 106 (30;76) 54675 25323 12179 6085 

E-GEOD-14924 2009 HG-U133 Plus 2 20 (10;10) 54675 35570 15517 4306 

E-GEOD-17054 2009 HG-U133 Plus 2 13 (4;9) 54675 27476 13305 440 

E-MTAB-220 2011 HG-U133 Plus 2 43 (10;33) 54675 38997 16617 882 

E-GEOD-33223 2012 HG-U133 Plus 2 30 (10;20) 54675 32472 14994 906 

E-GEOD-35010 2012 HG-1.0 st.v1 12 (6;6) 32321 19772 13693 501 

E-GEOD-37307 2012 HG-U133A 47 (17;30) 22283 19168 11556 1130 
 

P1 :  The initial number of probesets 
P2 :  The number of probesets after filtering 
P3 :  The number of unique genes among P2 (replicated genes were summarized by their median)  
PDEG : The number of differentially expressed genes determined by LIMMA and FDR 5% for the 

corresponding gene expression dataset 

 

 

E-GEOD-17054. Gene expression datasets were obtained from University of Michigan and 

Stanford University to study dysregulated pathways between normal bone marrow 

hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) and leukemic stem cells from patients with AML (AML LCC) 

samples. A set from Stanford University only was available and therefore included in our 

analyses, which contains nine AML LCCs and four normal HSCs. [121] 

E-MTAB-220. C133+ cell fractions were isolated from bone marrow of 33 acute myeloid 

leukemia patients and ten healthy donors and their transcriptional profiles assessed with 

Affymetrix HG U133 Plus 2.0. The experiment had been initiated to assess the association of 

WNT/β-catenin signaling with AML. [122] 

E-GEOD-33223. Thirty peripheral blood mononuclear cell (PBMC) samples were included in an 

experiment that was aimed to observe the factors that influence the prognosis in CEBPA-

mutated AML. The participants were categorized to three groups, i.e. control patients (n=10), 

AML patients with multilineage dysplasia (MLD, n=9) and AML patients without MLD (n=11). 

We regrouped the samples into AML and normal controls. [123]  
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E-GEOD-35010. Short-term (ST-HSC) and long-term hematopoietic stem cell (LT-HSC), as well 

as granulocytic monocytic and progenitors (GMP) from patients with AML were compared in 

gene expression to healthy controls. The gene expression data from the GMP were used in our 

analysis, with six patients in the AML group and six healthy controls. [111] 

E-GEOD-37307. Microarray gene expression experiment in thirty AML patients and nineteen 

normal hematopoietic stem cell donors to identify genes that were differentially expressed 

between those groups. The gene expression data were obtained either from cryopreserved 

mononuclear cells or from testis cells. We excluded the two samples that had been obtained 

from testis cells.  

 

Step 2: Data preparation 

We followed a common procedure in preprocessing raw gene expression datasets for further 

analysis.  

 

Preprocessing data 

Methods are widely available for preprocessing steps, e.g. normalization, background 

correction and logarithmic transformation. The choice of methods within the preprocessing 

steps in microarray gene expression data has been widely discussed in the literature e.g. [157, 

158]. A different choice of preprocessing methods may lead to different result, but it will not 

be covered in this study. The investigator may choose preprocessing methods by familiarity, 

with good knowledge of their properties. In the practical example of our proposed SMA 

approach, we normalized the raw datasets by quantile normalization, performed background 

correction according to manufacturer’s platform recommendation and transformed the 

expression values to the log2 scale [115]. For the Affymetrix platforms, median polish was used 

as a summarization method of probes into probesets, to deal with outlier probes [159]. 

As it is common in microarray studies, we also applied a filtering step to reduce the 

number of non-informative probesets. We only used detection call filtering to minimize the 

risk of excluding informative genes, i.e. we retained all probesets whose log2 expression value 
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was greater than five in at least ten percent of the samples. The differentially expressed genes 

resulting from the SMA from filtered and unfiltered data were then compared.  

 

Gene annotation 

Deciding the “objects” to be combined from multiple studies is another point to consider in 

pooling multiple studies, e.g. combining expression values either at probeset-level or at gene-

level. Due to the fact that different platforms may have different probeset names for the same 

genes, we mapped the probesets to the gene-level to increase the agreement among the 

experiments. Since all of the selected experiments had been performed on Affymetrix chips, 

we used the array-specific AffymetrixID by using the Bioconductor packages (annotation 

package hgu133plus2.db, hgu133a.db, hugene10stprobeset.db, hugene10sttranscriptcluster. 

db and hugene10stv1probe) [160]. To deal with multiple probesets referring to the same gene, 

in each experiment we summarized the replicated genes by taking the median of their 

expression values [16].  

 

Step 3: Sequential meta-analysis  

In each individual dataset, we performed a differential expression analysis by fitting a linear 

model using ‘limma’ in R [27] and controlling the false discovery rate at 5%, defined as the 

expected proportion of false rejection among the rejected hypotheses, using the Benjamini 

and Hochberg (BH) procedure [113]. The resulting DEGs from each study were compared 

between studies. 

Next, we applied an SMA following Whitehead’s boundaries approach for a double 

triangular test (TT) [148]. Sequential design and analysis was originally developed to monitor 

results of a randomized clinical trial (RCT) in order to draw a conclusion, when enough 

evidence is available. There the patient is the unit of analysis. The method can also be applied 

on a higher level, in the setting of a meta-analysis, where the unit of analysis is the study. The 

method can also be applied to non-randomized studies. The application of sequential meta-

analysis to microarray experiments is challenging, in the way that we are dealing with 
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thousands of endpoints (expression value of genes) that are analyzed simultaneously, far away 

more complex than sequential analysis in the clinical setting, where we usually have a single 

endpoint.  

 As previously described, the SMA is applied to each and every single gene by testing 

the null hypothesis that the average expression value is equal between two groups against the 

alternative hypothesis that there is a certain difference in average expression values between 

two groups. For gene i, the two-sided hypothesis testing is formulated as  

           

           

where    is the standardized mean difference, also known as Cohen’s effect size, between 

average expression values in the two groups and    is the pre-specified relevant effect size 

[161]. The same    is assumed for all the genes. The effect size of gene i in experiment j is 

estimated as  

                
   

                                                                     

in which               is the mean of (base 2) logarithmically transformed expression values of 

gene i in Group 0 (1). Whitehead [162] defined     as the square root of the pooled variance 

estimate of the within-group variances. We, however, adopted the definition of     as in the 

limma procedure, by borrowing information of variances from all tested genes. To be more 

specific,     is the square root of the shrunken variance to a common variance by applying the 

Empirical Bayes method [112].  The estimation of     is slightly biased in small sample sizes. A 

common simple correction factor   is  

       
              

where     and     are the sample sizes in Group 0 and Group 1, respectively. The unbiased 

estimate of the effect size becomes    *     and the variance estimate is redefined as     *     

[163]. 
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Construction of the double triangular test 

The expression values of gene i are analyzed in chronological order of experiments. In the 

double triangular test, each gene in each experiment contributes to two statistics, namely Z 

and V. Z is the efficient score for    , V is Fisher’s information. The expression values for gene i 

in experiment j are transformed to Z- and V-values  by the following formulas [162], 

                       
      

                 
  

 
   

 

   
                                        

where    is the total sample size in experiment j, i.e.     +    . We defined      as the square 

root of shrunken variance to a common variance from a limma model with intercept only 

(while Whitehead [162] defined the      as the maximum likelihood (ML) standard deviation 

assuming equal means). To incorporate heterogeneity, we assign a weight to Eq.(6.2) which is 

calculated by  

                
 
   

      
  

The newly adjusted Z and V are then defined as    
              

           . Methods are  

available in practice to estimate the heterogeneity or between-study variance      , e.g. the 

most commonly used method of moments (also known as DerSimonian-Laird (DL) method), 

restrictive maximum likelihood (REML) [144] and the variance-component estimator [164]. We 

used the recommended Paule-Mandel (PM) method to estimate the between-study variance 

[165]. The cumulative information from k studies can be entered into a double triangular test 

as  

         
                  

  
                                             

                                                        

Cumulative (Zij,Vij) values are then plotted in  a double triangular test (TT) plot (Figure 6.2). The 

boundaries in a TT are based on three pre-specified parameters, namely the type 1 error  , 

the statistical power       and the relevant effect size to be detected   . We used the  
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Figure 6.2.  An example of a double triangular test (TT) that is designed by pre-specified       and   . A 

decision can be made when the sample path crosses one of the boundaries, i.e. rejecting the null 
hypothesis in favor of the alternative hypothesis when it crosses the red lines; and failing to reject 
the null hypothesis if the sample path crosses the blue dashed lines. No decision can be made if the 
sample path stays inside the boundaries: then more studies are needed to be included in the 
analysis. 

 
computer software PEST [166] to calculate the boundaries for the aforementioned 

parameters. 

A gene i is declared differentially expressed if its sample path (i.e. the path of (Z, V)-

values) crosses the upper or lower boundary (solid line) and we reject the null hypothesis. We 

fail to reject the null hypothesis if the sample path crosses one of the dashed lines (see Figure 

6.2). We are not able to draw a conclusion (yet) if the sample path falls within the boundaries. 

This does also imply that more information is needed from future studies.  

For a practical example of our proposed approach, we only took fully replicated 

genes, i.e. the genes that appeared in all experiments, in order to visualize the sample path in 

the TT plot more clearly. As a result, we analyzed 12,211 unduplicated genes sequentially in 

Reject    

Do not reject    

Reject    

Do not reject    
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the non-filtered datasets. The boundaries of the TT were constructed with       , 

       and (         (this sequential design is named Design 1). Further, we applied 

a Bonferroni correction to     , resulted in            (with the same levels of    and 

    as aforementioned) to construct a new sequential design, referred to as Design 2. 

Additionally, we also applied similar pre-specified parameters (                 , for 

each         and      with Bonferroni correction (equal to          ) in filtered 

gene expression data. 

 

 

RESULTS 

The raw microarray gene expression datasets were collected from the ArrayExpress online 

repository by using the keywords acute myeloid leukemia, yielding 377 experiments. The 

number of experiments reduced to 56 experiments after excluding non-human experiments 

and had not used DNA by array assay technology (last checked on April 15, 2014). Manual 

screening of the retained studies resulted in seven microarray experiments that provided raw 

cell files and had class label in each individual sample. The raw datasets of those experiments 

were then downloaded. The basic information and the number of DEGs in each of seven 

experiments are provided in Table 6.1. The pairwise comparisons of the selected genes 

between two experiments are described in Figure 6.3. Although there is a considerable overlap 

in DEGs between two experiments, we found no gene that was stated as a DEG by all 

experiments, which confirms our motivation to aggregate the available information as 

accumulated evidence through SMA. 

Based on the cumulative information of the seven experiments that were evaluated 

by TT using Design 1, with pre-specified parameters       ,        and (        , 

there are 313 differentially expressed genes (DEGs), 2838  non-DEGs and 9060 genes that 

needed more experiments in order to draw a conclusion. In the 12,211 tested genes, the 

selected   level yielded an expected number of 62 false positive genes. Methods for 

controlling the number of false positive findings are widely available. 
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Figure 6.3.  The pairwise comparisons of the differentially expressed genes in individual selected 

experiments. The number within each block represents the overlap of differentially expressed 
genes between two experiments. The x-axis and y-axis represent the experiment number. 

 

 

 

For       with a conservative Bonferroni correction of           (Design 2), 60 DEGs 

from the seven experiments were found. The TTs for the two designs are summarized in Figure 

6.4. We selected four genes to be presented in Figure 6.5 to show the sample paths of 

cumulative evidence based on SMA for Design 1 and 2. The sample paths for the two different 

designs are identical in pattern but they do differ in the moment the conclusion can be drawn, 

due to the fact that the TTs have wider boundaries for the Bonferroni corrected design.  

We filtered genes with low expression values and took 7,455 genes that appeared in 

seven experiments. Triangular tests that were constructed by Design 1 detected 202 DEGs; 

while, 40 genes were stated as DEGs when the boundaries of TT were constructed by 

          (Bonferroni correction for      in 7,455 tests) with the same relevant effect 

size and statistical power as in Design 1. The comparisons of the DEGs found based on the non- 

and filtered data as well as with and without multiple testing correction, were tabulated in 

Table 6.2. 
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Figure 6.4.  The heatmaps of the 12,211 fully replicated genes. The colors represent the status of each 
gene in sequential tests, namely orange: no decision can be made, red: do not reject the null 
hypothesis and white: reject the null hypothesis. The y-axis represents the genes that appeared 
in all experiments, while the x-axis is the cumulative number of experiments used in the 
sequential test following Whitehead’s boundaries approach. The boundaries were constructed 
by relevant effect size       , power         and a type 1 error        (left) or 
          (right, Bonferroni correction for      and 12211 tests).  

 

 

Table 6.2.   The comparisons of the differentially expressed genes that were found with and 
without incorporating Bonferroni correction in the filtered and un-filtered gene 
expression data  

  

 

  
Design 1 

(Filtered data, 202 DEGs) 
Design 2 

(Filtered data, 40 DEGs) 
Design 1 

(Unfiltered data, 313 DEGs) 

Design 2 
(Filtered data, 40 DEGs) 40 

  

Design 1 
(Unfiltered data, 313 DEGs) 125 31 

 

Design 2 
(Unfiltered data, 60 DEGs) 

39 21 60 
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Figure 6.5.  The triangular tests of four selected genes. The boundaries were constructed for a pre-specified 
effect size       , power         and type 1 error        (left) or           
(right, Bonferroni correction for     ). 
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DISCUSSION 

This study extended the application of sequential meta-analysis (SMA) into the genomic field. 

We described and applied the proposed algorithm to find potential  differentially expressed 

genes in AML by taking the advantage of the public availability of gene expression datasets 

from published studies as suggested by the MIAME (Minimum Information About a Microarray 

Experiment) guideline [9]. The systematic search in the ArrayExpress online repository and 

manual screening resulted in seven microarray studies to be analyzed further. We followed a 

published recommendation [16] to conduct a meta-analysis in microarray gene expression 

data by downloading raw datasets in order to reduce the source of variation due to 

preprocessing procedures that might vary across experiments.  

To the best of our knowledge, application of an SMA (following Whitehead’s 

boundaries approach) to combine microarray gene expression studies has not yet been 

employed to detect differentially expressed genes. It is worth mentioning, however, that 

sequential analysis has been proposed in single microarray experiments for interim analysis 

[167]. An “ordinary” meta-analysis is also a well-known method to combine information from 

different experiments in genome-wide association studies (GWAS). As mentioned in the 

Introduction, the goal of a meta-analysis is to estimate the effect size (or fold change, in case 

of differentially expressed gene analysis) without evaluating the adequateness of cumulative 

evidence to draw a conclusion. The SMA approach could also be an useful tool to decide 

whether more experiments are needed to draw a conclusion for each and every gene of 

interest, a property that an “ordinary” meta-analysis does not hold. 

The effect size described in Eq.(6.1) is similar to the t-statistic to assess the mean 

difference between two groups, where the denominator is the square root of the pooled 

variance. The estimation of variance is known to be unstable in small samples. Severe under-

estimation of variance would inflate the statistic causing false positive findings. On the other 

hand, large fold changed genes would have small statistics if the variance is over-estimated. In 

the analysis of microarray data, empirical Bayes moderated t-statistics came as one of the 

alternatives to produce stable variances by shrinking extreme variances towards the overall  

mean variance. Empirical Bayes t-statistics were proven to outperform ordinary t-statistics 
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[168]. Hence, we adopted the concept of variance estimation from empirical Bayes t-statistics 

in the estimation of the effect size for each and every gene. 

The summaries of the TTs from the 12,211 genes show that almost all of the genes 

need more than one experiment to be declared as either noisy or informative genes (Figure 

6.4). Further, the 271 samples from seven experiments are even not enough to draw a 

conclusion for 9,060 genes when evaluated by Design 1 and 10,994 genes by Design 2 in 

unfiltered data. On the other hand, 274 and 55 genes are already classified as redundant genes 

by single experiments in Design 1 and Design 2, respectively. This result also tells us that the 

signal of expression values differs across the genes. A gene may have a strong signal, so that it 

is easy to be classified as an informative gene without involving a large sample size. Since 

microarray technology simultaneously measures thousands of genes, more experiments need 

to be initiated to cumulatively gather information, particularly for indecisive genes.   

 Given the curse of dimensionality in microarray studies, filtering redundant genes is 

commonly applied in practice, e.g. removing genes with low variations and/or low expression 

values [60]. The filtering procedure has a risk of excluding the informative genes when gene 

expression datasets were cumulated across experiments via SMA. It was shown by some 

differentially expressed genes based on non-filtered data were not found in the result of SMA 

based on filtered data. The consequence is even more severe when hard filtering by removing 

genes with low expression and low variance is applied. Hence, we recommend avoiding any 

filtering procedure, if the computational resources allow doing so.  

We kept analyzing every gene until information from all experiments was gathered, 

although the sample paths for some genes had already crossed one of the TT’s boundaries. 

With the common sequential design, the analysis can be stopped once the sample path 

crosses a boundary for reason of efficacy or futility. However, investigators might also continue 

the sequential analysis although the boundary was crossed in order to optimize the available 

information, a condition that is called overrunning [148, 169]. In some genes, the overrunning 

analysis has as a consequence an inconsistency in conclusions. We found genes that were 

declared noisy genes (non-differentially expressed genes) by TT once they crossed a lower 

boundary, but then turned out to be informative genes (differentially expressed genes) as 

more information was accumulated. The inverse case was also found, i.e. informative genes 
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became noisy genes when more studies were included. Although more information was 

gathered and the conclusion changed, the overall fraction of rejected null hypotheses was 

close to the predetermined type 1 error rate. We provide examples of genes that changed the 

conclusion when the overrunning analysis was performed (Figure 6.6). We also noticed that 

the phenomenon of a changing conclusion happened only for the genes that had a sample 

path close to the inner boundary of the triangular test. We found no gene that crossed both 

upper and lower boundaries during the sequentially cumulated process.   

FMS-related tyrosine kinase 3 (FLT3) is an important gene in the development of 

AML. However, all designs in triangular tests could not classify FLT3 as being differentially 

expressed, since the selected cumulative samples could not provide enough information to 

make a conclusion for this particular gene (Figure 6.7). Further, the selected studies [109-111, 

121-123] also did not mention this particular gene as a potential biomarker for distinguishing 

patients with AML from normal healthy controls.   

The boundaries of a TT depend on pre-specified parameters, namely the effect size, 

type I error rate and statistical power. In this study, we used    equal to 0.8, which is a 

relatively large effect size in epidemiological settings [161]. It is important to keep in mind that 

the gene expression data was analyzed on the log2 scale, so that our chosen         equals 

to a fold change of 1.7 on the original scale. This reference fold change is relatively low 

compared to the common cut-off value to state a gene as differentially expressed, e.g. 2 or 3 

fold.  

Type 1 error is another crucial parameter in the determination of the boundaries of 

TT. We employed the conservative Bonferroni approach to correct for multiple testing, which 

depends on the number of tested genes. In the given example, we analyzed the genes that 

occurred in seven experiments. When a new study is available and Bonferroni correction is 

applied, the whole process of sequential analysis can be repeated, if the investigator would like 

to include the fully replicated genes only in the analysis. When non-fully replicated genes (i.e. 

genes that appeared in less than seven experiments) are also included in the analysis, applying 

Bonferroni approach most likely changes the conclusions for some previously evaluated genes, 

since the sequential design is also changed due to different levels of   used. 
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Figure 6.6.  The triangular tests of four selected genes that have inconsistent conclusions. The boundaries 
were constructed for a relevant effect size θR=0.8, power 1-β=80% and type 1 error α=0.5%. The 
sequential analyses were continued although the sample paths crossed the boundaries (so-called 
overrunning [28, 41]). 

 
 
 

 

One solution is dividing the chosen classical  =5%, for instance, by the total number of known 

genes in the whole genome, which yields an extremely conservative type 1 error rate. The 

methods involving ordering of the P values, such as the Benjamini-Hochberg correction, are 

unfortunately less easy to apply in a triangular test, since we were unable to automatically 

produce P values associated with the Z and V statistics in R software. The other option to 

correct for the multiple testing is to use a lower but less conservative  . For instance, choosing 

 =0.5% rather than classical  =5% to reduce false positive findings.  

 

G1056 G55691 
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Figure 6.7.  The triangular tests for the FLT3 gene. The boundaries were constructed for a pre-specified effect 
size    =0.8, power 1- =80% and type 1 error  =5% (the first column) or   =0.0004% (the 
second column, Bonferroni correction for  =5%).The first (second) row is the triangular tests 
when full (filtered) data is used for analysis. 

 

 

 

The triangular test is one of a group of sequential methods. We specifically chose the 

triangular test following Whitehead’s boundaries approach. Other similar methods like the 

sequential probability ratio test (SPRT) may also be considered. With the same pre-specified 

parameters, it is easier for the SPRT compared to the TT to detect the required effect size 

earlier in the sequential testing if the effect size is real or if no relevant difference exists. 

However, the TT minimizes the maximum amount of information needed to come to a 

conclusion compared to the SPRT. We refer to [170] for further details regarding the 

comparison of TT and SPRT particularly in the case-control study setting. We analyzed the gene 

expression data also by SPRT and found comparable results with the TT (results are not 

shown).  
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We tested gene expression values from different microarray experiments with a 

group sequential method. Further, we showed that the time to make a decision varies across 

the tested genes. The current study shows the application of a sequential method in 

continuous outcome data. Such application may also be extended to count data (Poisson 

distributed outcome data, such as in ribonucleic acid (RNA) sequencing) or survival outcome 

data.  

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Sequential meta-analysis following Whitehead’s boundaries approach offers an alternative 

method to find a gene signature list by evaluating the adequacy of the accumulated evidence. 

This study shows a method to determine whether there is enough evidence at a certain time 

point to draw a conclusion for a particular gene or to hold the conclusion until the evidence is 

adequate. 
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ABSTRACT 

Aggregating gene expression data across experiments via meta-analysis is expected to increase 

the precision of the effect estimates and to increase the statistical power to detect a certain 

fold change. In this study, we evaluated the benefit of using a meta-analysis approach as a 

gene selection method prior to predictive modeling in gene expression data. Six raw datasets 

from different gene expression experiments in acute myeloid leukemia (AML) were used to 

build classification models to classify samples to either AML or the healthy control group. 

Different  classification methods were used, namely linear discriminant analysis, diagonal linear 

discriminant analysis, shrunken centroid discriminant analysis, random forest, tree-based 

boosting, RIDGE, LASSO, elastic net, feed-forward neural networks, support vector machine, 

and k-nearest neighbors. The performance of classification models were quantified by 

Matthew’s correlation coefficient (MCC). We first trained the classification models on gene 

expression data from single experiment and externally validated it to the other five gene 

expression datasets (referred to as the individual-classification approach). Next, we repeated 

the training, using gene selection based on meta-analysis from the other studies, except from 

the validation study. Although we applied a proper cross validation technique, we found a 

significant decrease of the model performances in the external validation sets, with both 

training approaches. For some datasets, incorporating other gene expression studies through a 

meta-analysis approach helped classification models to achieve higher performance as 

compared to predictive modeling based on a single dataset, but did not apply in the other 

datasets. Overall, data aggregation through the meta-analysis approach did not statistically 

significantly improve the classification model’s performances, the average difference was 

+0.034 (95%CI -0.06;0.12, P value=0.43) on MCC. The benefit of meta-analysis became 

significantly larger when the informative probesets resulting from the meta-analysis gene 

selection procedure had a larger average overall effect sizes than the informative probesets 

resulting from the individual-classification approach (+0.013, 95%CI 0.001;0.025, P value= 

0.03). The effect size was defined as the standardized mean difference between average 

expression values in two groups (similar to the ‘fold change’ in differentially expressed gene 

analysis). In short, meta-analysis approach could improve prediction models, given previous 

published studies and a new dataset in hand.  
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INTRODUCTION 

The ability of microarray technology to simultaneously measure expression values of 

thousands of genes brought advantages and disadvantages at the same time. The 

measurement of gene expression may be done within a relatively short time to quantify 

genome-wide expression levels. On the other hand, statistical analyses to extract useful 

information face a challenge to analyze such high dimensional data. Common mistakes in 

conducting statistical analyses have been reported [2]. Particularly concerning class prediction 

studies, doubt has been raised about the results [7], where genes involved in predictive 

models depend heavily on the subset of samples used to train the models. This result is 

connected to false positive findings due to the curse of dimensionality in microarray gene 

expressions datasets [171]. 

Methods for aggregating gene expression data across experiments have been 

developed. As raw gene expression datasets are recommended to be used [16] and gene 

expression values might be incomparable across different experiments, data standardization 

has been proposed as a preliminary step in cross platform gene expression data analyses [172-

174]. Meta-analysis is known to increase the precision of the effect estimate and to increase 

the statistical power to detect a certain effect size (or fold change). In differentially expressed 

genes analysis, the meta-analysis approach has been applied to produce a more robust gene 

signature list (e.g. by [13-15]). Meanwhile, in class prediction, meta-analysis methods had 

varying targets, ranging from methods for combining effect sizes [19] or combining P values 

[21, 22] to ranking-based methods [175]. Evaluation studies, however, concluded that there is 

no meta-analysis method superior to others [176, 177]. Such findings lead to the question how 

gene expression data aggregation could improve the performance of predictive models. 

We compared the performance of classification models that were trained by gene 

expression data from single experiments, using either only those data, or using gene selection 

from the accumulated data from other studies. Gene selection based on multiple microarray 

studies could yield gene lists that possibly give a more generalizable predictive model. We used 

raw gene expression datasets from six different experiments in acute myeloid leukemia (AML) 

to develop predictive models using eleven different classification functions to classify patients 

with AML disease versus healthy normal controls. 
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Figure 7.1.  Data division to perform cross-platform classification models building and its characteristics. (#: 
the number) 

 

 

METHODS 

Suppose we have D gene expression datasets available for analyses. We first individually 

preprocessed the D raw gene expression datasets. Eleven selected classifiers were trained 

based on expression values from the jth study (j=1, …, D) and externally validated to the other 

gene expression datasets. We refer these models as individual-classification models.To 

aggregate gene expression datasets across experiments, we divided D gene expression 

datasets into three major sets, namely a set for selecting probesets (SET1, consist of D-2 

datasets), for predictive modeling using the selected probesets from SET1 (SET2, consisting of 

Data1 Data2 DataD … 

SET1 SET2 SET3 

# of datasets D-2 1 1 

Usage  
Selecting informative 

probesets 
Predictive modeling  Externally validating 

classification models 

# of probesets 

Scale 

The number of common 

probesets 

The number of informative 

probesets resulted from the 

analysis in SET1  

The number of informative 

probesets resulted from the 

analysis in SET1  

Original scale Original scale Scaled to SET2 
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one dataset) and for externally validating the resulting prediction models (SET3, also consisting 

of one dataset). The data division is visualized in Figure 7.1. In more detail: Dimensionality 

reduction was performed by selecting significant probesets from a meta-analysis approach in 

SET1. Next, classification models were optimized in SET2 using only the informative probesets 

from SET1. The models were then externally validated to the independent set in SET3. We 

refer to the classification models that were trained by incorporating information from other 

experiments as MA(meta-analysis)-classification models. The MA-classification approach is 

briefly described in Figure 7.2 and it was elaborated in the next subsections. We finally 

assessed possible determinants that might differentiate the performance of classification 

models between with and without data aggregation via random effects linear regression, 

namely the difference of average estimated between-study variance and the difference of 

average estimated overall effect sizes of informative probesets. For each probeset i in study j, 

we calculated the effect size as standardized mean difference between average expression 

values in two groups. The overall effect size in each probeset i is then estimated as the 

cumulative effect size from all studies weighted by within- and between-study variance.  

 

Data preparation 

Six raw gene expression datasets resulting from six different experiments were used in this 

study, as previously described in Chapter 6, i.e. E-GEOD-12662 [109] (Data1), E-GEOD-14924 

[110] (Data2), E-GEOD-17054 [121] (Data3), E-MTAB-220 [122] (Data4), E-GEOD-33223 [123] 

(Data5) and E-GEOD-37307 [124] (Data6). Five studies had used the Affymetrix Human 

Genome U133 Plus 2 array, while one study had used U133A The raw datasets were 

preprocessed by quantile normalization, background correction, transforming to the log2 scale, 

and summarizing probes into probesets by median polish to deal with outlying probes. We 

limited analyses to 22,277 common probesets that appeared in all six experiments. 
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1. Data collection 
Collect raw gene expression datasets, which possibly come from previous 

experiments and/or systematic search from online repositories. 

2. Data preparation 
(i) Individually preprocess raw gene expression datasets (i.e. 

normalization, background correction, log2 transformation). 

(ii) Divide D available gene expression datasets into three sets, i.e. D-

2 gene expression dataset to get a gene signature list (SET1), a 

gene expression set to train classification models (SET2) and a 

dataset to validate the models (SET3). 

3. Meta-analysis for gene selection 
(i) For each probesets, aggregate expression values from SET1 to get a 

signature list via random effect meta-analysis. 

(ii) Record significant probesets (also refer to as informative 

probesets) 

4. Predictive modeling 
(i) In SET2, include informative probesets resulted from Step 3. 

(ii) Divide samples in SET2 to a learning set and a testing set. 

(iii) Build classifiers in the learning sets by cross validation 

(iv) Evaluate optimum predictive models in the testing set.   

5. External validation 
(i) In SET3, include probesets that are informative from Step 3.  

(ii) Scale gene expression values in SET3 with SET2 as a reference. 

(iii) Validate classification models from Step 4 to the scaled gene 

expressions data in SET3. 
 

Figure 7.2.  An approach in building and validating classification models by using meta-analysis as gene 
selection technique. 

 

 

Meta-analysis for gene selection  

We aggregated gene expression datasets across D-2 studies to extract informative genes by 

performing a random effects meta-analysis. By these means, meta-analysis acts as a 

dimensionality reduction technique prior to predictive modeling. For each probeset, we pooled 

the expression values across sets in SET1 to estimate its overall effect size. Let     and     be an 

observed effect size and an estimated study-specific effect size of probeset i in an experiment 

j, respectively. The random effects model of a probeset i is written as 
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              where              for          and            , 
 

where   is the number of tested probesets.    is the overall effect size of probeset i,     ~ N(0; 

σij
2) where σij

2  is the within-study variance, and     
 
             with     is the between-study 

or random effects variance of probeset i. The study-specific effect size     is defined as the 

corrected standardized mean different (SMD) between two groups, formulated as 

 
 

       
          

   
     

                                                 

 

where               is the mean of (base 2) logarithmically transformed expression values of 

probeset i in Group 0 (1).     is originally defined as the square root of the pooled variance 

estimate of the within-group variances [162]. The estimation of    , however, is rather unstable 

in a small sample size study. Shrinking extreme variances towards the overall mean variance by 

an Empirical Bayes approach (also well-known as limma procedure) is widely applied in gene 

expression data analyses. As such, we defined     as the square root of variance estimation 

from the empirical Bayes t-statistics [102]. The second component in Eq. (1) is the Hedges’ g 

correction for SMD [163]. The estimation of between-study variance       is calculated by 

Paule-Mandel (PM) method [11] as suggested by [147, 178] to be used in continuous outcome 

data.   

For each probeset, z-statistics was calculated to test the null hypothesis of the overall 

effect size in the random effects model. P values based on z-statistics were adjusted by the 

Benjamini-Hochberg (BH) procedure for     , to correct for multiple testing [113]. After 

this, we considered probesets that had a significant overall effect size as informative 

probesets. For each informative probeset i, the estimated overall effect size          is 

estimated as  
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where                   .  

 

Classification model building 

In this step, we used expression data from SET2 for predictive modeling using the informative 

probesets from SET1. We used eleven classification methods to construct predictive models, 

namely linear discriminant analysis (LDA), diagonal linear discriminant analysis (DLDA) [179], 

shrunken centroid discriminant analysis (SCDA) [103], random forest (RF) [105], tree-based 

boosting (TBB) [180], RIDGE, LASSO [106], elastic net [181], feed forward neural networks 

(NNET) [182], support vector machines (SVM) [183], and k-nearest neighbors (kNN) methods 

[182]. The modeling process is done by splitting the dataset in SET2 into a learning set   and a 

testing set  . The learning set   is further split by cross validation, namely inner-learning set 

and inner-testing set, to optimize the parameters in each classification model. The optimum 

models that were obtained in the learning set   were then internally validated to the out bag 

testing set     The model building procedure was intensively described in Chapter 3. In this 

study, however, we referred to the testing set   as an internal-validation set   . Further, we 

did not limit the number of probesets that were used to optimize the models by all methods 

other than LDA, DLDA and NNET methods. For methods that could not handle the number of 

variables larger than the number of samples (i.e. LDA, DLDA and NNET), we only incorporated 

the top-X probesets in the predictive modeling, X being the number of samples minus 1. The 

top lists of probesets were based on their estimated pooled effect size (   ) calculated by 

Eq.(7.2) in the previous step. As the number of probesets to be included is the parameter that 

is needed to be tuned in LDA and DLDA functions, we ranged the number of included 

probesets from 2 to the number of samples in the testing set in the predictive modeling. 

Meanwhile, we limited the number of probesets to the number of samples in the inner-testing 

set for NNET model. Furthermore, we used the same values of tuning parameter(s) in each 

classification function as described in [184].  
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We evaluated the classification model performances by Matthew’s correlation 

coefficient (MCC). MCC takes into account the distribution of samples in each group, so that it 

is robust to class imbalance. MCC is calculated as [185] 

 

    
  
     

              
  

 

where                      
             

  , with                  being the 

number of true negative, true positive, false negative and false positive samples, respectively. 

The value of MCC is continuously ranging between -1 and 1, where -1 of MCC means that a 

model has inverse prediction to the true class labels, 0 means a random prediction and a 

model with +1 MCC means that it perfectly predicts the true class label.  

 

Model validation 

We externally validated the optimum classification models obtained from the previous step to 

SET3. The expression values in SET3 of the probesets used in the model were scaled to the 

expression values in SET2, so that the learning and the validation sets have comparable range. 

For each probeset i, suppose the expression scale is in the interval         in SET2 and         
in SET3. An expression value     of probeset i in sample s from SET3, is scaled to the scale of 

SET2 by the following transformation formula 

  

                            
       

             

 

Eleven models that had been trained in SET2 were then applied to the scaled gene expression 

data in SET3. The performance of the classification models in SET3 were quantified by MCC.   
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We permutated the datasets used for selecting informative probesets (SET1) as well as 

learning (SET2) and validating (SET3) classification models. For each possible combination of D-

2, we repeated Step 3–5 of our approach described in Figure 1. However, due to small a 

number of samples in that dataset, we omitted the predictive modeling process when Data3 

was selected as SET2. To be more specific, the possible gene expression datasets in 

SET2={Data1, Data2, Data4, Data5, Data6} and SET3={Data1, Data2, Data3, Data4, Data5, 

Data6}. In total, there are 30 possible combinations to divide D=6 datasets to three 

distinguished sets.   

 

Individual-classification 

In the Individual-classification approach we optimized the classification models based on a 

single gene expression dataset and validated them to the other D-1 datasets. We applied the 

same procedure as described in the Classification models building and Model validation 

subsections. For LDA, DLDA and NNET, we applied the limma procedure for gene selection 

[112] controlling the false discovery rate at 5% using the Benjamini and Hochberg procedure 

[113].  

 

Random effects linear regression 

We quantified the difference in performance between classification models that were 

optimized with and without incorporating information from other studies by a random effects 

linear regression model. The value of MCC represents the classification model performance. 

The difference of MCC between MA- and individual-classification procedure for a model M 

that was optimized by a learning Data                and validated to a set of totally 

independent samples in Data                 , is denoted as     . Having rescaled the 

     to be in the range of 0 and 1 by        
 , we then transformed      by logit 

transformation to get unbounded and more approximately normally distributed outcome 

values. We used a fully crossed random effects model, where       and Data  act as 

clustering factors, or random effects. Additionally, since the same classification methods were 

applied to build prediction models in all possible combinations of SET2 and SET3, model M is 
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added as a random effect term. To evaluate the added value of data aggregation through 

meta-analysis in predictive modeling, we built random effects model with only an intercept as 

fixed effect.  

We then tested two determinants (        ) that might contribute to the difference 

in performance of classification models that were trained by two approaches       , namely 

the difference of the estimated between-study variances                                      and the 

difference of the estimated overall effect size                     of informative probesets 

based on MA- and individual-classification procedure.          (     ) is calculated as the median 

of estimated between-study variances (overall effect sizes) from informative probesets that 

were selected by meta-analysis for gene selection procedure across datasets in the 

corresponding SET1. Meanwhile,           (      ) is the median of estimated between-study 

variances (overall effect sizes) from informative probesets across studies other than studies 

used for learning and validation set. The informative probesets in individual classification 

models are the probesets involved in the optimum classification models. We used distinctive 

definitions between           (     ) and            (      ) to assess the difference estimation of 

between-study variance (overall effect size) from informative genes generated by two 

different approaches. Each of the determinant was then evaluated in the random effects 

model. More formally, the random effects model for the kth determinant is written as 

 

                                 
 

where       is the logit transformation of the scaled     ;             and      are the 

random intercepts with respect to learning                      ,  validation       (nested 

in      )                     and classification model M                , respectively.  

 

Software 

All analyses were performed in R statistical software using these following packages: affy 

for preprocessing procedures [115], meta for meta-analysis [186], CMA for predictive 
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modeling [101], lme4 for the random effects linear model [27], and ggplot2 for data 

visualization [116].  

 

 

RESULTS 

We first show the performance of classification models that were optimized for each single 

experiment (individual-classification procedure). To provide a clear example, we provided 

detail results when Data1 was used to optimize classification models. However, we first 

compared the distribution of expression values in the validation sets to the expression values 

in Data1 (Figure 7.3). There is a considerable difference of expression values distribution 

among studies, where expression values in Data6 have a lower range than expression values in 

the other experiments, indicating data standardization across studies is necessary. In Eq.(7.1) 

gene expression values in Data2, Data3, Data4, Data5 and Data6 are effectively scaled so that 

they have comparable ranges as in Data1 (Figure S1).  Having built classification models in 

Data1, the optimum classification models were validated to Data2 to Data6. Although the 

classification models maintained to achieve good performances when internally validated (i.e. 

when the models are validated to out-of the bag set in Data1) they failed to maintain good 

performance in the independent external validation sets. Most classifiers even gave reverse 

predictions to the true class labels in Data2 as reflected by the negative MCC values (Table 

7.1). We applied the same procedure when Data2, Data4, Data5 and Data6 were used to train 

the classifiers and found the same experiences as the aforementioned example (Table S1-S4). 

We notice that there are considerable differences between MCC of prediction models that 

were internally and externally validated, when Data2 and Data5 were used to optimize the 

classification models. On the other hand, classification models managed to maintain good 

performance in the validation sets when Data6 acted as a learning set. 
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Figure 7.3.  The distribution of expression values (log2 scale) from the first three samples in six experiments.   
 
 
 

 

 
Figure 7.4.  Boxplot of classification model performances between Individual- (grey box) and MA-classification 

(white box) measured by MCC, when Data1 was used to optimize classification models (SET2).   
 

Data1 Data2 Data3 Data4 Data5 Data6 
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Table 7.1.  The MCCs of classification models that were optimized in Data1(individual-classification) 
and validated on the other datasets 

 

  Data1 Data2 Data3 Data4 Data5 Data6 

SVM 1.00 0.20 1.00 0.54 0.55 0.72 

TBB 0.65 -0.61 -0.04 -0.19 -0.13 0.06 

KNN 0.94 -0.23 1.00 0.49 0.38 0.95 

RF 1.00 0.10 -0.18 -0.09 0.37 0.68 

RIDGE 0.94 0.20 1.00 0.65 0.46 0.82 

SCDA 0.93 -0.10 -0.28 0.16 0.38 0.44 

LASSO 0.86 -0.10 0.72 0.09 -0.15 0.21 

ELANET 0.86 -0.22 0.72 0.06 -0.15 0.27 

NNET 0.87 -0.23 0.70 0.18 -0.13 0.36 

LDA 0.86 -0.33 0.37 -0.14 -0.19 0.08 

DLDA 0.86 -0.35 0.37 -0.17 -0.18 0.13 

 

Abbreviations. SVM: support vector machine; TBB: tree-based boosting; KNN: k-nearest neighbor; RF: random 
forest; SCDA: Shrunken centroid discriminant analysis (as known as predictive analysis of microarray, PAM); 
FFNN: feed-forward neural networks; LDA: linear discriminant analysis; DLDA: diagonal linear discriminant 
analysis. 
 

 

In MA-classifications, there were on average 1,631 informative probesets selected by 

the meta-analysis procedure on SET1. We noticed the same phenomenon as in the individual-

classification case, when models did not perform as well in external validation set as compared 

to the models’ performance in the internal validation set. We summarized the MCC of 

classification models resulting from MA-classification procedure in Table 7.2. We compared 

the MCCs of classification models that were trained by MA- and individual-classification 

procedures. Figure 7.4 shows the MCCs comparisons when Data1 is used to optimize 

classification models. In the internal validation, we found no significant difference of MCCs 

from models that were trained by MA- and individual-classification procedure. In the external 

validation, however, MA-classification models, on average, outperformed the individual-

classification models. We found similar results (i.e. predictive modeling by incorporating 
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information from other datasets, is better than predictive modeling by a single dataset) when 

Data2 and Data5 were used as learning set (Figure S2 and S4). In the settings when Data4 and 

Data6 acted as a learning set, MA-classification models tend to have lower MCC than 

individual-classification models (Figure S3 and S5). In general, incorporating information from 

other experiments does not guarantee improving the predictive ability of classification models 

when externally-validated.  

From the random effects linear regression models, the average difference in 

performance of classification models that were built by multiple versus single studies was 

+0.033 (95%CI -0.06;0.12, P value= 0.43). Only      was found to be a factor that significantly 

contributed to the difference in performance (        , 95%CI 0.001;0.025, P value=0.032). 

The positive coefficient of      implicitly shows that the MCC of MA-classification models is 

higher than individual-classification models when the average of estimated overall effect size 

from informative probesets based on meta-analysis gene selection procedure is also higher 

than the average of estimated overall effect size from significant probesets in individual-

classification models. For every one unit of     (in the log2 scale), the MCC of MA-classification 

model would be 0.013 higher than individual-classification model. As a reminder, a set of 

informative probesets in individual-classification models differs with a set in MA-classification 

models, due to different selection of the probesets from two different approaches.   

 

 

DISCUSSION 
This study applied a meta-analysis approach for feature selection in predictive modeling on 

gene expression data. Six studies were extracted from the ArrayExpress online repository by 

applying keywords followed by manual screening. We described more details about the search 

process as well as details on the selected studies in [187]. A random effects analysis on the 

difference in performance of classification models that were built with and without 

incorporating information from other datasets, showed a potential positive effect of the meta-

analysis approach for feature selection in predictive modeling. Our results also showed an 

overall degradation of model performance in the validation sets, irrespective the predictive 

modeling approach used to optimize the models.  
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Table 7.2.  Summary result of classification models that were trained by incorporating information 

from other experiments through meta-analysis approach 

 

DataID # of probesets 

MCC of classification methods 

SVM GBM KNN RF RIDGE SCDA LASSO ELANET NNET LDA DLDA 

1_1 1504 0.99 0.76 0.98 0.94 0.99 0.89 0.93 0.94 0.99 0.94 0.93 

1_2 973 -0.12 -0.23 0.33 0.11 0 0 -0.35 -0.35 -0.12 -0.11 0.58 

1_3 1602 1 0.09 1 0.62 1 0.43 0.72 0.72 0.84 0.62 -0.19 

1_4 1418 0.6 0.09 0.59 -0.15 0.79 0.01 0.56 0.64 0.79 0.41 0.1 

1_5 2886 0.4 -0.12 0.38 0.06 0.37 0.35 0.3 0.35 0.36 0.27 0.61 

1_6 1550 0.72 0.11 0.95 0.77 0.82 0.25 0.41 0.41 0.05 0.37 0.47 

2_1 973 0.06 -0.03 -0.01 -0.12 0.1 -0.05 -0.28 -0.32 0.17 0.26 0.28 

2_2 995 1 0.8 1 1 1 0.92 0.94 0.9 0.41 0.62 0.53 

2_3 1112 0.28 0.19 0.44 0.28 0.19 0.62 0.19 0.19 0.48 0.76 0.8 

2_4 872 -0.2 -0.18 0.22 -0.02 -0.01 -0.07 0.12 0.12 0.07 0.39 0.43 

2_5 1170 -0.7 0.25 -0.05 -0.28 -0.35 -0.31 0.05 0.05 -0.43 -0.18 -0.15 

2_6 731 0.35 0.21 0.47 0.05 0.24 0.42 0.07 0.11 0.26 0.21 0.42 

4_1 1418 0.22 0.22 0.32 0.05 0.35 -0.06 0.32 0.32 0.22 -0.12 -0.12 

4_2 872 0 0 0.1 0 0 -0.33 0.11 0.11 0.5 0.73 0.31 

4_3 2390 1 -0.19 1 0.09 1 1 -0.19 -0.19 0.18 0.72 0.82 

4_4 1565 0.9 0.62 0.62 0.5 0.9 0.88 0.82 0.81 0.73 0.77 0.82 

4_5 2216 0.09 0.26 0 0.06 0.09 0.06 0.14 0.14 0.4 0.06 0.25 

4_6 1725 0.51 0.04 0.8 0.04 0.56 0.55 0.04 0.04 0.58 0.37 0.37 

5_1 2886 0.15 0.66 0.41 0.07 0.15 0.47 0.67 0.77 0.24 0.16 0.3 

5_2 1170 -0.44 0 -0.23 -0.33 -0.52 -0.25 0.14 0.14 -0.33 0.14 0 

5_3 2149 -0.28 -0.19 0.53 -0.19 -0.08 0.28 -0.19 -0.19 -0.18 0.72 0.84 

5_4 2216 -0.15 -0.12 0.2 -0.12 -0.15 0.25 -0.11 -0.15 0.04 0.21 0.36 

5_5 2299 0.98 0.7 0.51 0.52 0.98 0.5 0.54 0.54 -0.03 0.1 0.47 

5_6 2662 0.07 -0.26 0.62 0.09 0.15 0.3 -0.21 -0.21 -0.11 0.31 0.42 

6_1 1550 0.47 0.22 0.84 0.35 0.47 0.37 0.3 0.4 0.1 0.05 0.15 

6_2 731 0.44 0.58 0 0.23 0.66 0.3 0.54 0.5 0.42 0.46 0.26 

6_3 1444 0.84 0.09 0.64 0.18 0.84 0.84 0.81 0.84 0.13 0.67 0.72 

6_4 1725 0.89 0.09 0.53 0.09 0.84 0.54 0.68 0.68 0.56 0.66 0.49 

6_5 2662 0.18 0.38 0.47 0.38 0.18 0.1 0.05 0.05 0.34 0.4 0.28 

6_6 1459 0.99 0.57 0.96 0.87 1 0.62 0.86 0.9 0.89 0.89 0.73 

- First numbers in the first column show the dataID used to train classification models (Data ), while the second 

numbers indicate the dataID to validate the models (Data ). The non-mentioned numbers are the dataID that were 

selected to extract informative probesets by meta-analysis procedure for dimensionality reduction. 

- The abbreviations for the classifications methods are as mentioned in Table 7.1. 
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Selecting informative genes amongst massive noisy genes in predictive modeling faces a 

great challenge in microarray gene expression data. Dimensionality reduction is often applied 

to reduce the number of noisy genes as well as to reduce the possibility of predictive models 

choosing clinically irrelevant biomarkers. Although embedded gene-selection classification 

methods (e.g. SCDA and LASSO) are available, non-embedded methods are most often used, so 

that an extra step to generate a gene signature list is usually applied in practice (e.g. by [49, 64, 

65, 69, 72, 76]). Non-robust gene sets generated by different sub-samples from a gene 

expression dataset unfortunately have been reported [7], which might lead to the lack of direct 

clinical application [1]. A very low sample size as compared to the number of genes causes 

false positive and instable findings [171]. On the other hand, involving thousands of samples to 

generate a robust gene signature list could be very costly. A possible solution to increase the 

sample size is by combining gene expression datasets with similar research question through 

meta-analysis.  

Meta-analysis is known as an efficient tool to increase statistical power and to obtain 

more generalizable results. Pooling information across studies via meta-analysis is expected to 

give a more robust gene list, which possibly leads to more stable performance of classification 

models in completely new datasets. Although a number of meta-analysis methods are 

available to be used as a feature selection technique in class prediction, no method has been 

shown to perform better than others [176, 177]. In this study, we combined the corrected 

standardized effect size for each gene by random effects models, similar to a study conducted 

by Choi et al [19]. We, however, estimated the between-study variance by Paule-Mandel 

method, which has been shown to outperform the DerSimonian-Laird method in continuous 

outcome data [178]. We also used a broad selection of classification functions to build 

predictive models in order to quantify the added value of meta-analysis in aggregating 

information from gene expression across experiments to generate a more robust gene list 

before building classification models.       

Eleven selected classification methods were implemented to develop predictive 

models to classify samples to a group of either patients with acute myeloid leukemia (AML) 

versus normal healthy controls. Six raw gene expression datasets resulting from a systematic 

search in a previous study [187] were preprocessed and we extracted 22,277 common 
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probesets to be analyzed further. We first assessed the performance of classification models 

that were trained by single gene expression dataset. The models were then validated to 

datasets obtained from the other experiments. In general, MCC scores of optimum 

classification models degraded when the models were applied to classify new samples from an 

independent gene expression dataset, as previously experienced by others [24]. Classification 

models that were externally validated might suffer from heterogeneity between datasets, due 

to e.g. different sample characteristics and experimental set-up. As far we know, few published 

studies performed external validation in the prediction modeling on gene expression data. 

MAQC II , a large consortium study aiming to investigate standards of model development on 

gene expression data, found that cross validation plays an important role in the performance 

of classification models [5]. Properly used cross validation in the learning set would give more 

concordant performance of classification models on both internal and external validation sets. 

Our results, on the other hand, show that the classification model performances are degraded 

in external validation sets. As a reminder, for each classification case, gene expression sets 

used for external validation in the MAQC II consortium study were generated by the same 

laboratory groups, which might diminish the data heterogeneity due to different sample 

characteristics and experimental set-up, for instance. Meanwhile, we defined an external 

validation set as a set of samples completely independent from the learning set.  

We showed that using a meta-analysis approach as a feature selection method in 

predictive modeling slightly improves classification model performance, as compared to 

predictive modeling on a single dataset. This improvement applies when the average of the 

overall effect sizes from informative probesets (resulting from a meta-analysis gene selection 

procedure) is sufficiently higher than the average of overall effect sizes from significant genes 

in a classification model that is trained on a single dataset. The random effects model failed to 

show a significant linear relationship between the amount of heterogeneity of informative 

probesets across studies to the improvement of using data aggregation in predictive modeling.  

The practical implication of this finding is to know when to use meta-analysis 

approach as a gene selection in class prediction of gene expression data. As such, we 

recommend the investigator to do these following steps. First, do systematic search of similar 

published studies on the online repository, such as ArrayExpress, Stanford Microarray 
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Database, Gene Expression Omnibus, and The Cancer Genome Atlas. An example of 

conducting a systematic search of gene expression experiments is described in our previous 

study [187]. Second, select informative probesets across selected studies via a meta-analysis 

approach and estimate the average overall effect sizes amongst those probesets        . Third, 

build classification model(s) to the dataset in-hand by applying a proper cross-validation 

technique and record significant probesets in the optimal model(s). Then, use gene expression 

datasets resulting from the systematic search to estimate the average of overall effect sizes 

across significant genes         . If       >      , then it is worthy to aggregate gene expression 

data across studies to reduce the data dimensionality before predictive modeling. Otherwise, 

predictive modeling by a single study is sufficient. 

Some classification methods used in this study have by design the natural ability to 

handle certain characteristics of a dataset. A method that is specifically developed for 

microarray gene expression data, namely shrunken centroid discriminant analysis (SCDA), 

performed well in un correlated data. On the other hand, penalized logistic regression could 

handle a dataset with strongly correlated variables (or genes). Dimensionality reduction by 

aggregating datasets across studies via meta-analysis could help the investigator to check the 

characteristics of gene expression dataset in hand, to choose suitable classification methods, if 

predictive modeling with aggregating gene expression datasets comes as a choice.  

We used eleven different methods to build classification models in six different 

microarray gene expression datasets. The random effects model showed the comparable 

performances among selected classification models              , in both the MA- and 

individual-classification procedures. A similar result was also experienced by the MAQC II 

consortium [5] where, for a given dataset, the different classification methods did not 

significantly affect the prediction of true class labels from new samples. This result, however, 

contradicts with a finding by Lee et al [3], in which advance methods (e.g. SVM and SCDA) 

outperformed classical methods like kNN and DLDA. We have to emphasize however that our 

study does not focus on the comparison of the performance of selected classification models.  

A point to consider in cross-platform analysis of microarray experiments is data 

standardization. The same genes might have different signal in different experiments, due to 
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e.g. different array technology and scanning process. We investigated the distributions of 

expression values across experiments and found incomparable ranges of expression values 

across experiments. Despite its simple nature, the scaling formula in Eq.(7.1) is able to produce 

common ranges of gene expression values across experiments. Some methods to scale gene 

expression across experiments have been proposed [172-174] and might alternatively be 

considered for scaling. However, we did not expect that different scaling methods would give 

different classification results as presented here, although it might be interesting to be studied 

further.  

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

A meta-analysis approach has been applied to aggregate gene expression data across 

experiment in order to create more robust gene lists before predictive modeling. This 

approach has been shown to improve the classification model performances under some 

conditions. We provided recommended steps to check whether predictive modeling by 

multiple studies most likely will outperform predictive modeling by a single study. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS 

Supplementary Materials are available upon request. 

 

Figure S1. The distribution of scaled expression values (log2 scale) from the first three 

samples in six experiments, when Data1 was used as the reference data. 

 

Figure S2.  Boxplot of classification model performances between Individual- (salmon-box) 

and MA-classification (turquoise-box) measured by MCC, when Data2 was used 

for predictive modelling (SET2).   

 

Figure S3.  Boxplot of classification model performances between Individual- (salmon-box) 

and MA-classification (turquoise-box) measured by MCC, when Data4 was used 

for predictive modelling (SET2).  

 

Figure S4.  Boxplot of classification model performances between Individual- (salmon-box) 

and MA-classification (turquoise-box) measured by MCC, when Data5 was used 

for predictive modelling (SET2).  

 

Figure S5.  Boxplot of classification model performances between Individual- (salmon-box) 

and MA-classification (turquoise-box) measured by MCC, when Data6 was used 

for predictive modelling (SET2). 

Table S1.  The MCCs of individual classification models that were optimized in Data2 and 

validated to the other datasets. 

 

Table S2.  The MCCs of individual classification models that were optimized in Data4 and 

validated to the other datasets. 

 

Table S3.  The MCCs of individual classification models that were optimized in Data5 and 

validated to the other datasets. 

 

Table S4.  The MCCs of individual classification models that were optimized in Data6 and 

validated to the other datasets. 
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This thesis evaluated potential study- and data-related factors that are associated with the 

performance of predictive models and investigated the use of meta-analytic approaches to 

generate more robust gene lists. Our quantitative review study (Chapter 2) showed that the 

medical question (diagnostic, prognostic or response to a treatment), type of microarray 

platform (one- and two-color platform), gene selection method (filter, wrapper and embedded 

method) and, more importantly, cross-validation technique all have an association with the 

predictive performance of classification models.  

As we found that the cross validation technique plays a significant role in the 

predictive modeling in gene expression data (Chapter 2), we controlled for this factor (together 

with gene selection technique and classification methods) in the next study presented in 

Chapter 3. In that study we evaluated the impact of potential factors associated with the 

performance of predictive models based on re-analyses of the raw data of studies that were 

downloaded from the ArrayExpress microarray data repository. Hereto we applied a two-step 

approach, i.e. applying feature selection to rank and preselect genes (probesets) and then 

build the classification models with the selected genes in each and every selected dataset. The 

genes used to optimize the classification models were limited to the top-K informative genes, 

since we found this approach was applied in practice (Chapter 2). Classical classification 

methods like linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and diagonal linear discriminant analysis (DLDA) 

cannot be performed on data with more features than samples, making this pre-selection 

necessary, although we are aware of the fact that limiting the number of genes available for 

the classifier ignores the theoretical advantage of embedded methods like shrunken centroids 

discriminant analysis (SCDA), LASSO and random forest (RF). By limiting the number of genes 

to optimize classification models, we implicitly reduced the source of variability of the 

classification model performances due to this particular factor.  

Although cross-validation technique has been shown to be an important factor to 

achieve a good predictive model, irrespective of the classification methods applied (e.g. [5, 88] 

and Chapter 2), it is important to mention that our findings in Chapter 2 were based on the 

approaches from different research groups, where the cross-validation techniques might have 

been different on details. Controlling for the cross-validation technique, the performance of a 

classification model varied depending on the dataset used to train the model [3]. The 
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performance difference was possibly caused by the different characteristics of gene expression 

dataset that naturally could be handled by a particular method. For instance, a method that is 

specially developed for microarray data, i.e. SCDA (also as known as Predictive Analysis of 

Microarrays, PAM), works well in gene expression data with small correlations. Regularization-

based methods using    and/or    penalization, i.e. ridge regression, LASSO and elastic net, can 

handle correlated variables. The overall amount of correlation between genes in a dataset 

contributed to the variability of the classification models performance, as we have presented 

in Chapter 3.  

The findings regarding the role of correlation in predictive modeling drove us to study 

in more detail the correlation structures in gene expression data from various diseases 

(Chapter 4). Kim and Simon [86] have shown that the correlation structure determines the 

performance of probabilistic classification methods when calibration and refinement score 

were used as evaluation measurements. In their study, however, simple theoretical correlation 

structures were constructed to evaluate such classification methods, which were subdivided in 

the cluster of informative and uninformative genes. The magnitude of pairwise correlations 

was also limited to positive values. Our findings in Chapter 4, on the other hand, showed that 

correlation structures in gene expression data are more complex and are not restricted to 

positive correlations. In each gene expression dataset in Chapter 4, we clustered genes based 

on their correlations by using the Partitioning Around Medoids clustering algorithm [126] and 

visualized the results graphically. Genes within the same cluster have positive pairwise 

correlations (intra-class correlations), while correlations between genes from different clusters 

(inter-class correlations) have varying correlations, both in direction and in magnitude. It is 

interesting to see the peculiar correlations structures in the “Psoriasis” (PSO) and “Periodic 

Fever, Aphthous Stomatitis, Pharyngitis and Adenitis” (PFAPA) datasets (Figure 4.1). The cluster 

visualization shows the more positive the intra-class correlation coefficients are, the more 

negative are the inter-class correlation coefficients. The result also shows that the correlation 

between uninformative genes is not necessarily restricted to zero correlation coefficients, as 

used in [86]. Our observation shows the diversity and the complexity in correlation structures 

of gene expression from different studies and in different diseases. Given the impact that 

correlation has on classifiers performance, this result indicates that investigators should be 
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aware of the typical correlations present in their data, and take this into account when 

selecting appropriate analysis methods. 

A good classification model performance might be achieved by appropriately 

applying cross-validation to the suitably chosen classification method. It has been shown that 

predictive models may than still suffer from a generalization issue [24]. A classification model 

may have achieved good performance in internal validation, but still show a significant 

decrease in performance when it is externally validated. This phenomenon might be caused by 

local optimal findings in the predictive modeling approach, where the result of predictive 

model depends heavily on the samples used in the learning set [7, 8]. Such a model may not 

have a comparable good performance in a completely independent validation set. Less 

generalizable predictive models might also be one of the reasons of less application of the 

these models in clinical practice [1]. 

The well-known ‘curse of dimensionality’ in gene expression data might be one of the 

factors responsible for the local optimality in predictive modeling. Involving thousands of 

samples in a gene expression experiment would be a solution [171], yet it is not 

straightforward to execute such a study. The public availability of gene expression data 

provides another solution to increase the number of samples by aggregating gene expression 

datasets via a meta-analysis approach, which might lead to improving the generalizability of 

findings. Statistical analyses, however, become more advanced as compared to the analyses 

based on a single study. Methods (e.g. [17, 18]) and guidelines (e.g. [16, 188]) have been 

proposed to cope with the issue of heterogeneity across studies. As we assumed that more 

generalizable predictive models could be produced by involving a more robust gene list, we 

applied meta-analysis approach to select potential genes and then use the selected genes to 

build predictive models.  

We first studied seven methods to estimate between-study variance in meta-analysis. 

The study presented in Chapter 5 resulted in a recommendation to use either the two-step 

DerSimonian-Laird (DL2) or the Paule-Mandel (PM) estimator in both dichotomous and 

continuous outcome dataset. We specifically chose the triangular test (following Whitehead’s 

boundary approach) for sequential meta-analysis (SMA) to draw a conclusion for the 

significance of the overall effect size. The triangular test is able to  preserve the type 1 error 
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rate using a pre-specified statistical power in case of a low degree of heterogeneity of 

combined datasets [154]. Other methods proposed by Lan and De Mets [189] as well as Wang 

and Tsiatis [190] might be alternative group sequential methods. The study in Chapter 5 

focused on the estimation of the between-study variance, which is one of the most important 

components in estimating the significance of the overall effect size. Although the study was 

based on the setting of SMA following Whitehead’s boundary approach, the results may be 

relevant to “ordinary” meta-analysis or other group sequential methods. Furthermore, the 

simulated datasets in Chapter 5 were generated for studies with the number of samples 

between 20 and 200, as we argued that the sample size of gene expression experiments most 

likely will fall within that range. The study was aimed to giving a theoretical background for the 

subsequent two meta-analysis studies on gene expression data. 

 Sequential meta-analysis was then applied to find a significant gene list by evaluating 

the adequacy for decision making of the cumulative sample size over consecutive studies. We 

have no concern about the aforementioned limitation of the triangular test to the low 

heterogeneity of combined datasets, as we observed that the levels of heterogeneity in our 

selected datasets were not severe enough to diminish the benefit of triangular test. An SMA 

approach could prevent initiating new experiments when the cumulative experiments are 

already enough to provide evidence in order to draw a conclusion for every gene of interest. 

Based on the results of the study in Chapter 6, most of the genes were rarely supported by 

sufficient evidence from a single experiment, in that they could not be classified yet as either 

informative or non-informative genes. A decision about which genes are informative based on 

a single experiment might therefore be misleading. As a result, gene lists have low 

reproducibility and false positive claims can be expected when based on a single study. 

In Chapter 7, we built classification models in six gene expression datasets by 

applying an approach proposed by [11]. The prediction task in the studies was to diagnose 

samples to be either patients with acute myeloid leukemia (AML) or normal healthy controls. 

The optimum classification models that were trained in the learning sets, were internally and 

externally validated. Internal validation used an expression set composed of samples from the 

same experiment, but not used in the learning set. Meanwhile, external validation used 

completely new gene expression sets resulting from different experiments as in the learning 
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set. We noticed that the performance of classification models in external validation sets was 

worse than in the internal validation sets, as was also experienced by Stec et al [8]. This finding 

confirms the poor generalizability of predictive models to a completely new dataset. Increasing 

statistical power by pooling information from different studies via a meta-analysis approach, 

offers an alternative solution to generate a more stable gene list across experiments so that 

more generalizable predictive models might be achieved. 

The study in Chapter 7 applied a slightly different predictive modeling strategy as the 

study presented in Chapter 3. In the predictive modeling on a single dataset in Chapter 7, we 

applied a one-step approach for methods that could handle the number of variables greater 

than the number of samples (i.e. support vector machine (SVM), SCDA, RF, tree-based 

boosting (TBB), RIDGE, LASSO, k-nearest neighbor (kNN) and elastic net (ELANET)) and a two-

step approach for the other methods (i.e. feed-forward neural network (NNET), LDA and 

DLDA). In the one-step approach, all probesets were used to feed models and let the classifiers 

either use all probesets or eliminate redundant probesets. To cope with the dimensionality 

problem in the NNET, LDA and DLDA methods, we applied a feature selection procedure to 

select informative genes and then used the selected genes to optimize the classifiers. 

Moreover, we did not limit the number of probesets to the top-K informative probesets in the 

individual classification models (i.e. by letting each of classification models to freely select the 

number genes to be incorporated in the models), in order to reliably evaluate the added value 

of meta-analysis approach as a feature selection in predictive modeling. 

We applied SMA to generate robust gene lists by evaluating the adequacy of the 

accumulated sample size in Chapter 6. In Chapter 7, we applied “ordinary” meta-analysis to 

generate gene list before predictive modeling. The use of meta-analysis approaches in the two 

aforementioned studies served two different purposes, where the aim of the study in Chapter 

7 is to evaluate the added value of meta-analysis as a feature selection before predictive 

modeling. Genes resulting from aggregating information from several experiments could 

possibly yield more generalizable gene lists that later on might be used to optimize 

classification models. The classification models are then expected to be more generalizable to 

other datasets. There is no strong argument to use SMA in this respect.  
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Studies in this thesis mostly deal with class prediction models in gene expression 

data. We have used nine classification methods to evaluate the potential factors that affect the 

performance of classification models in Chapter 3. In the study presented in Chapter 7, we 

applied the same methods and in addition two other methods namely NNET and ELANET. The 

list of classification methods could have been much larger, as many more classification 

methods have been developed for omics-based studies. As our results showed that 

classification methods by themselves added a low degree of variability to the performance of 

predictive models (Figure 2.2), we expect that similar findings would have been obtained if 

NNET and ELASTICNET were added to the evaluation study as presented in Chapter 3.  

We analyzed gene expression data at the probesets level in most of the studies 

presented in this thesis. In Chapter 3 and Chapter 7, we focused on predictive modeling and 

gene expression datasets were evaluated at the probesets level. Redundant repeated genes 

might be simultaneously excluded from the modeling process; while if repeated genes are 

informative, it will increase the chance of predictive models to incorporate useful probesets to 

the models. In the study mentioned in Chapter 4, we also worked at the probesets level to 

observe the correlation structures from the selected gene expression datasets. To see the 

effect of gene mapping in this particular study, we additionally observed the correlation 

structures of the datasets at the genes level (i.e. mapped probesets onto the gene level and 

then summarized the duplicated genes by their median). We found no significant differences 

of correlation structures from datasets with and without duplicated genes. In Chapter 6, we 

mapped probesets to the gene level (duplicated genes were treated as described in the 

previous study). Such mapping would increase the number of common genes across studies to 

be used in SMA. One of the selected studies in Chapter 6 used the Affymetrix Human Genome 

(HG) 1.0 st.v1 array, while five others either used Affymetrix HG-U133 Plus 2 or HG-U133A. 

Gene expression datasets that were generated by Affymetrix HG 1.0 st.v1 had low similarity of 

the probesets’ names with the other two aforementioned Affymetrix platforms. Given the aim 

of the study was to find potential biomarkers particularly in AML disease, mapping probesets 

to the gene level would aid direct interpretation of the findings in clinical practice.  

Our evaluation studies used published gene expression studies. For each study, we 

only searched one literature database in our systematic search. We extracted gene expression 
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studies from PubMed (US National Library of Medicine National Institute of Health) for the 

study presented in Chapter 2. Other larger databases like Web of Science (>800 million records 

[191]) and Scopus (55 million records [192]) could also be included to find targeted papers. 

We, however, would like to focus on gene expression studies that produced class prediction 

models, for which we expected Pubmed to contain more relevant medical literatures as 

compared to other databases. We also expect that medical-related studies that were recorded 

in Scopus and Web of Science could also be found in Pubmed database.If a similar study as in 

Chapter 2 would be initiated, it might be worthwhile to include more databases to search for 

relevant studies. We expect similar findings would be obtained if more literatures were added 

to the study, since the Jackknife resampling analysis shows the stability of our results 

irrespective to the number of studies used in the analysis. 

As recommended by MIAME [9], each published gene expression experiment has to 

store all its experimental details at a public online repository (such as ArrayExpress [193], 

Stanford Microarray Database (SMD) [180] or Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) [194]) or on a 

private online site of the study. For the studies presented in Chapter 3, 4, 6 and 7, we searched 

gene expression experiments from the ArrayExpress database only. Although more 

experiments might have been found by searching several other databases, we argue that it is 

enough to only use ArrayExpress to get gene expression raw datasets for our studies. The 

ArrayExpress repository has more recorded experiments than GEO and SMD, i.e. 56,145,  

54,858 and 23,730 experiments respectively (last checked on February 12, 2015). The SMD in 

total has 84,051 experiments in the repository, but only the aforementioned number of 

studies could be accessed publicly. From the ArrayExpress repository, we manually 

downloaded raw gene expression datasets resulting from a systematic search. Since an R 

package to automatically import gene expression datasets from ArrayExpress became available 

[179], we recommend to try such software if a study involving gene expression data from 

ArrayExpress is conducted.  
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PERSPECTIVE FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, we evaluated study factors that potentially affect the performance 

of classification methods and found factors such as the average fold change, the number of 

informative genes and correlation structure of a gene expression dataset to affect the 

predictive ability of classification models. However, these results stem from real life studies in 

which many factor that we were unable to control for, may have played a role in determining 

classification performance. A simulation study to extensively explore the effect that each of 

those factors has, by controlling for the other factors in a well-designed manner, is necessary. 

A simulation study by Kim and Simon on probabilistic classifiers [86] is the only example of 

such a study so far. It could be used as a starting point by incorporating several improvements, 

such as generating gene expression data using a correlation structure as observed in Chapter 

4. Additionally, classification methods that are not restricted to probabilistic classification 

methods need to be considered.  

To deal with the heterogeneity between studies, we applied random effects models 

into our meta-analysis studies (Chapter 6 and Chapter 7). We used the Paule-Mandel (PM) 

method to estimate the between-study variances. The decision to use this method was based 

on the study described in Chapter 5. Although most of the gene expression experiments used 

in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 had a number of samples within the range that was studied in 

Chapter 5, a similar simulation study for smaller sample sizes in each experiment would be 

useful to provide more reliable suggestions regarding the methods to estimate the true 

between-study variance. Methods development has been ongoing to improve the estimation 

of the true between-study variance. This leads to a recommendation to also incorporate new 

or updated methods, such as the Hartung-Knapp-Sidik-Jonkman method [195], to the 

simulation study. Bayesian-based methods are also worth to be considered.  

In Chapter 6, we applied the Bonferroni method to correct for multiple testing, which 

is known to be over-conservative. Other less conservative methods like the popular Benjamini-

Hochberg correction are not easy to apply to the triangular test (following the Whitehead’s 

boundary approach), since these methods involve adjusting P values. In the triangular test only 

approximate methods are available to produce P values. We could not automatically produce 
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the P values for thousands of tested genes in the R environment. It is worthwhile to do further 

theoretical research in obtaining P values from the triangular test that can be implemented 

into R statistical software.  

Although we showed that, on average, aggregating gene expression data by a meta-

analysis approach did not significantly improve the performance of classification models 

(Chapter 7), we did find an association between the effect size of informative genes and 

classification model performance that could lead to a certain type of studies for which 

classification models could get an advantage of data aggregation. To illustrate, consider the 

case when the classification models were trained by Data1 and then were externally validated 

in Data2. The performance of shrunken centroids discriminant analysis is better when it was 

trained on Data1 by incorporating information from other studies (Data3-Data6) than when it 

was trained using only Data1. However, the inverse was observed for support vector machine 

and linear discriminant analysis (Table 7.1 and Table 7.2). To understand this phenomenon, a 

similar study (as we presented in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3) and a simulation study may be 

initiated to explore the data characteristics that affect the performance of classification 

models when data aggregation is used to preselect genes to optimize classification models. 

This latter observation illustrates that factors that explain classification performance in a single 

dataset are potentially related to disappointing external validation of models. 
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A substantial number of gene expression studies on class prediction has been published during 

the last decades, using a wide range of supervised classification methods. Classification 

methods are known from the literature to perform differently, depending on the dataset to 

which the methods are applied. The studies presented in the first part of this thesis were 

focused on the evaluation of potential factors that might affect the performance of 

classification methods. In the second part, we used meta-analysis approaches on publicly 

available gene expression datasets to generate more robust gene lists. A brief summary of 

each study is described here.  

 

Part 1. Evaluation of prediction models performance in gene expression studies  

 

Chapter 2 evaluates the hypothesis that the disease under study significantly determines which 

method is optimal, and that additionally to sample size, class imbalance, type of medical 

question (i.e. diagnostic, prognostic or treatment response) and microarray platform are 

potentially influential variables. A systematic literature review was used to extract the 

information from forty eight published articles on non-cancer microarray classification studies. 

We focused on the non-cancer field, since similar factors have been observed in the field of 

cancer by several studies. The impact of the various factors on the reported classification 

accuracy was analyzed through random effect logistic regression. The cross validation 

technique is an important factor in explaining the variability across the studies. The type of 

medical question also has considerable explained variation in accuracy among studies, 

followed by disease category and microarray platform. We concluded that the accuracy of 

classification models based on gene expression microarray data depends on study specific and 

problem specific factors.  

Chapter 3 studied data characteristics that affect the predictive accuracy of classification 

models, using individual datasets. It has been shown in Chapter 2 that the cross-validation 

method is a significant determinant of accuracy of predictive models on gene expression data. 

As such, we controlled for that factor (together with gene selection technique and 

classification methods). Raw gene expression datasets from twenty five studies meeting 
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predefined inclusion and exclusion criteria were downloaded from public repositories. Nine 

classification functions were chosen, falling within the categories: discriminant analyses or 

Bayes classifiers, tree based, regularization and shrinkage as well as nearest neighbors 

methods. Consequently, nine class prediction models were built for each dataset using the 

same procedure and their performances were evaluated by calculating their accuracies. The 

characteristics of each experiment were recorded, (i.e. observed disease, medical question, 

tissue or cell types and sample size) together with characteristics of the gene expression data 

(i.e. the number of differentially expressed genes, the fold changes and the within-class 

correlations). Their effects on the accuracy of a class prediction model were statistically 

assessed by random effects logistic regression. The number of differentially expressed genes 

and the average fold change each had a significant impact on the accuracy of a classification 

model. Multivariable analysis showed that the two aforementioned study factors and the 

within-class correlation together affect the accuracy of classification functions. These results 

suggest that investigators should give more attention to such factors.  

Chapter 4 closely observes the homogeneity of correlation structures of microarray data within 

and between etiological disease groups. We evaluated inflammatory, immune, infection, 

degenerative, hereditary and acute myeloid leukemia (AML) diseases by comparing correlation 

structures within and between datasets (or diseases). This study was motivated by the finding 

of the study in Chapter 3, which confirmed the association of correlation structure in gene 

expression data to the performance of classification methods. Twelve raw datasets for non-

cancerous diseases and six for AML that met all predefined criteria were downloaded from the 

ArrayExpress online repository. The datasets were preprocessed by a common procedure 

incorporating platform-specific recommendations. The processed datasets were clustered 

based on correlation using partitioning around medoids and weighted gene co-expression 

network analysis. Homogeneity of correlation matrices between and within etiological diseases 

was assessed using the Box M statistic. Most datasets within and between etiological diseases 

have significantly heterogeneous correlation structures. Moreover, datasets from the same 

disease were shown to have heterogeneous correlation structures. In addition, we also 

assessed the effect of filtering of non-informative probesets in the preprocessing step; 

detection call and variance filtering on correlation structures. Variance filtering eliminates 
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more uncorrelated probesets than detection call filtering and renders the data highly 

correlated. Since the performance of most classification functions is affected by the correlation 

structure within a dataset and the theoretical characteristics of most classification functions 

are known, exploring the correlation structure within a given gene expression dataset  might 

be used to guide the choice of a classifier that might perform well for the dataset in question. 

 

Part 2. Data aggregation of gene expression studies 

 

Chapter 5 studied the methods to estimate the between-study variance in sequential meta-

analysis (SMA). SMA is an approach for combining studies in chronological order while 

preserving the type I error and pre-specifying the statistical power to detect a given effect size. 

Various estimators for the variance between studies in a meta-analysis exist and they have 

been shown to yield divergent or even contradictory results. In an SMA, their properties are 

even more important, as they influence the point in time at which definite conclusions are 

drawn. We evaluated the properties of estimators of heterogeneity to be used in an SMA. We 

conducted an extensive simulation study with dichotomous and continuous outcome data and 

applied the estimators in real life clinical examples. Bias and variance of the estimators were 

used as primary evaluation criteria, as well as the number of RCTs and patients from the 

accumulating trials needed to get stable estimates. The simulation studies showed that the 

well-known DerSimonian-Laird (DL) estimator largely underestimates the true value for 

dichotomous outcomes. The two-step DL (DL2) significantly improves this behavior. In general, 

the DL2 and Paule-Mandel (PM) estimators are recommended for both dichotomous and 

continuous outcome data for use in an SMA. Although the study is conducted in the setting of 

SMA, our recommendation of the between-study estimators could also be applied in any 

meta-analysis approach.  

Chapter 6 focuses on the application of SMA (following Whitehead’s boundary approach) to 

find gene expression signatures across microarray experiments. As an example of the 

proposed approach, seven raw datasets on AML patients versus healthy controls fulfilling 

predefined search criteria were downloaded from the ArrayExpress repository. The SMA of the 
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seven datasets is used to evaluate whether accumulated samples already show enough 

evidence or whether more experiments should be initiated. The between-study variance or 

heterogeneity was estimated by the recommended PM method. Based on the result of this 

study, most of the genes hardly got enough evidence from a single experiment, meaning that 

they could not be classified yet as either informative or non-informative genes. A decision 

about which genes are informative based on a single experiment using differentially expressed 

genes analysis might therefore be misleading. As a result, gene lists have low reproducibility 

and false positive claims might be produced. SMA offers an alternative to existing methods in 

generating a gene signature list by evaluating the adequacy of the cumulative information. 

 Chapter 7 evaluates the benefit of using a meta-analysis approach as a gene selection method 

in class prediction. Six raw datasets from different gene expression experiments in AML were 

used to build classification models to classify samples to either AML or the healthy control 

group. Elastic net and feed-forward neural networks classification methods were applied in 

addition to the nine methods that had been used in Chapter 3. The performance of 

classification models was quantified by Matthew’s correlation coefficient. We first trained the 

classification models on gene expression data from one single experiment and externally 

validated it to the other five gene expression datasets (referred to as the individual-

classification approach). Next, we repeated the training, using gene selection based on meta-

analysis from the other studies, except from the validation study. Although we applied a 

proper cross validation technique, we found a significant decrease of the model performances 

in the external validation sets, with both training approaches. Overall, data aggregation 

through the meta-analysis approach did not statistically significantly improve the classification 

model’s performances. The benefit of meta-analysis became significantly larger when the 

informative probesets resulting from the meta-analysis gene selection procedure had a larger 

average overall effect size than the informative probesets resulting from the individual-

classification approach. The effect size was defined as the standardized mean difference 

between average expression values in two groups (similar to the ‘fold change’ in differentially 

expressed gene analysis). 

---- 
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Banyak studi ekspresi gen tentang prediksi klasifikasi menggunakan berbagai metode klasifikasi 

tersupervisi yang telah dipublikasikan selama beberapa dekade terakhir. Dari literatur, 

metode-metode klasifikasi ini mempunyai performa yang berbeda tergantung pada dataset 

dimana metode tersebut diaplikasikan. Studi-studi yang dideskripsikan pada bagian pertama 

tesis ini difokuskan pada evaluasi faktor-faktor potensial yang dapat mempengaruhi performa 

metode-metode klasifikasi ini. Pada bagian kedua, kami menggunakan pendekatan meta-ana-

lisis terhadap beberapa dataset ekspresi gen yang tersedia secara publik, untuk memberikan 

daftar gen yang lebih robust. Rangkuman tentang setiap studi dideskripsikan di bawah ini.  

 

Bagian 1. Evaluasi performa model prediksi pada studi-studi ekspresi gen   

 

Bab 2 mengevaluasi hipotesis bahwa penyakit yang diteliti secara signifikan menentukan 

metode yang optimal. Penyakit yang diteliti, jumlah sampel, ketidakseimbangan jumlah sampel 

dalam setiap kelompok, tipe pertanyaan medis (diagnostik, prognostik, atau respons terhadap 

terapi) dan microarray platform adalah variabel-variabel potensial yang mempengaruhi pemi-

lihan metode. Tinjauan sistematik terhadap literatur dilakukan untuk memperoleh informasi 

dari 48 artikel tentang studi klasifikasi microarray pada penyakit non-kanker. Kami memfokus-

kan pada bidang non-kanker, karena beberapa studi telah menemukan faktor-faktor serupa 

untuk bidang kanker. Dampak berbagai faktor ini terhadap keakuratan klasifikasi dianalisis 

dengan regresi logistik dengan efek random. Teknik validasi silang merupakan faktor penting 

dalam menjelaskan variabilitas antar studi. Tipe pertanyaan medis juga berkontribusi besar da-

lam menjelaskan variasi pada keakuratan antar studi, diikuti oleh kategori penyakit dan micro-

array platform. Kami menyimpulkan bahwa keakuratan model-model klasifikasi yang didasar-

kan pada data microarray ekspresi gen tergantung pada faktor-faktor yang berhubungan deng-

an studi dan masalah penelitian.  

Bab 3 mempelajari karakteristik data yang mempengaruhi keakuratan prediksi model kla-

sifikasi, menggunakan beberapa dataset individual. Telah dibuktikan pada Bab 2 bahwa me-

tode validasi silang adalah determinan yang bermakna untuk keakuratan model prediksi untuk 

data ekspresi gen. Dengan demikian, kami mengendalikan faktor tersebut (bersama dengan 
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teknik seleksi gen dan metode klasifikasi). Dataset mentah ekspresi gen dari 25 studi yang me-

menuhi kriteria inklusi dan eksklusi yang ditentukan diunduh dari repository publik. Sembilan 

fungsi klasifikasi dipilih, dan dikelompokkan ke dalam kategori-kategori berikut: metode ana-

lisis diskriminasi atau klasifikasi Bayes, tree-based, regularization dan shrinkage, serta nearest 

neighbors. Sembilan model prediksi klasifikasi dibangun untuk setiap dataset dengan meng-

gunakan prosedur yang sama, dan performa model-model tersebut dievaluasi dengan meng-u-

kur keakuratannya. Kami melakukan pencatatan karakteristik eksperimen (penyakit yang diob-

servasi, pertanyaan medis, tipe jaringan atau sel, dan besar sampel) dan karakteristik data eks-

presi gen (jumlah gen yang diekpresikan secara diferensial, fold change, dan korelasi dalam-

kelompok). Efeknya terhadap keakuratan model prediksi klasifikasi dievaluasi secara statistik 

dengan regresi logistik dengan efek random. Jumlah gen yang diekpresikan secara diferensial 

dan rerata fold change secara individual mempunyai dampak bermakna terhadap keakuratan 

model klasifikasi. Analisis multivariat menunjukkan bahwa kedua faktor karakteristik data eks-

presi gen tersebut dan korelasi dalam-kelompok mempengaruhi keakuratan fungsi-fungsi klasi-

fikasi. Hasil studi ini menunjukkan bahwa peneliti harus memberikan perhatian lebih terhadap 

faktor-faktor tersebut. 

Bab 4 mengobservasi homogenitas struktur korelasi data microarray dalam dan antar kelom-

pok penyakit etiologis. Kami mengevaluasi penyakit inflamasi, imun, infeksi, degeneratif, here-

diter, dan leukemia myeloid akut (acute myeloid leukemia/AML) dengan membandingkan 

struktur korelasi di dalam dan antar dataset (atau penyakit). Studi ini dimotivasi oleh hasil studi 

pada Bab 3, yang membuktikan adanya hubungan antara struktur korelasi dalam data ekspresi 

gen dengan performa metode klasifikasi. Dua belas dataset mentah untuk penyakit non-kanker 

dan 6 dataset mentah untuk penyakit AML yang memenuhi semua kriteria yang ditentukan 

diunduh dari ArrayExpress online repository. Dataset diproses terlebih dahulu dengan prosedur 

umum yang memasukkan rekomendasi yang spesifik untuk setiap platform. Dataset yang di-

proses dikelompokkan berdasarkan korelasi menggunakan partitioning around medoids dan 

weighted gene co-expression network analysis. Homogenitas matriks korelasi antar dan dalam 

penyakit etiologis dinilai menggunakan Box M statistik. Sebagian besar dataset dalam dan an-

tar penyakit etiologis mempunyai struktur korelasi yang heterogen secara bermakna. Selain itu, 

dataset dari penyakit yang sama terbukti memiliki struktur korelasi yang heterogen. Kami juga 
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menilai efek filtering, yaitu detection call filtering dan variance filtering pada struktur korelasi, 

terhadap probeset yang tidak informatif pada langkah pemprosesan awal. Variance filtering 

mengeliminasi lebih banyak probeset yang tidak berkorelasi dibandingkan detection call filter-

ing, dan memberikan data dengan korelasi sangat tinggi. Karena performa sebagian besar 

fungsi klasifikasi dipengaruhi oleh struktur korelasi dalam dataset dan karakteristik teoritis 

sebagian besar fungsi klasifikasi telah diketahui, eksplorasi struktur korelasi dalam dataset eks-

presi gen bisa digunakan untuk memandu pemilihan metode klasifikasi yang memberikan per-

forma yang baik untuk dataset yang digunakan.  

 

Bagian 2. Aggregasi data dari studi-studi ekspresi gen 

 

Bab 5 meneliti metode-metode untuk mengestimasi varians antar-studi pada meta-analisis 

sekuensial (sequential meta-analysis/SMA). SMA adalah pendekatan yang mengkombinasikan 

studi-studi dalam urutan kronologis dengan mempertahankan kesalahan tipe 1 dan menentu-

kan terlebih dahulu kekuatan statistik untuk mendeteksi besar efek. Terdapat berbagai penges-

timasi untuk varians antar studi dalam meta-analisis, dan berbagai pengestimasi ini telah ter-

bukti memberikan hasil yang berbeda atau bahkan saling bertentangan. Pada SMA, karakteris-

tik pengestimasi bahkan lebih penting lagi, karena mempengaruhi waktu ketika kesimpulan 

yang pasti diambil. Kami mengevaluasi karakteristik pengestimasi heterogenitas yang diguna-

kan pada SMA. Kami melakukan studi simulasi yang ekstensif dengan data luaran yang diko-

tomis dan kontinu, dan mengaplikasikan pengestimasi ini pada contoh klinis di dunia nyata. 

Bias dan varians dari hasil pengestimasi digunakan sebagai kriteria evaluasi utama, demikian 

juga jumlah RCT dan jumlah pasien dari studi akumulatif yang diperlukan untuk memperoleh 

estimasi yang stabil. Studi simulasi menunjukkan bahwa pengestimasi DerSimonian-Laird (DL) 

memberikan estimasi yang terlalu rendah untuk nilai sebenarnya dari luaran dikotomis. Two-

step DL (DL2) secara signifikan memperbaiki perilaku ini. Umumnya, DL2 dan pengestimasi 

Paule-Mandel (PM) dianjurkan untuk data luaran dikotomis dan kontinu pada SMA. Walaupun 

studi ini dilakukan pada setting sebuah SMA, rekomendasi kami tentang pengestimator antar-

studi ini juga bisa diterapkan pada setiap pendekatan meta-analisis.  
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Bab 6 berfokus pada penerapan SMA (mengikuti pendekatan batasan Whitehead’s) untuk 

menemukan signature ekspresi gen antar eksperimen microarray. Sebagai contoh aplikasi dari 

pendekatan yang kami anjurkan, tujuh dataset mentah kelompok pasien AML versus kelompok 

kontrol sehat yang memenuhi kriteria pencarian yang ditentukan diunduh dari ArrayExpress 

repository. SMA untuk ketujuh dataset ini digunakan untuk mengevaluasi apakah sampel yang 

terakumulasi sudah memberikan cukup bukti atau apakah harus dilakukan lebih banyak eks-

perimen. Estimasi varians antar-studi atau heterogenitas dilakukan dengan metode PM yang 

direkomendasikan. Atas dasar hasil studi ini, sebagian besar gen hampir tidak mendapatkan cu-

kup bukti dari hanya satu eksperimen tunggal. Ini berarti bahwa gen-gen ini belum bisa diklasi-

fikasikan sebagai gen yang informatif atau non-informatif. Dengan demikian, keputusan ten-

tang gen mana yang informatif yang didasarkan pada eksperimen tunggal menggunakan anali-

sis gen yang diekspresikan secara diferensial dapat menyesatkan. Akibatnya, akan didapatkan 

daftar gen yang memiliki reprodusibilitas yang rendah dan klaim positif palsu. SMA menawar-

kan alternatif terhadap metode-metode yang ada untuk memberikan daftar signature gen, 

dengan mengevaluasi kucukupan informasi kumulatif.  

Bab 7 mengevaluasi manfaat penggunaan pendekatan meta-analisis sebagai metode seleksi 

gen dalam prediksi klasifikasi. Enam dataset mentah dari berbagai eksperimen ekspresi gen 

yang berbeda untuk AML digunakan untuk membuat model-model klasifikasi, untuk mengklasi-

fikasikan sampel ke dalam kelompok AML atau kelompok kontrol sehat. Selain kesembilan me-

tode yang telah digunakan dalam Bab 3, metode klasifikasi elastic net dan jaringan syaraf feed-

forward juga diaplikasikan. Performa model klasifikasi dikuantifikasi dengan Matthew’s correla-

tion coefficient. Pertama, kami melakukan training model-model klasifikasi ini pada data eks-

presi gen dari eksperimen-eksperimen tunggal, dan melakukan validasi eksternal pada lima da-

taset ekspresi gen lain (disebut sebagai pendekatan klasifikasi individual). Kemudian, kami 

mengulang training menggunakan seleksi gen atas dasar meta-analisis dari studi-studi lain, 

kecuali dari sudi validasi. Walaupun kami menerapkan teknik validasi silang yang tepat, kami 

menemukan penurunan performa model yang signifikan pada set validasi eksternal dengan 

menggunakan kedua pendekatan training. Secara keseluruhan, agregasi data melalui 

pendekatan meta-analisis tidak meningkatkan performa model klasifikasi secara bermakna. 

Manfaat meta-analisis menjadi lebih besar secara signifikan ketika probeset informatif yang 
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diperoleh dari prosedur seleksi gen atas dasar meta-analisis memiliki besar efek keseluruhan 

yang secara rerata lebih besar daripada probeset informatif yang diperoleh dari pendekatan 

klasifikasi individual. Besar efek didefinisikan sebagai perbedaan mean yang terstandardisasi 

antara rerata nilai ekspresi pada kedua kelompok (serupa dengan ‘fold change’ pada analisis 

gen yang diekspresikan secara diferensial).  

--- 
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In de afgelopen decennia is een aanzienlijk aantal genexpressiestudies over klasse voorspelling 

gepubliceerd, gebruik makend van een breed scala aan supervised classificatiemethoden. Uit 

de literatuur is bekend dat classificatiemethoden verschillend presteren, afhankelijk van de 

dataset waarop de methoden worden toegepast. Het eerste deel van dit proefschrift is gericht 

op  de evaluatie van mogelijke factoren die de prestatie van de classificatiemethoden zouden 

kunnen beïnvloeden. In het tweede deel is meta-analyse gebruikt op openbaar toegankelijke 

genexpressie datasets met het doel meer robuuste gen lijsten te produceren. Elk 

deelonderzoek is hieronderkort samengevat. 

 

Deel 1 . Evaluatie van de prestatie van voorspellingsmodellen in genexpressiestudies 

 

Hoofdstuk 2 evalueert de hypothese dat de ziekte in kwestie significant bepaalt welke 

methode optimaal is en dat  naast de steekproefomvang, de klasse disbalans, het type 

medische vraag (diagnostisch, prognostisch of behandelingsrespons) en het microarray 

platform mogelijk van invloed zijn. Een systematische literatuurstudie werd verricht op 

achtenveertig gepubliceerde artikelen over microarray classificatie studies in andere ziekten 

dan kanker om deze informatie af te leiden. We richtten ons op andere ziekten dan kanker, 

aangezien soortgelijke factoren op het gebied van kanker door verscheidene studies zijn 

waargenomen. Het effect van de verschillende factoren op de gerapporteerde nauwkeurigheid 

van de classificatie werd geanalyseerd met behulp van random effect logistische regressie. De 

kruisvalidatie methode is een belangrijke factor om de variabiliteit over de studies te 

verklaren. Het type medische vraag verklaart ook aanzienlijk de variatie in nauwkeurigheid 

tussen studies, evenals de aard van de ziekte en het microarray-platform. We concludeerden 

dat de nauwkeurigheid classificatie modellen gebaseerd op genexpressie microarray data 

afhangt van factoren die ziekte- en probleem-specifiek zijn. 

Hoofdstuk 3 bestudeerde kenmerken van de data die van invloed zijn op de nauwkeurigheid 

van de predictie van de classificatiemodellen, gebruik makend van individuele datasets. In 

hoofdstuk 2 is aangetoond dat de kruisvalidatie methode een belangrijke determinant is van 

de nauwkeurigheid van predictiemodellen op genexpressiedata. Daarom hebben we 

gecontroleerd voor deze factoren (samen met genselectietechniek en classificatiemethoden). 
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Ruwe genexpressie datasets afkomstig uit vijfentwintig studies die voldeden aan vooraf 

vastgelegde in- en exclusiecriteria, werden gedownload uit openbare archieven. Negen 

classificatiefuncties werden gekozen, die vallen onder de categorieën: discriminantanalyse of 

Bayes classificatiemethoden, tree-based, regularisation en shrinkage, en nearest neighbour 

methoden. Daarmee werden negen klasse predictiemodellen samengesteld voor elke dataset 

met behulp van  dezelfde procedure. Door middel van berekening van de nauwkeurigheid 

werden hun prestaties beoordeeld. De kenmerken van elk experiment werden vastgelegd 

(d.w.z. de waargenomen ziekte, de medische vraag, de weefsel- of celtypen en de 

steekproefgrootte) samen met de kenmerken van de genexpressie data (d.w.z. het aantal 

verschillend expressed genen, de fold veranderingen en de binnen-klasse correlaties). De 

effecten ervan op de nauwkeurigheid van een klasse predictiemodel werden statistisch 

beoordeeld met behulp van random effect logistische regressie. Het aantal verschillend 

expressed genen en de gemiddelde fold verandering hadden ieder een significante effect op de 

nauwkeurigheid van een classificatiemodel. Multivariabele analyse toonde aan dat de twee 

genoemde studiefactoren en de binnen-klasse correlatie samen de nauwkeurigheid van de 

classificatiefuncties beïnvloeden. Deze resultaten laten zien dat onderzoekers meer aandacht 

moeten schenken aan dergelijke factoren. 

Hoofdstuk 4 richt zich op de homogeniteit van correlatiestructuren van microarray data binnen 

en tussen etiologische ziektegroepen. We evalueerden ontstekings-, immuun-, infectie-, 

degeneratieve, erfelijke en acute myeloïde leukemie (AML) ziekten door correlatiestructuren 

te vergelijken binnen en tussen datasets (of ziekten). Deze studie was het gevolg van het 

resultaat van de studie in hoofdstuk 3, die het verband bevestigde tussen de 

correlatiestructuur in genexpressie data en de prestatie van classificatiemethoden. Twaalf 

ruwe datasets van andere ziekten dan kanker en zes van AML, die voldeden aan alle vooraf 

gedefinieerde criteria, werden gedownload uit het ArrayExpress online archief. De datasets 

werden voorbewerkt met een algemene procedure rekening houdend met platform-specifieke 

aanbevelingen. De bewerkte datasets werden geclassificeerd op basis van correlatie met 

behulp van partitioning around medoids en gewogen gen co-expressie netwerk analyse. 

Homogeniteit van correlatiematrices binnen en tussen etiologische ziekten werd beoordeeld 

met behulp van de Box M toetsingsgrootheid. De meeste datasets binnen en tussen 
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etiologische ziekten hebben significant heterogene correlatiestructuren. Bovendien 

vertoonden datasets van dezelfde ziekte heterogene correlatiestructuren. Daarnaast hebben 

we ook het effect onderzocht van het filteren van niet-informatieve probesets in de 

voorbewerkingsstap; detection call filtering en variantie filteren op correlatie structuren. 

Variantie filteren sluit meer ongecorreleerde probesets uit dan detection call filtering en maakt 

de data sterk gecorreleerd. Aangezien de prestaties van de meeste classificatiefuncties worden 

beïnvloed door de correlatiestructuur binnen een dataset en de theoretische eigenschappen 

van de meeste classificatiefuncties bekend zijn, kan onderzoek naar de correlatiestructuur 

binnen een bepaalde genexpressie dataset worden gebruikt als leidraad voor de keuze van een 

adequate classificatie methode voor de dataset in kwestie. 

 

Deel 2. Data-aggregatie van genexpressie studies 

 

Hoofdstuk 5 bestudeerde methoden voor het schatten van de tussen-studie variantie in 

sequentiële meta-analyse (SMA). SMA is een methode voor het combineren van studies in 

chronologische volgorde met behoud van de type I fout en vooraf vastgestelde  statistische 

power om een bepaalde effectgrootte te detecteren. Er bestaan verschillende schatters voor 

de variantie tussen studies in een meta-analyse en aangetoond is dat ze uiteenlopende of zelfs 

tegenstrijdige resultaten opleveren. In een SMA zijn hun eigenschappen nog belangrijker, 

omdat ze het moment beïnvloeden waarop definitieve conclusies worden getrokken. We 

evalueerden de eigenschappen van schatters van heterogeniteit voor gebruik in een SMA. Wij 

hebben een uitgebreide simulatiestudie uitgevoerd op data met dichotome en continue 

uitkomsten en de schatters in concrete klinische voorbeelden toegepast. Onzuiverheid en 

variantie van de schatters zijn gebruikt als primaire beoordelingscriteria en verder het aantal 

klinische studies en het aantal patiënten in de cumulatieve studies nodig om stabiele 

schattingen te krijgen. De simulaties toonden aan dat de bekende DerSimonian-Laird (DL) 

schatter de werkelijke waarde voor dichotome uitkomsten behoorlijk onderschat. De 

tweestaps DL (DL2) verbetert dit gedrag aanzienlijk. In het algemeen worden de DL2 en Paule-

Mandel (PM) schatters aanbevolen voor zowel dichotome als continue uitkomsten in een SMA. 
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Hoewel de studie is uitgevoerd in  een sequentiële meta-analyse, kan onze aanbeveling van de 

tussen-studie schatters worden toegepast in iedere meta-analyse. 

Hoofdstuk 6 richt zich op de toepassing van SMA (met behulp van Whitehead’s grenzen) om 

genexpressie signatures te vinden in microarray experimenten. Als voorbeeld van de 

voorgestelde aanpak werden zeven ruwe datasets van AML-patiënten versus gezonde 

controles, gedownload uit het ArrayExpress archief, waarbij is voldaan aan vooraf 

gedefinieerde zoekcriteria. De SMA van de zeven datasets is gebruikt om te beoordelen of de 

verzamelde steekproeven al genoeg bewijs opleveren of dat meer experimenten moeten 

worden gestart. De tussen-studie variantie of heterogeniteit werd geschat met behulp van de 

aanbevolen PM methode. Het resultaat van deze studie was dat de meeste genen uit één 

experiment nauwelijks genoeg bewijs opleveren, waardoor ze nog niet konden worden 

geclassificeerd als informatieve of niet-informatieve genen. Een beslissing over welke genen 

informatief zijn op basis van één enkel experiment met behulp van differentially expressed 

genes analysis zou dus misleidend zijn. Dit leidt tot gen lijsten met een lage 

reproduceerbaarheid en mogelijk vals positieve conclusies. SMA biedt een alternatief voor 

bestaande methoden om een gen signatuurlijst te produceren door de geschiktheid van de 

cumulatieve informatie te evalueren. 

Hoofdstuk 7 onderzoekt het nut van het gebruik van een meta-analyse als genselectiemethode 

voor klasse voorspelling. Zes ruwe datasets uit verschillende genexpressie-experimenten in 

AML werden gebruikt om classificatiemodellen te bouwen om steekproeven te classificeren als 

ofwel AML ofwel een gezonde controlegroep. Elastic net en feedforward neurale netwerk 

classificatiemethoden zijn toegepast naast de negen methoden die werden gebruikt in 

hoofdstuk 3. De prestatie van de classificatiemodellen werd gekwantificeerd door middelvan 

Matthew’s correlatie coëfficiënt. We hebben eerst de classificatiemodellen getraind op 

genexpressie data van een enkelvoudige experiment en vervolgens extern gevalideerd in de 

andere vijf genexpressie datasets (aan te duiden als individuele classificatie aanpak). 

Vervolgens herhaalden we de training met genselectien op basis van meta-analyse van de 

andere studies, behalve de validatiestudie. Hoewel we een goede kruisvalidatie techniek 

hadden toegepast vonden we een significante afname van de prestaties van het model in de 

externe validatiestudies bij beide trainingsmethoden. In het algemeen verbeterde data-
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aggregatie met behulp van de meta-analyse benadering de prestaties van het 

classificatiemodel niet statistisch significant. Het voordeel van de meta-analyse werd 

aanzienlijk groter wanneer de informatieve probesets die het gevolg waren van de meta-

analyse genselectieprocedure een grotere gemiddelde effectgrootte hadden dan de 

informatieve probesets voorkomend uit de individuele-classificatie benadering. De grootte van 

het effect werd gedefinieerd als het gestandaardiseerde gemiddelde verschil tussen de 

gemiddelde expressiewaarden in twee groepen (vergelijkbaar met de ‘fold change’ in 

verschillend expressed gen analyse). 

 

--- 
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